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CONGRATULATIONS are due to all our
international teams playing in the European Championships. The Seniors won
the Gold Medal, their first medal in this
event, the Women continued their run of
success with a fourth consecutive medal
(Silver this time) and the Open team won
Bronze, their first medal since 1991.
Congratulations to all three teams who
qualify to go to the World Championships
in Chennai next year.
With this issue comes the EBU Diary. We
have listened to feedback from last year and
moved the publication date back to August.
The diary is printed in this country (in
Scotland, so only definitely this country for
the moment!) and a deal has been struck
which makes it marginally cheaper to
produce than last year. We have removed
some information about events because the
website is a better vehicle for this and those
competitors who wish up-to-date information as to venue or start time will typically
use that rather than the diary. There will still
be a page on the website with changes to the
diary and this will have a ‘last updated date’
on it. Some changes are inevitable if you go
to press up to twenty months ahead of
events. The changes have allowed us to extend the time the diary is valid by adding
more pages to the weekly calendar.
Feedback is welcome. Some people have
indicated that they do not wish to be sent a
diary and may be surprised to receive one
anyway. If you are in that category then,
before you put pen to paper to object, I
should tell you that it is significantly cheaper for the EBU to do this than arrange a
separate delivery (see page 30). If by next
year the total of those who do not require a
diary exceeds 1000, then we will honour
those requests and do so economically. For
those of you who use the electronic world to
organise your calendar there will be a
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Google calendar available for download
which should also import into applications
such as Outlook.
Along with changes to the diary there will
be some changes to the magazine from
October. We are well aware that many
members value a printed magazine and
although they may look at the online
version they quite want the copy to read in
the bath and, of course, dropping a tablet in
the bath is very much worse than dropping
a magazine. To keep the printed version
going is expensive and the most significant
element is postage. We already use a firm
called ‘One Post’ to organise delivery, although Royal Mail deliver for the last mile,
and this saves several hundred pounds per
issue. The cost goes up each year by rather
more than the rate of inflation and we have
decided to change the size of the magazine
as from the October issue. The magazine
became A4 size in 1984 when it succeeded
EBU Quarterly. It will become smaller (not
as small as the old Quarterly) but there will
be more pages to compensate. We will save
a five figure sum each year because Royal
Mail charge on the basis of both size and
weight. These changes will mean the future
of a printed magazine is secured for some
time to come unless, of course, Royal Mail
change the pricing structure once again!
That is always a risk.
Once you have received a copy of the new
size magazine we would be happy to hear
from you if you have any constructive
comments to make.
Two pieces of news to end on. The scope
of the NGS has been expanded, so that from
now it includes teams games (multiple and
Swiss teams) at club, county and national
level. Secondly our Autumn Sims this year is
in aid of the new bridge charity EBED
(English Bridge Education and Development). Hope to see you playing in a heat. r
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Pairs Tactics

by Andrew Robson
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Bid Safe, Play Boldly
SOME years ago the great Rixi Markus,
that redoubtable native Austrian British
International who escaped the Nazis by
brazenly fleeing through Germany, wrote
a book called Bid Boldly, Play Safe (about
which a wag quipped, ‘Rixi bid boldly to
Four Spades, and played safely for down
three’). As a teams (rubber/Chicago)
policy, bidding boldly to game, then
playing as safely as possible to make the
contract, is spot on.
At pairs, things are completely different
– almost the reverse applies in fact. The
game bonus is far less valuable, in that if
you can make one more trick than your
counterparts, you have a good result with
or without the game bonus. You should
not push for close game contracts, but
then play flat out to make the maximum
number of tricks.
Let’s look at a real example. You hold,
vulnerable vs not, the hand below:
You open 1´, hear
left-hand opponent
overcall 2™, partner
bid 2´ and righthand opponent bid
3™. Now it would be
nice for double to be
a game try, but say you don’t have that
piece of kit. You must decide between a
competitive (i.e. non-invitational) 3´, or a
jump to 4´. What would you do (a)
playing teams (b) playing pairs, in a large,
but fairly inexperienced field?
Playing teams, vulnerable, you must
shrug your shoulders and bid 4´. The 500
bonus is so material that you cannot
afford to pass up the opportunity. In
general, if you make a little over one
vulnerable game in three attempted, you’ll
show a long-term profit at teams. Here I’d
rate your chances as higher than that: (i)
you have a ninth (and possibly even tenth)
trump; (ii) you can deduce partner for
short hearts and (iii) you have fabulous
controls.
At pairs, however, there’s much to be
´
™
t
®

A 10 9 4 3 2
A74
6
A43

www.ebu.co.uk

said for settling for 3´. If you bid 4´ and
find you can’t make it, you’ll score very
poorly (going down when your side own
the deal invariably does). Play 3´ well (as
is your wont), making the maximum
number of tricks and you’ll likely score
quite well even if 4´ is on.
This is the full deal; (a) How would you
play 4´ at teams? (b) How would you play
3´ at pairs? On both occasions you receive
the king of hearts lead.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ KQJ
™ 8
t 975432
® 962
86
´ 75
N
K Q 10 6 3
™ J952
W
E
K J 10
t AQ8
S
KJ8
® Q 10 7 5
´ A 10 9 4 3 2
™ A74
t 6
® A43

The bidding at teams:
West
North
East
2™
2´
All Pass
The bidding at pairs:
West
North
2™
2´
All Pass

3™

East
3™

South
1´
4´

South
1´
3´

(a) 4´ at teams
Your goal is ten tricks. No more, no less.
You start with eight winners – six spades

and two aces – and can make two more
fairly easily by ruffing two hearts in the
short trump hand. You win trick one with
the ace of hearts and ruff a heart. You
cross to the ace of clubs, ruff another
heart, cash dummy’s remaining high
spade and must come to five more spades
in hand. Ten tricks and game made.
(b) 3´ at pairs
Yes, when you see dummy you wish you’d
bid 4´, but there are plenty of matchpoints still at stake. After winning trick
one with the ace of hearts, you lead your
diamond. The defence win and (say – it
doesn’t matter) switch to a club. You win
with the ace, cross to a trump and ruff a
diamond. You ruff a heart and ruff
another diamond (high), noting the 3-3
split. You could play safe for ten tricks now
by ruffing your remaining heart with
dummy’s last trump. Backing the opponents’ trumps to be 2-2, you gamble and
cross to a second spade. With both opponents following, you are now able to cash
the three long diamonds discarding your
heart and two club losers and emerge with
twelve tricks.
Making 3´ plus three scored no less
than 88% of the match-points. Hardly any
of the other North-Souths had bid 4´.
The common result was 3´ plus one,
declarer ruffing two hearts in dummy and
not noticing the diamond potential at all.
Good pairs play is not about bidding
close games. It’s about bidding within
yourself (in the uncontested auction, that
is), but then using all your technique and
flair to wheedle out the extra trick. It’s only
a slight over-simplification to say that if
you go to the Brighton Summer Festival,
you’ll see the better bidders top the teams
and the better card-players top the pairs. r

JUNIOR SUCCESS
The team of Basil Letts, Ankush Khandelwal, Kyle Lam and Simon Spencer
put in a strong performance to finish second in the Junior Invitational Teams
at the Midsummer Bridge Tournament in Finland. Report in the next issue.
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird
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link

Bertie Bellis’s Promise
THE Matron eyed Bertie Bellis severely as
he took his seat at her table. ‘Do you make
your clever plays against everyone or just
against us?’ she demanded.
The senior maths master laughed. ‘I
wasn’t very clever last week,’ he replied.
‘We finished in third place. Young Hutson
and Phillips were almost two tops ahead
of us.’
‘Yes, a good effort by the fourthformers,’ observed Percy Cutforth. ‘They
don’t shine very brightly in my physics
lessons, I must say.’
‘Well, perhaps just for once you can play
normal bridge against us,’ persisted the
Matron. ‘I mean it, Bertie. It would make a
nice change.’
The players drew their cards for the first
board of the round:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 4
™ AQJ6
t 75
® A87652
Q J 10 9 5
´ K83
N
92
™ 10 7 4 3
W
E
S
K963
t 42
K 10
® QJ93
´ A762
™ K85
t A Q J 10 8
® 4

West
North
The
Percy
Matron Cutforth

East
Stefan
Götel

1´
2®
Pass
4t
All Pass

2´
Pass

South
Bertie
Bellis
1t
3t
5t

The Matron led the queen of spades and
down went the dummy. Bertie Bellis
studied his combined assets. How would
3NT have fared? There were only seven
tricks on top, so he would have needed the
www.ebu.co.uk

king of diamonds onside. After the
Matron’s spade queen lead, placing the
king with East, it seemed that she was
favourite to hold the diamond king.
‘No need to spend ages planning some
clever play,’ muttered the Matron. ‘Just
play the hand normally, like I would.’
Bertie Bellis turned his mind to the
prospects in 5t. Suppose he won the
spade lead, ruffed a spade, returned to the
king of hearts and ruffed another spade.
He would have to force himself with a club
to reach his hand. After playing the ace
and queen of trumps, the defenders would
win and force him again. He would then
lose control if trumps were 4-2. What
could be done?
The maths master soon spotted the
solution. He called for dummy’s four of
spades and contributed the two from his
hand! When the Matron continued with
another spade, he ruffed in the dummy
and played a trump to the queen. The
contract could not be beaten after this
start. The Matron won with the king of
trumps and persisted with a third round
of spades. She could not believe it when
declarer produced the ace of spades. He
drew trumps and proceeded to claim the
contract, throwing his last spade on the
fourth round of hearts.
The Matron sat back in her chair,
looking somewhat dazed. Why on earth
had Bertie given her a spade trick? He
could simply have won the first trick and
ruffed some spades in dummy. Was he
losing his touch or just being nice to her?
It was certainly a very welcome departure

from his usual efforts.
‘Excellent play, Bertie!’ exclaimed Percy
Cutforth. ‘If you win the first spade you go
down.’ He paused to inspect the travelling
score-sheet. ‘No-one else has made game.
Some of them tried 3NT, but that’s always
down on a spade lead.’
Bertie Bellis nodded. ‘It’s not every day
that you play a minor-suit game in a 5-2
fit,’ he said. ‘Particularly at match-points.’
‘It just shows was a silly game bridge is,’
declared the Matron. ‘We end up with a
complete bottom and there was absolutely
nothing we could do about it. That
wouldn’t happen at chess or Monopoly or
any other game.’
Stefan Götel leaned forward. ‘I’m not
saying you could find it, Matron,’ he said,
‘but a trump lead beats the contract, I
think. Bertie can’t duck a spade then
because you could play another trump
and prevent a spade ruff.’
‘Lead a trump from the king when I
have a sequence of spade honours?’ gasped
the Matron. ‘Making wild leads may be
acceptable on the Continent. Here in
England, we do things differently!’
Bertie Bellis smiled at the Matron.
‘Everyone would lead a spade from your
hand,’ he consoled her. ‘Come on, let’s play
the next one. I tell you what. I promise I
won’t do anything clever.’
It’s a bit late for that, thought the
Matron, as she thumbed through her
cards for the next board. Still, you never
know. Perhaps, with a bit of luck, it might
be her turn to do something brilliant.
r
There was no law against it!

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge)
take all reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that
advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is
sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local
Trading Standards Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that
prices advertised may not be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.
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Heather’s Hints
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CORWEN TROPHY

by Heather Dhondy

The Kokish Convention
Game All. Dealer North.
´ K 10 4 2
™ KQJ72
t A
® AKQ
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

West
Pass
Pass
All Pass

J763
3
Q 10 9 6 4 2
J3

North
2®
2™
3´

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2t
2´
4´

PLAYING teams, what should North open?
North is simply too strong to consider
anything other than 2®. Over 2®,
South responds with a negative click
2t. Playing the ‘Kokish Relay’
(see www.bridgeguys.com/Conve link
ntions/kokish_relays.html), a 2™ rebid by opener shows either hearts or a
game-forcing balanced hand. Partner is
more-or-less obliged to relay with 2´, after
which opener describes which of these
hand-types he holds. All bids other than
2NT or 3NT show hearts, and here North
can rebid 3´ to show at least five hearts and
four spades. The advantage to this method
is that you do not need to jump to 3NT over
partner’s 2t response with 25+ points. This
allows room to use Stayman and transfers,
and find the best contract. On this deal,
South simply raises to 4´ and that becomes
the final contract. West begins with the ace
of hearts, East playing low, and continues
with the ten of hearts, an obvious
doubleton. How do you play?
You will need to restrict your trump
losers to two. The lead is an unusual one,
being dummy’s known long suit, and is
www.ebu.co.uk

unlikely to have been made from good
trumps, since otherwise West would not be
seeking a ruff. If you ruff this heart and play
a trump towards dummy, you are likely to
suffer a trump promotion if it loses to the
queen. You will be on a guess to make it
even if it loses to the ace. You should guard
against the likely holding of the ace and
queen of trumps in East’s hand by winning
the heart in dummy and playing a low
trump towards the jack. The full deal was:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

85
A 10
K75
986542
´
™
t
®

COMMONWEALTH
NATIONS BRIDGE
CHAMPIONSHIP

K 10 4 2
KQJ72
A
AKQ
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AQ9
98654
J83
10 7

J763
3
Q 10 9 6 4 2
J3

Heather’s Hints

•

•

PAUL Barden and Jon Cooke have
won the Corwen Trophy, held in
Northampton on 31st May and 1st
June.
The Corwen Trophy is open to the
leading pairs in the current pairs
championship of each County
Association of the EBU. Paul and Jon
qualified as representatives of Cambs
& Hunts CBA, and finished with
59.69%, narrowly beating 2011 winners Peter Lee – Bob Rowlands of
Surrey on 59.51%.
Completing the podium were Paul
Madden – John Squibb of Derbyshire
on 58.75%.

If the opponents lead a short suit,
especially when you or dummy are
known to have length, they must
have a suitable trump holding to be
seeking a ruff (i.e. two or three
small cards). The lead is dangerous
since it could play straight into
declarer’s hands, so why would
they risk it with what might turn
out to be natural trump winners?
Be wary of a trump promotion
when the opponents have led a short
suit and you are missing some
significant intermediate cards. On
this deal the fact that you were missing the eight and nine of trumps
was enough to cause a problem. r

The 4th Commonwealth Nations
Bridge Championship will take place in
Glasgow from 8 – 14 September 2014.
Each member nation of the 71
Commonwealth states
is invited to enter, and England will be
represented by two teams:
Ben Green – John Holland
Phil King – Cameron Small, and
Catherine Curtis – Paul Fegarty
David Kendrick – Jonathan Mestel.

Vu-graph facilities will be
available free of charge.
A Transnational Swiss Teams event
and Open Pairs event will also
take place, and entries for these
are open to all.
Full info at www.
commonwealthbridgescotland.com

August 2014 English Bridge
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Bridge with a Twist

by Simon Cochemé
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A Kiss, a Peek and Two Singletons
Simon looks at some famous bridge sayings
MY mother was a social bridge player
whose bridge philosophy included three
oft-used sayings. The first was ‘Ace, two,
three, four; kiss the dealer’. This is an old
whist expression (I found it in a short
story written in 1880, and in a 1903
Encyclopaedia of Folklore and Superstition)
that means if a trick is made up of the ace,
two, three and four, then the winner of the
trick should kiss the dealer. It came to the
EBU’s attention in 1953 that certain
players, in search of osculatory reward,
were winning with the ace when a lower
card would have done the trick. The
excuse that the player was false-carding
was deemed unacceptable, and the
practice was banned in 1954.
Then there was ‘One peek is worth two
finesses’. This one gets lots of hits on the
internet and is known, and widely used,
outside bridge circles. A scientific forum
quotes it, and adapts it to ‘one good
experiment is worth many speculations’. It
also gets a mention in a 1940 article about
bathing suits. I was surprised that I
couldn’t find anything older than 1934.
My mother’s third saying was ‘I had two
little clubs, both of them singleton’. It
sounds like the caption to a Punch cartoon
to me, but I can’t find a reference to it
anywhere. Can anyone help me?
I have been asking players from round
the world whether their countries have
any bridge sayings that aren’t known to
the rest of us.
Thailand came up with three. ‘When
rich, bid slow’ is good advice, so long as
you can overcome your fear of playing a
grand slam deal in a part-score. To ‘discard
a tiger but keep a pig’ means you have
thrown a winner and kept a loser, not a
good thing to do. And, if your opening
lead finds dummy with the ace-kingqueen of the suit led, you are said to have
‘run into a brick wall’.
India has a couple. They say that if there
is a singleton in your hand, then someone
www.ebu.co.uk

else will have a singleton too. This has
some similarities with Culbertson’s
(discredited) Law of Symmetry. Indians
also have a saying
that with ten cards
in a suit, missing
K-x-x, you should
finesse for the king,
unless the suit is
clubs, in which
case you should
play for the drop.
This seems to be a
distant relation to
the Rabbi’s Rule
which states that, when a missing king is
offside and singleton, you should play for
the drop.
Diamonds aren’t only a girl’s best
friend, they’re everybody’s best friend. In
Sweden, if you are unsure what to lead
against a no-trump contract, you lead a
diamond. Australians who don’t know
what to lead against a slam will lead a
diamond. Russians are less specific; when
uncertain they will lead a diamond against
any contract.
Maybe, with all these international
variations, we should be petitioning the
EBU to have the laws amended so that
asking opponents where they are from is
as legitimate a question as asking what
system of discards they play.
Let us segue to sayings that might
actually be useful to the aspiring bridge
player. ‘Eight ever, nine, never’, ‘Second
hand plays low’, ‘An apple a day keeps the
doctor away’ and ‘Cover an honour with
an honour’ are all popular in England.
Although you would be better off if you
always followed the advice rather than did
the opposite, they are merely guidelines
and not cast-iron guarantees of success.
Another of our most quoted mantras is
that if you don’t draw trumps you will end
up walking the embankment. I analysed one
hundred consecutive deals in Croatia. 21

were played in no-trumps. Of the remaining 79, declarer started drawing trumps as
soon as possible 43 times, and played on a
side-suit first 36 times. Hardly a ringing
endorsement. Maybe the French have got it
right with their version: ‘10,000 Englishmen
threw themselves into the Thames for
drawing trumps too late, and 10,000 for
drawing trumps too soon.’ It sounds as
though the Grand Old Duke of York’s men
played bridge in the evening after being
marched up and down hills all day.
The Poles have a variation on the trumpsembankment saying, and theirs rhymes as
well: Kto nie sciaga atutow, ten chodzi bez
butow (literally: ‘He who doesn’t draw
trumps walks without shoes’).
There is another Polish rhyming couplet,
this time about spades being the boss suit:
Kto gra piki, daje wyniki (‘He who plays in
spades, gets results’).
Bulgarian bridge players have a rhyme
about hand evaluation: Chetri-tri-tri-tri,
burzo tochka izvadi (‘If your hand is fourtriple-three, quickly deduct a point’).
Your partner opens the bidding and you
have a four count; should you pass or bid?
The Israelis use a catchy little ditty that
rhymes in Hebrew: Eem aas aal tagid pass
(‘Don’t pass with an ace’), so their advice
is clear: if your four points are all in one
card, bid.
And here’s one from Germany – yet
another rhyme: Spaet geeinigt in Atout,
spiele Trumpf heraus im Nu (‘If trumps are
agreed late, lead a trump’).
Is there something special about sayings
that rhyme? Are they easier to remember?
Should we be reworking some of the
classics? What about ‘Second hand plays
low, don’t cha know’ and ‘Cover an
honour with an honour. If you don’t,
you’ll be a goner’? No? OK, back to the
drawing board.
Please send me (via Elena) your favourite
r
bridge sayings and superstitions.
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Traps for the Unwary

by Michael Byrne
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link

Coping with Pre-empts Part II
IN the last issue I looked at defending
against pre-emptive opening bids at the
three level and how you can use a wide
variety of tools to make sure you aren’t
derailed from finding a sensible game,
even if you let the odd miracle-fit slam
pass you by.
This month I propose to deal with
higher pre-empts that are even more
shapely and even more destructive.
The problem that occurs when you have
to defend against four-level pre-empts is
that any action you take is fairly committal:
if you overcall, then that will almost
certainly be the final contract, sometimes
doubled. This means any suit overcall you
make has to have at least six cards, and you
must be pretty sure that this is the suit that
your side belongs in.
Sadly, you no longer have a natural notrump overcall available, but the good
news is that if there is an eight-card suit on
your right then you probably won’t be
balanced!

The Take-out Double
In general a double of a four-level opening
is for take-out, but remember that the
higher up you go, the more often such a
double is passed.
Let me give you a few examples:

Your left-hand opponent deals and opens
4t and your partner
doubles – what should
you say?
If your partner had
doubled 1t it would
be abhorrent to pass, with 1´ summing up
the hand well. If partner had doubled a
weak 2t, you would have bid 2´. If
partner had doubled 3t, you would have
shrugged your shoulders and bid 3´ with
trepidation, but if partner doubles a 4t
opening you should pass. Why?
Simply put, it represents your best
chance of a plus score. First, think about
the diamonds. Assuming the pre-emptor is
an honest soul, the suit is likely to be
divided 8-1-1-3 round the table. You are
likely to make a trump trick in 4t as even
if declarer knows that you have K-9-3, he
is unlikely to be able to get to dummy
twice to finesse, and most of the time
dummy will have a singleton diamond
anyway.
In 4´ if diamonds are led and continued, dummy will be overruffed. More
likely, the pre-emptor will lead his side
singleton through the dummy and start
getting ruffs, or trumps will break badly –
sometimes both! Of course, this whole
decision about whether or not to bid 4´
´
™
t
®

J762
J6
K93
9764

‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU’

assumes partner has four of them – he
might well have three and then a pull to
4´ will be an instant disaster!
The same is true of the hands below:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K43
76
Q543
J862
´
™
t
®

10 7 4 3
QJ5
A32
764

KJ8
9843
8732
54

When partner doubles a 4®/4t /4™
opening, just pass on all of these hands.
Note that this tactic will be the winner
in the long run: you can’t get every preempt hand right every time; the occasional -710 will of course creep onto your
score-card every year or so, but if you can’t
stand a bloodied nose then stay out of the
kitchen!
This assessment is leading towards the
conclusion that a double of a four-level
pre-empt has to show a good hand,
particularly when you double four of a
major, as this will often end the auction.
Typically the values needed are about 15+
points, and the ability to cope with whatever partner says.

The 4NT Overcall

When you see this in an advertisement in the magazine it means:

•
•
•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a licence.
They may choose to give master points in accordance with EBU scales.
These master points will be accepted and added to player records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye laws, thus
affording all players the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.
All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge Organisation will
not be able to have master points credited to members’ records save for
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland with whom the EBU have a
reciprocal agreement.

12
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In the olden days a double of a 4™ or 4´
opening used to be for penalty, and 4NT
was used as a take-out bid. The problem
with this was that when you overcalled
4NT for take-out, partner no longer had
the option to pass, which is often your
only chance of a plus score, or in some
cases your smallest minus score!
Nowadays with double used to show
strong three-suited hands, an overcall of
4NT is used to show a two-suited hand, at
least 5-5 or better. When you overcall 4NT
www.ebu.co.uk

over 4™ you will have both minor suits,
but when you bid 4NT over 4´ you could
have any two-suiter. The reason for this is
if you are dealt five spades and five
diamonds and a good hand, it is often best
to overcall 4´ over an enemy opening of
4™, as the advantage of being a level lower
makes up for the fact you might be in a
slightly weaker fit.
(Players often don’t realise that when
you play a level higher than you could
have done, you need to make two more
tricks in order for it to be worthwhile: if
your counterpart next door makes nine
tricks in 4´ and you make ten tricks in 5t,
then you have got the same score.)
Obviously when you come in with 4NT
to show a two-suited hand you are committing to play the contract, so you need
to have good suits and decent playing
strength, ideally 6-5 or 5-5 with values.
Let’s look at a few hands where you
might consider taking action over a 4™
opening:

Hand A
´ 6
™ 8
t KQ9763
® A K 10 8 5

Hand B
´ AK8
™ Void
t Q6532
® KJ874

Hand C
´ KQJ98
™ 32
t AK8754
® Void

Hand D
´ Q
™ A3
t A9873
® K9843

Hand E
´ 8
™ Void
t AKJ9832
® Q 10 8 4 3

Hand A should bid 4NT; although modest
in terms of points held, it has extra shape
and good suits that make it well worth a
bid.
Hand B should double, as the minors
are too poor and it has far too much
playability in spades. (If partner is 5-4-2-2
with a 10 count, he won’t thank you when
he has to play 5® carefully to get out for
800 when 4´ is cold!)
Hand C should overcall with 4´. If this
is doubled in a voice of thunder you can
consider running but it will probably be
best to stand it; 5t will be messy as well
no doubt.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand D has too much defence, as the
chances of a spade ruff mean that 4™ is
probably going down, so should pass.
Hand E should just bid 5t; the
disparity in suit quality means that if you
bid 4NT you will often play 5® when 5t
is better.
One final thing about responding to a
4NT overcall showing two suits. Where
the suits are known, (such as 4NT over
4™ showing the minors), then the responder just picks his best suit. However,
when the suit are not known, i.e. when
4NT has been bid over 4´, the responder
needs to take care. Imagine you hold the
following hand in response to a 4NT
overcall of 4´:
It’s very easy to bid 5t
being grateful that you
have found a wonderful fit, but what if
partner converts to 5™
showing that his two
suits are hearts and
clubs? Now you have the unenviable choice
of either bidding 6® or passing 5™ on the
5-2 fit.
The solution is to bid 5® initially. It’s
true that this could lead to a 5-3 club fit
when you have a 6-5 diamond fit but not
only is this massively against the odds, it is
also a fact that if partner does have the
minor suits then the opponents will have
an enormous double fit and buying the
contract will be enough for a good score.
´
™
t
®

BRITISH SPRING
SIM PAIRS NATIONAL
HEAT WINNERS

Mon, April 7th: Robert Gasser –
Aleksandar Lishkov (Summertown BC)

53
87
KJ9432
A43

Tue, April 8th: Tony Disley –
Roger Penton (Pencoed Duplicate BC)

Let’s review the dos and don’ts of
defending against four-level pre-empts:

Do:
Keep your four-level doubles up to
scratch; you have to be prepared for
partner to have nothing.
Strain to bid over a pre-empt with
shapely hands that have good suits
and fair playing strength.

•

Wed, Apr 9th: Tony Ratcliff –
Julian Pottage (Bridgend BC)

•

Don’t:
Be afraid to pass partner’s take-out
double with bad balanced hands
with little playing strength, trying
to get four tricks in defence rather
than ten in offence.
Make two-suited overcalls when you
are three-suited or have little playing strength and a lot of defence.
Forget that 4NT over 4´ could be
showing any two suits, not just the
minors.
r

•
•
•

Thurs, April 10th: Kong Luk –
Murray Ferguson (Meridian BC)
A photo of the Friday winners,
Barry Dudley – David Alsford (Milton
Keynes BC), was not available.
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52nd EUROPEAN TEAMS CHAMPIONSHIPS

Absolutely Brilliant!
by David Bird
THE 52nd European Team Championships
were held in Opatija, on Croatia’s Adriatic
coast. England sent very strong teams for
the Open, Women’s and Seniors’ events
and hopes were high. The reward for a
top-six place in each category would be
qualification for the 2015 World Championships in Chennai, India.

losers, so Robson cue-bid in clubs. When
partner cue-bid in diamonds he bid 5´,
making it clear that he held no heart
control. With that suit under lock and key,
Forrester raised to 6´.

With two matches still to play in the
final, the leaders were Monaco (198.50),
England (193.49), Israel (190.23) and
Germany (188.82). Yes, but England had
tough matches against Sweden and Monaco
to come. Sweden played wonderfully
against us, winning by 45-2 IMPs. After
this near-blitz it seemed that all chance of
a medal had gone. How wrong could I be?

West

North

East

South

Joensen

Forrester

Simonsen Robson

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

2®
4´
5t
6´

Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

1´
3´
5®
5´

Forrester’s 2® showed a game force
without three spades or five hearts.
Robson’s 3´ rebid showed a solid suit (or
so he thought!). Over 4´, it was no use
bidding Blackwood with two top heart
14
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–

Andrew Robson

The ™6 was led to the 4, 7 and queen. At
trick two Robson led the tQ, covered by
the king and ace. He tells me that he would
probably have risen with the ace if there
was no cover. He ruffed a diamond low
and played two top trumps, discovering
the 5-1 break. After crossing to a top heart,
Robson played the tJ, pleased to see a 3-3
break. He could then run the diamonds
until East ruffed, overruffed in the South
hand. After drawing trumps, Robson
returned to the other heart entry to score
the remaining diamonds. That was +1010
for all thirteen tricks.

Photo: Peter Hasenson

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ 3
™ AK94
t AJ6532
® 76
7
´ 10 8 6 5 4
N
J862
™ 10 7
W
E
K 10 7
t 984
S
AQ943
® 10 8 2
´ AKQJ92
™ Q53
t Q
® KJ5

Tony Forrester

Photo: Anna Gudge

The England team was Tony Forrester –
Andrew Robson, David Bakhshi – David
Gold, Jason and Justin Hackett (NPC
Simon Cope, Coach Ben Green). The everincreasing field was split into two groups
and England’s first objective was to finish
in the top nine positions in Group B.
Andrew Robson was the only declarer to
make a slam on this deal against the Faroe
Islands:

Photos: Anna Gudge

The Open Championship

David Bakhshi

–

David Gold

Did England finish in the top nine in
Group B to qualify for the final? Yes,
indeed. They finished in first place, ahead
of Israel, Denmark, Poland and the
Netherlands. They carried forward their
scores against the fellow qualifiers and
would then face the top nine teams from
Group A.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer: West.
´ K
™ K Q 10 2
t J 10 8 2
® K J 10 7
842
´ A965
N
J9743
™ 8
W
E
73
t AQ4
S
432
® AQ965
´ Q J 10 7 3
™ A65
t K965
® 8

West

North

East

South

Robson

Fantoni

Forrester

Nunes

2®

Dble

Pass
1NT
All Pass

Forrester’s 2® showed showed clubs and
one of the majors. He ended in 2®
doubled and Nunes led the ®8 to the ten
and queen. At trick two Forrester made a
brilliant play . . . he led the tQ! Aiming to
let his partner win the trick, to play
another trump, Nunes followed with a low
card. Declarer continued with the tA and
a diamond ruff. North won a heart with
the ten and played the ´K to declarer’s ace.
After a spade exit, Nunes scored two
winners in the suit and played another high
spade, ruffed with dummy’s last trump

Other photos of England players
at the European Championships
are at http://goo.gl/SGA7N0

www.ebu.co.uk

and overruffed by North. Only one further
trick had to be lost and Forrester’s fine
play had given him the contract for +180.
East

South

Helgemo Bakhshi

North

Helness

Gold

Pass
1®
3®
Pass
All Pass

2´
Pass

Pass
Dble

´
™
t
®

Photos: Peter Hasenson

East’s 2´ showed four spades and at least
five clubs. Bakhshi led the ´K against 3®
doubled and in due course the defenders
scored +500 for a swing of 12 IMPs.

Jason Hackett

–

Justin Hackett

England played a blinder in this last
match, defeating mighty Monaco by 45-27
IMPs. Not only did this give England the
bronze medals, it allowed Israel to overtake Monaco:

The Women’s Championship

Photos: Anna Gudge

Our representatives in the Women’s event
were Sally Brock – Nicola Smith, Heather
Dhondy – Nevena Senior and Fiona
Brown – Catherine Draper (NPC Derek
Patterson, Coach David Burn). The
format would be a straight round-robin.

North

East

South

West

East

South

Schaltz

Brock

Bekkouche

Rimstedt Senior

Sjoberg

Dhondy

3®

4´

6t

1´
All Pass

1NT

Dble

Pass
All Pass

West

North

East

Bilde

Senior

Rasmussen Dhondy

South

2NT

4´

5t

North

3™

Nevena Senior stepped in with a fearless
3™ on her vulnerable 4-count and must
have awaited the dummy anxiously when
she was doubled there. She ruffed the club
lead and played a spade to the king. West
rose with the ace when the singleton
diamond was played. She led her remaining spade to East’s ace and the spade
return to dummy’s 10 was ruffed with the
™10 and overruffed by declarer.

1´
All Pass

Photos: Peter Hasenson

My hopes had been high for a Bermuda
Bowl qualification. A podium finish exceeded expectations. Very well played to
our team!

West
Smith

Brock and Smith play that a 3® overcall
shows diamonds and the other major. (2´
would show clubs and the other major,
2NT both minors). When North raised
pre-emptively to 4´, Brock knew that
West would be short in spades. With no
hesitation she bid 6t, which was easily
made.

Gold: Israel
214.80
Silver: Monaco 213.29
Bronze: England 209.65

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ 54
™ J98542
t K 10 9 7 2
® —
73
´ AJ98
N
Q 10
™ A63
E
W
S
AQ84
t J63
AQ643
® K 10 5
´ K Q 10 6 2
™ K7
t 5
® J9872

Photos: Peter Hasenson

West

Game All. Dealer: South.
´ Q 10 9 4 3
™ 43
t 4
® 10 9 8 6 5
—
´ K85
N
QJ9872
™ A6
E
W
S
KQ8762
t A 10 5 3
K
® A742
´ AJ762
™ K 10 5
t J9
® QJ3

Fiona Brown

Heather Dhondy

–

Nevena Senior

Lone Bilde’s 2NT showed diamonds and
the other major, so Helle Rasmussen faced
the same decision as at the other table. She
bid only 5t and England gained 13 IMPs.
Only three East-West pairs out of twentytwo reached the slam (England, Russia
and Romania).
England did well at both tables on this
deal against Sweden:

– Catherine Draper

Senior cashed the tK and ruffed a diamond
with the ™7. West ruffed the ´Q with her
™Q, declarer ditching a diamond. Senior
ruffed the club return and ruffed her last
diamond with the ™K. Declarer now had
™9-8-5 with ™A-6-3 sitting over her. She
ruffed a club with the ™5 and was overruffed, for one down. Had she ruffed with the
™8 instead, East would have underruffed
with the ™3, again putting the contract one
down. Minus 200 would be great if England
could make game at the other table:

‘ONLINE EXTRA’ VIDEO LINKS

Sally Brock

–

Nicola Smith

Follow the links online to watch a short interview with Andrew Robson
after England played Israel; an interview with Paul Hackett and David Mossop
as they wait to celebrate victory, and the England Seniors collecting
their gold medals at the prize-giving ceremony.

This deal arose against Denmark:
www.ebu.co.uk
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East

South

Brock

Ahlesved

Dble
3™
Redble

Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass

1®
3®
Pass
3NT

2™
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North led a heart to the king and Smith
won the heart return with her queen. A
club to the king brought unwelcome news
of a 5-0 break. Smith took a losing finesse
of the tQ and hearts were cleared, South
throwing a spade and declarer a club. When
South discarded another spade on the tJ,
Smith cashed the ´A and threw her in with
the ´J. South had to lead a club from the
jack (giving declarer a ninth trick) and
North subsequently surrendered an overtrick with an unnecessary diamond discard. The hard work at both tables brought
in 10 IMPs.
The leader-board for the last two
matches was incredibly close with four
teams (Netherlands, England, France and
Italy) often within a band of only 3 VPs.
With three boards to go in the final match,
any of these teams could have won gold or
filled the dreaded fourth place. The Netherlands eventually pulled ahead of lowly
Estonia to win gold, but England produced
a splendid 37-11 win against Norway to
claim the silver medals:
Gold: Netherlands 298.45
Silver: England
296.74
Bronze: France
294.24
Wonderful! I sometimes wonder if our

Representing England were Paul Hackett –
David Mossop, Gunnar Hallberg – John
Holland and David Price – Colin
Simpson (NPC Simon Cochemé). The top
ten teams would qualify from the initial
twelve rounds of Swiss teams. England
finished sixth and would now play in the
final round-robin. David Price and Colin
Simpson conjured a big penalty from thin
air on this deal against Poland:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ Q832
™ AQ543
t 943
® 7
A954
´ K J 10 6
N
10 9 2
™ KJ8
E
W
J8
t AQ7
S
K 10 3 2
® 965
´ 7
™ 76
t K 10 6 5 2
® AQJ84

West

North

East

South

Price

Kowalski

Simpson

Romanski

2´
Dble
Pass

Pass
Pass
Redble
Pass

1´
Pass
Pass
Dble

Pass
2NT
3t
All Pass
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Paul Hackett

´
™
t
®

David Price

–

–

David Mossop

One brilliant defence deserves another.
This deal is from the match against Ireland:

It was no surprise when Romanski contested the part-score with the Unusual Notrump at his second turn. Price doubled to
say that he had fair defence for his 2´ raise.
South ended in 3t and Simpson admin-

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ K 10 3
™ Q952
t 93
® 10 9 8 4
Q
´ J82
J 10 7 6 3 W N E ™ 4
S
10 4 2
t AKQJ7
KQ65
® A732
´ A97654
™ AK8
t 865
® J

Colin Simpson

The England Seniors thank
Pharon Independent Financial Advisers
for their sponsorship and support.
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Photo: Anna Gudge

North
Gronkvist

The Seniors Championship

istered a bold penalty double.
Price found the fine text-book lead of the
t8, aiming to reduce club ruffs in the
dummy. Simpson won with the ace and
returned the t7. Time stood still while
declarer considered his play to this trick.
Had West led the t8 from a doubleton
honour? Had East ventured a risky double
on a minimum opening hand, when holding only tA-Q-7 or tA-J-7? Concluding
that ‘No’ was the likely answer to these
questions, Romanski finessed the t10.
Not the best! Price won with the tJ and
underled the ´A, leading the ´4 to
Simpson’s ´10. A third round of trumps,
removing dummy’s holding, was bad news
for declarer. A finesse of the ™Q lost and
declarer ruffed the spade return. A heart to
the ace was followed by a losing finesse of
the ®Q. Declarer ruffed the ´A return and
cashed the ®A-J. The defenders then
claimed the last two tricks with the ®10
and a heart. That was an 800 return from
what was, on the face of it, a ‘bridge in the
fast lane’ double. Brilliant defence!

Photo: Peter Hasenson

West
Smith

fabulous Women’s team have any space
left in their overflowing medals drawer.

Photos: Anna Gudge

(Deal repeated for convenience)
´ 54
™ J98542
t K 10 9 7 2
® —
´ 73
´ AJ98
N
™ Q 10
™ A63
W
E
t AQ84
t J63
S
® AQ643
® K 10 5
´ K Q 10 6 2
™ K7
t 5
® J9872

West

North

East

South

Hackett

O’Brien

Mossop

Macdonagh

1t
3®
Pass

1´
3™
4´

Pass
Pass
Dble
2´
Pass
4™
All Pass

www.ebu.co.uk

Photo: Anna Gudge

Photo: Peter Hasenson

Paul Hackett started with king and
another club. Macdonagh ruffed East’s ace
and led the t5 to the two, nine and jack.
Declarer won the heart shift with the ace
and guessed well to lead a trump to West’s
queen and dummy’s king. In addition to
six trumps and three hearts, he needed a
diamond ruff. (The bidding and the play
so far made it impossible that four heart
tricks were available.) ‘Three of diamonds,
please.’
On this trick David Mossop contributed
the t7! Hackett was then able to win with
the t10 and deliver a heart ruff for one
down.

Gunnar Hallberg

–

John Holland

John Holland slipped an impossible 3NT
past the Swedish defenders on this board
from the penultimate match of the final:

www.ebu.co.uk

´
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Love All. Dealer East.
´ 9
™ 7643
t 8532
® A 10 9 6
AKQ3
´ 10 7 2
N
98
™ A 10
E
W
AQ64
t K 10 9
S
853
® QJ742
´ J8654
™ KQJ52
t J7
® K

West

North

East

South

Holland

Morath

Hallberg

Bjerregard

1NT

Pass

Pass
3NT

1´
All Pass

East-West held 25 points but nine tricks did
not seem very likely, particularly when
North led the ™7. South won dummy’s ten
with the jack and returned the ™5 to the ace.
Holland called for dummy’s ´10 and South
did not cover! The ten was run successfully
and declarer now had four spade tricks. He
needed four diamond tricks too. The cards
played suggested that South was 5-5 in the

majors, so England supporters were nervous that declarer might take an early finesse
of the t10.
Holland cashed his spade winners and
(yes!) North discarded a diamond. He was
unlikely to do this from tJ-x-x-x but might
do so from tJ-x-x-x-x. Would declarer get
the diamonds right? Holland led a diamond
from his hand and called for . . . the king.
Four diamond tricks and the contract were
his. At the other table Simpson escaped for
one down in 4™ doubled (he was allowed to
ditch a diamond on the ®A) and that was 7
IMPs to England (reduced to 6 IMPs after a
ruling).
This match ended with England 19.61
VPs ahead of the second team. With one
match to play they were virtually certain to
win the event! It had been a truly excellent
performance. The medal winners were:
Gold: England 132.41
Silver: Sweden 119.80
Bronze: Poland 114.75
Three England teams headed for Croatia
and they all returned with medals. In the
fifty-one previous championships, this feat
has been achieved only once before, by
France in 1995. Absolutely brilliant!
r
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26 – 28 August 2014

Greenpointed

TELFORD
MIDWEEK CONGRESS

Telford Hotel and Golf Resort, Shropshire

12–21 September 2014

CONFIANCE GUERNSEY
CONGRESS
La Trelade Country House Hotel
Forest Road, St. Martins, Guernsey

Greenpointed

A national green-pointed congress
featuring mid-week

THE GUERNSEY SENIORS CONGRESS

A fully Green-pointed Tuesday to Thursday midweek congress featuring a three-session ‘all play
through’ Championship Pairs event and a one-day
Swiss Teams event. Both events will be ‘stratified’
into three categories according to the actual entry.
Entry fees and prizes especially reduced.
Entries / enquiries: EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219 8 comps@ebu.co.uk
EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

Ω

Entries / enquiries to EBU Competitions Dept
( 01296 317203/219 fax 01296 317220
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

17 – 19 October 2014

70th AUTUMN
CONGRESS

Green
points

Holiday Inn – Peterborough PE3 6SG
t First event in the new Championship
See
Series (see page 28)
page 28
t New format for this year:
for more
qualifying Swiss Pairs on Friday
info
scored by match-points; Two Star
Pairs Finals on Saturday
t Really Easy Afternoon on Friday for less experienced
players, with Blue Point awards
t One-day Swiss Pairs available on Saturday; entries
also accepted for Friday sessions only
t Multiple teams event on Sundays
t Green Points awarded in all Swiss and Teams events

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
8 comps@ebu.co.uk
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246
18
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Your Questions Answered

by Tom Townsend
click
link

Double of Stayman or Transfer Bids
DAVE Ross asked: how do you play a
double of Stayman or a transfer bid in
response to 1NT?
West
1NT

North
Pass

East
2®

South
Dble

North
Pass

East
2t

South
Dble

North
Pass

East
2™

South
Dble

or:
West
1NT

or:

looks like this:
´854

The simplest and most natural meaning of
these doubles is showing the cipher-suit.
So double of 2® (Stayman) shows clubs,
primarily requesting a club lead. Double
of 2t/2™ (transfer) shows diamonds and
hearts respectively. A typical double of 2®

tA4

® K J 10 7 3.

More often than not, responder is
looking for a 4-4 major-suit fit on the way
to 3NT. If he finds one, you'd quite like a
club lead against four of a major. If he
doesn't, a club lead is likely to be essential,
to have any prospect of defeating 3NT.
And partner is extremely unlikely to find
one (especially from a holding like queendoubleton) unless you can help him out
with a double.
Occasionally opener's hand will be
´K2

West
1NT

™762

™K85

tK76

The lead-directing style is also good at
match-point pairs, where saving a trick
(even if it's only the overtrick) is the name
of the game.
At team-of-four, many experts play a
different method against the weak notrump, looking to bid their own contracts
or collect penalties. This style of double
shows a hand which would have doubled
1NT, so 15-plus points or the equivalent.
One example should suffice:

® A Q 9 8 7:

he will redouble 2® and make it with a
400-point overtrick or two. But these
setbacks will be far outweighed from the
regular profit you will accrue from
effective lead-direction.
This is surely the best approach against
the strong no-trump, as the defending
side's prospects of game are remote when
a 15-17 point hand is out against them.

´
™
t
®

ONLINE EXTRAS
Rules & Maxims: Rule of Seven
Bridge Club Live
Five-Card Majors Part IV

page 57
page 57
pages 58-63

click

West
links

MEET OUR AUTHORS:
Click the ‘link’ icon in the title and you will be taken to the writer’s biography.
1

HOW TO . . .
FIND ONE OF THE LAST 6 ISSUES ONLINE: In the EBU website (www.ebu.co.uk) click on
‘Members’ Area’ (see horizontal menu bar at the top). To enter, fill in your username (your
EBU number) and password (if you don’t remember it/them, contact the EBU). Once in, look
at the vertical menu on the right, with your name and the Log Out option at the top; look
down and you will see ‘English Bridge’: click on the issue you want to read to open it.
GO TO A SPECIFIC PAGE: Click on the little icon with square dots in the black menu bar
at the top (left), then click on the page you want from the thumbnails that appear. To
simply turn pages, click on an outer corner of the page you’ve just read.
DOWNLOAD & PRINT: Click on the wrench icon at the top (right) in the black menu bar
and then select what you want to do (printing may work better if you download first).
SEARCH ISSUES IN THE PUBLIC AREA OF THE WEBSITE: See tip published at
www.ebu.co.uk/englishbridge

www.ebu.co.uk

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ Q876
™ 8432
t 653
® 64
95
´ A K J 10
N
A 10 7 6
™ QJ9
W
E
A 10 4
t QJ8
S
K953
® J87
´ 432
™ K5
t K972
® A Q 10 2

2
3
4
5
6
7

North

East

South
1NT1
Pass4
Pass
2´
All Pass

Pass
2®2
Dble3
5
Pass
2t
Pass
Dble6
Redble7 Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble6
12-14
Stayman – hoping to escape to anything
undoubled
Showing a double of 1NT
Something in clubs
Trying something else
Penalty
SOS for rescue

West leads a trump (what else?) to East's
ten. The queen of hearts comes back and
the defenders draw trumps. Eventually
they take four spade tricks, four hearts,
three diamonds and a club for down
seven: 2,000 to East-West.
r
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Ask Gordon

click

by Gordon Rainsford

link

Discards, Alerts and Laying out the Dummy
Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.

DAVID COOK of Chipping Norton
writes: Last week I was playing at my
local club with a partner I have only
played with three or four times
before. We were playing his system,
which involves discarding what you
can afford to throw.
While declarer was drawing
trumps, I got my discards mixed up as
I usually play high to encourage and I
discarded the ®9. Partner was asked
what our discard system was and he
told them we discard what we can
afford. Right-hand opponent looked
at my convention card, which confirmed that we have no discard
system.
Some time later I was asked about
this by a club representative, saying
that my discard of the ®9 looked
suspicious. Am I at fault?

It is legitimate for you to agree to discard
what you can afford, but most players who
do this find that they nevertheless develop
implicit understandings and you must
take care that these are disclosed too. For
example, there is often an inference of
attitude about these discards (you not
only throw cards you can afford, but tend
to throw from suits you don’t want led)
and if so your opponents are entitled to
know this. I have one partner with whom
I play a similar style to this, and if asked I
would say: ‘We tend not to signal much on
our discards, but if we do we follow standard attitude.’
I can understand your opponents wondering when you discarded high-low, since
such a thing is not compatible with your
stated agreements. I see from what you say
that this was a mistake on your part, which
of course you are allowed to make, but I
am not surprised that your opponents
thought there might be an inference that
your partner had not disclosed.
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In conclusion, yes you are allowed to
have the agreement that your partner
favours, but you must take care to ensure
that it really does fully explain your partnership practice. Some players will say
that their carding ‘tells partner what he
needs to know’, but unfortunately they
usually have a better idea of what that
means to them than do their opponents,
and so it is not really adequate disclosure.

PETER WELLS from Leicester says: One
issue that crops up when playing in
no-trumps is: in which order should
the cards be placed by dummy? Most
people tend to alternate between
black and red suits, but one lady
member is insistent that the cards
must be placed from the left as spades,
hearts, diamonds and clubs!
Could you please clarify if this is
true, as it causes raised voices when
someone else places their cards in a
different sequence.

It is not correct that the cards should be
put down in suit rank order, and I must
say I have never seen anyone do this – in
my experience everyone alternates colours
because that is easiest for us when viewing
the dummy.
Law 41D tells us precisely how dummy’s
hand should be displayed, as below, and
you will see that it makes no mention of
the order in which the suits should be
displayed, save that trumps must be on
dummy’s right:
Dummy’s Hand: After the opening lead is
faced, dummy spreads his hand in front of
him on the table, face up, sorted into suits,
the cards in order of rank with lowest
ranking cards towards declarer, and in
columns pointing lengthwise towards
declarer. Trumps are placed to dummy’s
right. Declarer plays both his hand and
that of dummy.

COLIN JONES writes: Several of our
club members use a 1NT response (to
any one-level opening bid) as a ‘point
range only’ response – typically 6-10
points, but sometimes wider range.
They may or may not have four card
in the suits bypassed by the 1NT
response. This is a typical example of
the 1NT response to a 1® or 1t opening bid that has prompted this letter:
´
™
t
®

QJ52
K874
Q53
62

On a number of occasions a few of the
tournament players have wondered if
this bid should be alerted as an
‘artificial’ partnership agreement, since
the responder by agreement does not
bid any of his four card suits bypassed
by the 1NT response, preferring the
‘point range’ 1NT.

I do not think it is ‘artificial’ but I think it
‘is natural but has a potentially unexpected
meaning’, because it does not deny a holding in a bypassed suit and on that basis I
think it is alertable. However, it might be
difficult for the players who do this to
realise that it’s an unusual thing to do.
Note that we also consider that 1NT
responses on hands of more than 10 HCP
have ‘a potentially unexpected meaning’,
so they are alertable whether or not they
are forcing or bypass major suits.
r

NEW VIDEOS FOR TDS
To help club TDs with some of the
more commonly occurring situations in which they may be called,
the EBU has produced a series of
videos. Visit www.ebu.co.uk/lawsand-ethics/td-videos
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

click
link

The Greatest Disaster of All
CASSANDRA, daughter of King Priam
and Queen Hecuba, is said to have had the
gift of knowing when disasters were going
to happen and the curse of never being
believed when she told people about
them. At bridge it often happens that
players claim to have been struck by
calamity, only to find their audience
unsympathetic if not downright sceptical.
See what you think of South’s fate on the
deal below, which occurred in a tournament played in the middle of a Polish
forest:

Love All. Dealer South.
´ AKJ
™ AQ742
t K64
® AK
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

West
Pass
1 Weak

Q 10 9 8 7 6
K86
9
J82

North

East

6´

All Pass

South
2´1

A scientific auction sees you reach a small
slam in spades, against which West leads
the queen of diamonds. Your opponent
does not look the sort to do this from A-Q
(very few people do look the sort to do that,
but I suppose more of them might be
found in the depths of a forest than anywhere else). You play low from dummy, and
West continues with the jack of diamonds
on which you play low from dummy again.
East follows suit but not with the ace, and
you ruff. How do you continue?
The contract is a very good one, and
your only problem seems to be what you
will do with the third club in your hand.
www.ebu.co.uk

You can plan to discard it on a heart, or
you can plan to ruff it on the table. In
either case it cannot hurt to draw a round
of trumps, so you lead a spade on which
West discards a club. Winning in dummy,
you must confront this question. Of two
very unlikely events, which is more
probable: that hearts will break 5-0, or
that clubs will break 7-1 or worse?
If hearts are not 5-0, you can simply
draw trumps and play hearts, ruffing the
fourth round if necessary and discarding
your club on the fifth. If clubs are no
worse than 6-2, you can cash dummy’s
tops, ruff a diamond, ruff a club with ´K,
overtake ´J with the queen, draw trumps
and claim. You have never paid the
slightest attention to anything Bill
Townsend and I have told you about how
to work these things out, so you will have
to trust your instincts, which tell you that
a 7-1 break is less likely than a 5-0 break.
You cash the ace of clubs and attempt to
cash the king, but East ruffs it and you are
one down. This is the full deal:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Void
53
Q J 10 3
Q 10 9 7 5
´
™
t
®

AKJ
AQ742
K64
AK
´ 5432
™ J 10 9
S
t A8752
43
® 6
Q 10 9 8 7 6
K86
9
J82
N

W

E

Of course, you have been the unluckiest

person since . . . well, since King Priam
and Queen Hecuba of Troy. You lose no
time in telling everyone you can find
how cruel the Fates have been to you,
and for once some of them even
sympathise. One of them, however, fishes
out an electronic device and pushes a few
buttons. Raising an eyebrow, he delivers
the judgement of Delphi: ‘A priori’, he
says, ‘the chance of a 5-0 break (3.9%) is
indeed greater than the chance of a 7-1
or 8-0 break (3.0%). But when West has
no spades, the chance that East has no
hearts becomes 4.9%, and the chance
that he has fewer than two clubs becomes
5.2%. So, you should have played on
hearts.’
Determined not to be talked out of your
disaster, you protest that the difference in
the chances is very slight, and in any case
going down in a 95% slam must surely be
regarded as unlucky. But you should know
better than to argue with the Oracle, who
continues sternly:
‘Even if hearts are 5-0, you will still
succeed by drawing trumps and playing
on hearts if the hand with the long hearts
also has ®Q for he will be squeezed when
you cash the last spade.’ (The sequence of
plays is: four rounds of spades discarding
dummy’s diamond; ™A to test the distribution; cash the top clubs of see if the ®Q
falls; return to hand with the ™K and play
the last trump.) ‘So, the chance by playing
on hearts is increased by a factor of
(almost) two, and your line was not a
catastrophe but a blunder.’
A sadder and a wiser man, you turn
away and trudge into the forest. You reflect
as the shadows engulf you that perhaps the
greatest disaster of all is not what happens
to you, but that nobody cares.
r

MASTER-POINT PROMOTIONS
The latest list can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions

click
link
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Prize Leads Quiz

by Alan Mould

click
link

Answers to June 2014 Problems
Hand 1
´ 98632
™ K5
t K84
® 10 7 2

West

North

East

Hand 2
´ K 10 7 4 2
™ 6432
t K2
® 95

South
1™
1NT
2™2

Pass
1´
Pass
Pass
2t1
Pass
Pass
4™
All Pass
1 Game-forcing enquiry;
2 Five hearts.

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™5; (c)
t4; (d) ®2.
On different layouts anything could be right.
What is best?
(a) A spade: 10 marks. With declarer holding
a balanced hand and dummy possibly being
interested in a 5-3 spade fit, it is entirely
possible that partner is very short in spades. So
if you lead one you may be able to give partner
a ruff when you get in with the ™K. This is
what happened and was the only lead to beat
the contract (well, partner could win his ace
and switch to his singleton). This well reasoned
lead was found by Manchester player Annie
Thornton playing against me in the Gazette
Trophy qualifier for Manchester.
(b) A heart: 1 mark. All I can say is why? One
mark for imagination.
(c) t4: 5 marks. Declarer is balanced and often
dummy will be fairly balanced. Therefore
leading a diamond could be wrong in all sorts
of ways, so I do not like this lead much.
(d) ®2: 7 marks. An attempt to set up any tricks
you may have in the minors without, you hope,
blowing a trick in the suit. But it may well carve
up partner's holding so it is not guaranteed.

West
Pass
All Pass

North
1™
2®

East
Pass
Pass

Hand 3
´ Q 10 4 3 2
™ 8
t AJ85
® 10 7 6

South
1´
3NT

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) a heart; (c)
tK;(d) ®9.
(a) ´4: 3 marks. Fourth highest of your longest
and strongest. But it is straight round into
declarer's suit and even if you can set the suit
up, it is not easy for you get in and cash it. This
is far more likely simply to be giving a trick
away.
(b) A heart: 3 marks. This is as bad. Why are
you leading dummy's five-card suit (at least)
particularly when you have no chance at all of
setting up any tricks in it that were not coming
to partner already?
(c) tK: 5 marks. Yes, OK, to beat this contract
you are going to need to find partner with a lot
of tricks and diamonds are the unbid suit. But
is it really likely that partner will have
diamonds good enough that you need to do
this? Still, I would rather lead this than either
major. But I would much rather lead this:
(d) ®9: 10 marks. It is often right to lead
dummy's second suit against no-trumps,
particularly if you don't have an attractive
fourth-suit lead. The opponents have not
tried to play in this suit, so it is possible
partner has a few. It combines some attempt
to set up tricks with less danger of blowing
tricks.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Stewart Harrison,
Gloucester

Sponsored by
22
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Open: Geoff Foster,
Cheltenham

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
1 Fourth

North
1´
2™
4®
6®
Suit Forcing

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
2®
3t1
4™

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) ™8; (c) tA;
(d) a club.
This hand was sent to me by reader John
Liebeschuetz and I am grateful to him for an
excellent problem. The opposition bidding has
been revealing and we can be certain that
opener has a 5-4-1-3 shape or something very
similar and that responder has a game-forcing
hand with a high heart card. What can we do to
beat this slam?
(a) ´3: 3 marks. An attempt to give partner a
ruff. But it is quite likely that it is declarer that is
short in spades and this may allow him a finesse
at no cost. It is thus dangerous in several ways.
(b) ™8: 10 marks. Often when you know
dummy is short in a suit it is right to lead trumps
to cut down the ruffs. Leading your singleton
threatens a ruff, forcing declarer to draw trumps
and so ruin his own ruffs. The only time this will
not work is if declarer has the tK as then you
cannot get partner on lead to give you the ruff.
This easily looks the best chance though.
(c) tA: 2 marks. While I am a huge fan of
leading aces against slams here all the
indications are that it is the wrong thing to do.
It is very likely declarer will want to ruff
diamonds so why help? It is also unlikely that
declarer will have enough pitches on dummy to
discard all the diamonds from her hand
(obviously the singleton cannot be discarded
from dummy) and if she does then I cannot see
you beating the hand anyway.
(d) A club: 7 marks. This is what I would have
led if I had not had a singleton. Try and cut
down the ruffs. When you come in with the tA
you can lead another trump and there will be
only one diamond ruff. Alas, declarer had five
club tricks, four heart tricks and the ´A-K so
only needed one diamond ruff. So only the ™8
lead beat the slam this time.
r
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and
therefore certain leads will gain more often
than others. In each issue you will be given
three hands and the bidding on each, and
you are asked to choose your opening leads
from those proposed by our Quizmaster.
Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

24-26 October 2014

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ

REALLY EASY
AUTUMN
BREAK

Hand 1
´ 9642
™ K8532
t 74
® 86

West

North

Pass
1t
Pass
5®
All pass

East
Pass
Pass

South
1®
3t
6®

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnik.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

Not a very scientific auction by the opponents. But you still have to lead. Choose
from:: (a) a spade; (b) ™3; (c) t7; (d) a
club.
HHHHH

There are TWO categories in our
competition: up to and including Master,
and those with higher ranking. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of
the envelope, or in the e-mail subject
line, the category for which you are
entering. The first correct entry in each
category out of a hat will win the
prize. The Editor’s decision is final.

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk

West

North

East

Pass

2™

All Pass

Bridge fees: £46 per person

South
1™

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´7; (b) a heart;
(c) t4;(d) ®10.
HHHHH

Hand 3
´ 976
™ K742
t 75
® K J 10 4

West

North

East

Pass

5t

Dble

www.ebu.co.uk

Four sessions of bridge plus two
days half-board at this charming
country house hotel.
The event starts with dinner on
Friday evening at 6.15pm followed
by the first session of bridge. A
bridge lesson on Saturday morning
followed by bridge in the afternoon and evening with dinner.
Finally, on Sunday, a Swiss Pairs
event with a break for a light
lunch. The event finishes around
3.30pm.

ENTRIES LIMITED TO 36 PEOPLE
(RESIDENTS ONLY)

Suitable for the more
experienced novice with up to
about 5 years experience.
South
3t
All Pass

by 20th August 2014.
Please make sure you include your full
postal address AND rank
even if entering by e-mail and/or
you have entered before!

Wroxton St Mary, Banbury,
Oxfordshire OX15 6QB
( 01295 730777
The hotel package is £182 per person
(£156 per person sharing).
Please make reservations directly
with the hotel.

Hand 2
´ 74
™ AQ43
t KJ4
® 10 9 8 7

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing
cards (‘Jazz’) is the prize on offer this
month.
For information on the new Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

Wroxton House Hotel

Whilst partner's double is take-out, you
do not have anything like the shape to bid
at the five level so you have to hope this
goes off. Now what do you lead? Choose
from: (a) a spade; (b) ™2; (c) a diamond;
(d) ®J.
r

Entries & enquiries to
EBU Competitions
Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay

by Paul Bowyer

click
link

Cover an Honour with an Honour Part I
YOU often hear bridge players quote
adages and phrases such as ‘Second player
plays low, third player plays high’ and
‘Always cover an honour with an honour’.
It is the latter I want to examine (especially the use of that pernicious word
‘always’).
Let’s start at the very beginning (a very
good place to start . . . cue for a song?)
When I discussed the finesse I made
allusion to this layout of cards:

though, will lead the queen of spades from
the South hand hoping that West has the
spade king and will play low. They think
that they are taking a finesse. If the layout
is like this, however:

3.
´K96

´ A75
N
W

E

´ J 10 8 3

Have a look at the following (very
common) suit distribution:

5.

´AQ652

´ K 10 8

W

N
E
S

´94

´J73

S

´ Q42

1.

´ A75
N
W

E
S

´ Q42

If the ´A-Q were in the same hand then
that would be a classic ‘tenace’ holding.
When the honours are divided between
the two hands we refer to the position as
being a ‘split tenace’.
Anyway, what is the best way to play this
combination if North-South require two
tricks in the suit? The answer is to lead a
low card from the North hand towards the
queen of spades, hoping that the king of
spades is with East and the layout is
something like this:

2.
´J96

´ A75
N
W

E

´ K 10 8 3

S

´ Q42

If East plays his spade king ‘on thin air’ then
the spade queen is established as a second
trick to go with the ace of spades. If East
plays low, then the queen of spades scores a
trick immediately. There is nothing EastWest can do if the cards do lie in this way;
North-South can always make two tricks
in the suit. Many inexperienced players,
24
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then West has a defence to this play. On
the lead of the spade queen from South
West should put his king of spades on it
‘covering an honour with an honour’.
Although the king is crushed by the ace of
spades, the upshot is that two of the
North-South spade honours are played for
one of East-West’s. Now the position is:

4.
´96

´ 75
N
W

E

´ J 10 8

S

´ 42

and East-West have all the boss spades. If
the cards do lie as in Example 3 then
North-South can only ever make one trick
if they lead the suit. Note (in passing) that
if West leads the suit, then North can play
small and the lead will run to the queen of
spades; here North-South will, in fact,
make two tricks.
Now, the ‘two-for-one’ principle is very
important at bridge and it says that it is
often useful to play your honour cards on
the opponents’ honour cards if it takes out
two honours for one. ‘Often’ is not the
same as ‘always’, however, and there are
many examples where this is the wrong
play. Be warned! This area of the game can
be a minefield.

How many tricks can South make in the
suit, given best defence by East-West?
First of all, let’s look at some basic but
all too common errors.
Sometimes declarer leads a low card
towards the ´A-Q on the table and West
throws his king of spades on it with the
gratuitous comment ‘Oh well, my king is
dead anyway, so it doesn’t matter what I
do’. That is terrible play on West’s part. It is
rarely right to play your high cards on the
opponents’ small cards. If West does
sacrifice his king in this fashion, South will
make all of his spades (in other words, five
tricks in total).
At the other end of the scale some
Souths choose to lead the jack of spades.
West, mesmerised by the sight of the
´A-Q on his left wrongly follows with the
eight of spades so the spade jack is allowed
to win the trick. A further spade lead is
made to the queen and declarer makes all
five spades.
What should West do? The answer,
pleasingly enough, is to play low cards on
low cards, and honours on honours. If he
does that, then East-West are assured of a
trick in the suit at some stage. This is such
an important card combination that it is
worth playing it through to check the
accuracy of that statement.
Note also that this card combination is
another split tenace. If West were to lead
this suit, then South could run the lead to
the jack of spades and then lead a spade to
the queen, picking up all five tricks. This is
an important point. There are very many
www.ebu.co.uk

card combinations in bridge where best
play is to wait for the opponents to lead
the suit.
Let’s return to the card combination of
Example 5. Is there any way South can
make five tricks? Not on the actual
distribution that has been given, but is
there a layout of the East-West cards
where five tricks can be made?
Did someone say: ‘What if East or West
has the singleton king of spades?’. No, that
won’t work. Try it out:

6.
´ K

´AQ652
N
W

E

´ 10 9 8 4

S

´ AQ652
N
W

´E

Hilton Metropole Hotel, Kings Road, Brighton, BN1 2FU
‘Really Easy’ events are an ideal way for bridge students and less experienced
players to sample the atmosphere of the Brighton Summer Meeting.
‘First Step’ sessions are suitable for beginners playing a basic Acol system and
run from Monday to Wednesday. ‘Next Step’ sessions are held from Tuesday to
Thursday and are for players who have been playing in a local club and want to
try out an EBU congress event.

Monday

South can cash the ace of spades (dropping the king), then the jack and then the
queen but the ten would still be the boss
spade. Try again.
The answer is that West must hold
precisely two spades including the king.
Not likely but possible. You have to hope
for this layout:

´K9

Really Easy
Summer Congress

FIRST STEP

´J73

7.

11 – 14 August 2014

10 8 4

S

´J73

Tuesday

Wednesday

2.00pm
7.30pm
10.00am
2.30pm
7.30pm
10.30am

Lesson (topic to be arranged)
Bridge session 1
Lesson (topic to be arranged)
Bridge session 2
Free evening or Informal play
Bridge session 3 – Swiss Pairs

2.30pm
7.30pm
10.30am
7.30pm
10.00am
1.00pm

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Lesson
Bridge

NEXT STEP
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

session 1
session 2
session 3 – Swiss Pairs
session 4
(topic to be arranged)
session 5

Entry fee for either event: £46 which includes the bridge sessions and the
lessons. First Step players wishing to stay on for Thursday can do so for an
additional £8.
Blue points will be awarded to the top 1/4 of the field in all events.

South can lead a low card to the queen of
spades, cash the ace (dropping the king),
come back to the jack and (assuming that
he can get to dummy) has the two boss
spades in the North hand.
All of the above examples are by way of
an introduction to the highly complicated
topic of suit combinations, which is an
area of card-play that needs concentration
and attention, and will be treated in future
issues of this magazine.
r
SMALL ADVERT

H

SMALL ADVERT

OUT-OF-PRINT BRIDGE BOOKS
AND MAGAZINES
FROM CARD GAME BOOKS
Bridge books, other card games and
playing cards for sale.
Third catalogue still available from
Gordon Bickley ( 07530 553594
or email: gordonarf@aol.com

www.ebu.co.uk

There is still time to enter!
Entries / Enquiries:
Peter ( 01296 317203 or
Dawn ( 01296 317219
or email comps@ebu.co.uk

HUBERT PHILLIPS FINALS
THE 2013-14 Hubert Phillips Bowl has been won by the team of Sally Brock, Gunnar
Hallberg, Barry Myers and Rob Sheehan.
The event is a mixed pivot teams, using aggregate scoring, and the Brock team
won by 180 points after sixty boards – a very narrow margin after such a long match.
In fact the final was close throughout, with the opponents, the team of Tom
Gisborne, Sandy Davies, Mike Pomfrey and Dave Robinson, leading by 10 points
with ten boards to play.
The Hubert Phillips Plate was won by the team of Sarah Dunn, Nick Boss, David
Ewart, Richard Johnson, Ewa Kater and Tom Townsend.
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BRIDGE CURIOS

San Francisco Bridge
TO many, ‘Bridge’ and ‘San Francisco’ mean
just one thing: the magnificent Golden Gate
Bridge. Construction began in 1933, the
same year that the US Department of
Justice acquired Alcatraz Island to create the
maximum security penitentiary for around
two hundred and fifty of America’s most
obdurate criminals at any one time. The
prison closed in 1963, and today Alcatraz is
a tourist attraction, with a helpful commentary provided on headphones by past
inmates and guards as you tour through the
cell block and recreation area. It is there that
you hear that the prisoners’ most popular
recreational activity was bridge.
Bridge was big in Alcatraz. There could
be up to 30 tables in play, with about half
the prisoners taking part or watching.
Recreation time was restricted to
weekends and holidays, and each Friday
night a foursome would plan a match for
the weekend with packs of stale cigarettes
at stake. Play would take place for five or
six hours on each day whatever the
weather. The folding tables were low with
the legs cut short, and the players sat on

hassocks. Playing cards were banned in the
prison because the nitrocellulose coating
could be used as an explosive, so the
inmates improvised with thirteen domino
tiles from four coloured sets, one for each
suit. The blank-one became the ace,
blank-two, the two, and so on until blanksix. Then six-one was the seven, six-two
the eight up to the double six, which was
the queen, and the double blank was the
king. After a domino shuffle, the players
drew their hands which they held in
wooden racks that they had made in the
workshop.
In the evening, the players would
discuss and replay each of the day’s hands
from memory between being locked in
their cells at 4.50pm and lights out at
9.30pm. They might also obtain guidance
from Josephine Culbertson’s Contract
Bridge for Beginners, the most popular
book ever borrowed from the prison
library, or practise a form of ‘solo bridge’
which they had developed. Yes, with
players including the likes of George
‘Machine Gun’ Kelly, bridge certainly was

Bridge in play at Alcatraz (by courtesy of AlcatrazHistory.com)
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by David Burch
big in Alcatraz.

The Alcatraz Coup
For those who play outside the laws of the
game, the Alcatraz Coup is a means of
locating a missing key card. For example,
take this deal:

South plays in 6´.
West leads the ™A.
´ Q 10 4 3
™ 974
t 10
® AJ832
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AKJ95
Q
AK3
K 10 9 4

After ruffing the heart continuation,
declarer draws trumps ending in dummy,
and realises that the contract hinges on
finding the ®Q. The outlaw declarer plays
the Alcatraz Coup by advancing the ®J
from dummy and discarding his small
diamond from hand. After West has
revealed the location of the ®Q, declarer
realises his ‘mistake’ and apologetically
corrects his revoke with the ®K if West
plays the ®Q, or with the ®4 if West
follows with a low club or discards. West
calls for the director and receives the
appropriate redress.
There is no evidence that this coup
originated in Alcatraz, and the earliest
record is from 1947 when Oswald Jacoby
used an example to initiate a change in the
prevalent laws covering revokes. With no
director to provide redress, if an Alcatraz
inmate had ever tried such a ploy, then I
expect that even Machine Gun Kelly, who
was a well-mannered model prisoner,
would have sent the dominoes and fists
flying.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU News

NGS Myths
THE EBU’s National Grading Scheme has
been with us for more than two years now
and most people find it both fun and
interesting. We do hear some criticism,
but it often has a root in a few common
misunderstandings, which we hope this
article will clear up for you.

Myth 1: You’re disadvantaged when
you play with a weak partner
We hear this one quite a lot. Someone will
claim that they no longer want to play
with poor Mr P, who hasn’t scored above
50% since the late sixties, because it will
damage their NGS grading. However,
they’re worrying about nothing. If both
players are correctly graded, then it
doesn’t matter what the individual
strengths are – the NGS takes this into
consideration.
The maths is quite simple: if Mr P is
graded 30, you’re graded 50, and you’re
playing in a field of average strength (50),
then your expected score will be just 40%.
If you do better than this, your grade will
go up; if you do worse your grade will go
down.
The NGS should actually make you
more keen to play with Mr P. In the old
days you had nothing tangible to gain
from playing with him – you were unlikely
to win any master points or beer vouchers.
With the NGS, though, you have a real
goal to aim for and can take some pride in
eking out a well-earned 42%, to improve
both your grades.
The facts: In 2013 there were 1450
incidences of a 60+ player partnering
someone with a grade below 45. In 49.7%
of those sessions their grade went up.

Myth 2: You’re disadvantaged
playing with an irregular partner
This is another common one and it sticks
around because there is some truth to it. If
you play only with regular partners you
will clearly have a higher grade than someone of the same ability who plays only
www.ebu.co.uk

click

by Michael Clark

with pick-up partners. But how much does
this matter? We estimate that the
difference is about 2% between the two
ends of the spectrum, so that means that if
you suddenly play with a new partner,
having only played with regular partners
previously, and your new partner is in the
same position, you’ll need to get about 4%
more than usual to break even.
But this is extreme. In reality you’ll play
with a range of partners, some more
regular than others, and your partnerforming habits will already be built into
your NGS grade. When you play with the
newer partners, you’ll be a tiny bit
disadvantaged, but when you go back to
playing with the regular partners you’ll be
correspondingly rewarded.
It should also be noted that there is a
provision in the NGS for hosts/mentors to
exempt themselves, so if you are worried
about this you can choose to take up this
option by letting the director know before
the session starts. Of course, you’re not
allowed to change your mind if you
happen to do well!
The facts: In 2013 there were 80,000
partnerships who had played fewer than
50 boards together. Almost exactly 50%
of those partnerships improved their
grade.

Myth 3: Your grade is always 100%
accurate
Myth 4: Your grade never changes
relative to other players
As much as we’d like to think otherwise,
there is still a lot of luck in bridge. You
don’t always score exactly what you’re
expected to score. Some weeks you get a
lot of gifts and your mistakes don’t cost;
other weeks you can’t seem to do a thing

link

right. Your NGS grade will naturally
fluctuate around your true grade, and we
estimate that the standard deviation is
about 2%. This means that most of the
time your grade will be within one grade
band of your true grade; sometimes it will
be two grade bands out, but more extreme
cases will be rare. Here’s an example graph
of a regular player’s grade over time. You
can see yours by logging into the members
area and clicking ‘NGS Info’ on the right.

As you can see, once this player’s grade
had settled down it was fairly stable,
fluctuating up and down between 57%
and 60%. This is completely natural, so
don’t worry too much if your grade is
going down – it might be a normal downswing. And remember: the further down it
goes, the easier it will be to go back up
again.
One complaint we sometimes hear goes
like this: ‘I’m better than so-and-so, but
their grade is 1% higher than mine. This
proves that the NGS doesn’t work.’ Of
course, the usual answer is that you’re not
really better than so-and-so, but if you
genuinely are then this is likely just a
normal fluctuation – 1% is not a significant
amount. Maybe you’re on a down-swing,
and they’re on an up-swing. In time you’ll
both go back towards your true grades and
your pride will be restored.
For more information on how the NGS
works, there is a brief introduction and a
full guide on our website, so please visit
https://www.ebu.co.uk/ngs
r

NGS TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF TEAM GAMES
THE EBU will soon start processing teams games for the NGS, using the cross-IMPs
that the scoring program calculates. There are some restrictions and software
requirements, so interested clubs should check our website for more information.

click
link
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EBU News
New Championship
THE EBU is pleased to announce the introduction of a new
competition, the Player of the Year Championship.
Players will gain points based on finishing in the top places of
the most prestigious events on the EBU calendar. The player
accumulating the most place points in the year (1st October to
30th September) will win the prize of £1000.
The events for which points are available include knockout competitions and congress tournaments, and the first event will be the
Two Stars Pairs at the Autumn Congress in October (see below).
While this competition will appeal to those battling for the top
prize, we also hope that it will prompt some friendly rivalries
amongst those lower down the points list as they vie for bragging
rights amongst their club-mates. Previous experience indicates
that the prize money will be covered by an increase in entries.
The full list of competitions which will make up the Championship Series, and the points that can be scored in each, will be
available on our website at www.ebu.co.uk/competitions.

70th Autumn Congress
THE Autumn Congress will be held in Peterborough on 17th to
19th October (see page 18). This will not only be the first congress
which will award points in the new Player of the Year Championship, but is also the 70th year of the congress. The main event, the
Two Stars Pairs, has been won by some of the greats of the English
game since the first competition in 1945 and the list of winners
can be seen at www.ebu.co.uk/node/466.
To mark the anniversary, the new venue, and the start of the
Player of the Year Championship, the Two Stars Pairs will follow a
new format. The qualifier on Friday is a 12 x 4-board Swiss Pairs,
scored by match-points (not VPs). The top 20 pairs qualify for the
Two Stars Pairs, the next 20 for the Satellite pairs. Those who don’t
qualify and those choosing not to play on Friday will play a Swiss
Pairs on Saturday, with 9 x 6-board rounds scored by VPs. So two
different, independent, Green Pointed Swiss Pairs events are on
offer, plus the main finals for those who qualify. We also have our
two-session multiple teams event on the Sunday.
Join us for this anniversary event in Peterborough, try to add
your name to the illustrious list of winners, and also use the free
time in the schedule to visit some of the local attractions, such as
Burghley House or Peterborough Cathedral.
r

GARDEN CITIES FINAL
CONGRATULATIONS to Coventry & North Warwickshire Bridge
Club (represented by Stephen Green, Roger Bryant, David Jones,
Garry Watson, George Cuthbertson, Ian Handley, Martin Jones,
and David Kenward) who successfully defended the Garden Cities
Trophy, and claimed a fifth win in the last ten editions of this event
for club teams-of-eight.
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Changes to the Blue
Book and White Book
THE Laws and Ethics Committee have agreed some minor
changes to the Blue and White Books to take effect on August 1st.
After the first year in their new formats there are, thankfully, very
few changes to either publication.
In the Blue Book there are NO CHANGES TO PERMITTED
UNDERSTANDINGS in section 6 (Level 2), section 7 (Level 4)
and section 8 (Other permissions).
There are some changes to detail to make things clearer. In
particular we have changed a few words in 7C1(iv):
7 C 1 (iv). Any combination of meanings that show either or
both of:
1) At least five cards in a suit, specified or not,
which must not be the suit opened, and/or
2) At least 5-4 in two suits, either or both of
which may be specified or not, but both of
which must not be the suit opened.
(Words in bold indicate the changes)
In section 9 (Level 5) a couple of minor changes have been made
to bring the regulations into line with EBL and WBF regulations.
The full list of changes is available from the website click
together with updated versions of both books for downloading. There will not be a reprint of the Blue Book this link
year.
In the White Book the changes are mostly to clarify existing
regulations/advice and to correct some typos. However, we have
made a change to one of the correction periods detailed in #2.5.1
and #2.5.4. This concept of ‘Gross and Manifest scoring errors’
(which no one really understood) has been replaced by:
Later scoring errors: This is the period referred to in Law 79C2
within which certain scoring errors can be corrected. No request
for a change in score will be entertained once this period has
expired under any circumstances. The only errors which will be
corrected in this period are errors introduced by the officials, and
errors which have an impact on multiple scores (such as players
sitting in the wrong direction in a Swiss match). This does not
cover errors such as entering a wrong score, which should have
been found by checking at the time.
A complete list of all the changes plus a new edition is click
available from the website.
link
The International Laws of Contract Bridge
Members may be interested to know that the Portland Club, which
regulates rubber bridge, has published a new code of laws replacing
the 1993 ones. The new laws took effect on April 1st and are
available from the bridge shop (£5) – make sure you ask for the
green book. These apply to rubber bridge ONLY. The Laws of
Duplicate Bridge 2007 (red book) remain in force for ALL
DUPLICATE GAMES.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU News

Sim Issues
THE last time that I played in a Sim was a few years ago. Partner
and I scored well, and finished second nationwide. This was
perhaps more of an achievement than it sounds. Partner had a bit
too much to drink: when I sent him an e-mail the next morning
congratulating him on his performance, not only did he not
remember how he got home, he didn’t even remember that he’d
been playing bridge the previous evening. Still, it hasn’t blighted
his international career. Hasn’t done mine any favours, mind . . .

click

by Ian Payn

link

To do well, you have to outsmart not only everybody at the club,
you’ve got to match or better everyone across the country. So, if
you find yourself in the upper echelons of a Sims ranking list (or
even heading it) I think you can justifiably feel a sense of some
achievement. Unlike, of course, my partner from the first
paragraph, who, by the time we’d finished playing, wasn’t feeling
anything at all.

‘Best Practices’
Sim Pairs Issues
One of the issues with Sims which keeps cropping up is of
inconsistency and fairness. Why did I win my club heat with 56%
and yet score only 48% nationwide? Why do the cards always
favour North-South? It’s a swindle!
And yes, it can certainly look that way. It isn’t, of course – we’d
hardly run competitions which were open to such opprobrium,
but perhaps it’s the right moment to explain why things
sometimes look a bit peculiar, and then I’ll move on to suggest a
couple of ‘Best Practices’ which will, if followed, in the long run
reduce the appearance of inconsistency and bias.
There’s an explanation on the EBU web site, at http://www.
ebu.co.uk/documents/official-documents/sim-pairs-scoring.pdf,
which explains the scoring differences. It’s even got tables and a
worked example! But the long and the short of it is that when you
play a Sim, you’re actually playing in two events at once, and your
scores are undergoing not one, but two sets of comparisons. Making
4´ with two overtricks may well have beaten all the cautious bidders
and timorous players in the local game (especially the pair who
made 2´ + 1) but if your second overtrick was based on a successful
finesse, then anyone across the whole field who bid a slam will be
making it, the same way that you made twelve tricks. What’s more,
there’s no upside for you: nobody who bids the slam is going to go
off: there will be no minus 100s below you to offset those plus 1430s
above you. And to really lay it on thick, don’t forget that more and
more people are going to tie your magnificent 680. This is either too
depressing for words or, more probably, what actually makes playing
in Sims a bit more challenging than you’d thought.

Now, on to ‘best practices’. The last thing that I’m going to do is start
telling clubs how to run their own events, including Sims heats.
That would be plain wrong – but it can’t be just me who thinks
there’s an answer to the most common complaint: ‘The cards
always favour the same direction.’ (They don’t, as the hands are a
complete set of computer-dealt hands not a manufactured set.)
Play a one-winner movement, either by arrow-switching or dusting
off the Howell cards! Eliminate perceived bias at one fell swoop!
The other obvious step is to draw for position. A lot of clubs have
members who have ‘favourite chairs’ or ‘always sit North-South’.
How about, just on Sims nights, forgetting that? It’s a National
Competition, after all, so why should club-exclusive preferences
hold sway (obviously this doesn’t apply to people who have genuine
reasons for being stationary)? I don’t think I’m being particularly
unreasonable by suggesting that for a special session a club is
entitled to request that members break their habits. It would make
all the difference. So, there’s the answer. If you think your club
would benefit from this, tell them – I’m sure they’ll listen, and the
end result will be a much more satisfactory evening for all.

New Prize Structure
Finally, don’t forget that we have a new prize structure, as well, which
will benefit both players and clubs. Details can be found here:
http://www.ebu.co.uk/sims-prizes. If you have not played in a Sim
Pairs before, you might discover that if the event is nicely run and
everybody enters into the spirit of things (remember: you’re playing
in two competitions at the same time) it can all be rather jolly. r

SIM PAIRS CALENDAR TO APRIL 2015
EBU Autumn Sim Pairs
British Sim Pairs - Autumn Pairs
British Sim Pairs - Winter Pairs
Bridge England Sim Pairs

Mon 8th to Fri 12th September 2014 Proceeds will go to the new charity, English Bridge Education & Development
Mon 6th to Fri 10th October 2014
Mon 5th to Fri 9th January 2015
The event is held to raise funds to aid performance in our international
Tue 3rd to Wed 4th February 2015
teams and supports all teams (Open, Women, Seniors and Juniors)

British Sim Pairs - Spring Pairs Tue 7th to Mon 13th April 2015
(No event on Mon 6th, due to the Bank Holiday)

click

The new prize structure was published on page 29 of the February 2014 issue of English Bridge

www.ebu.co.uk
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CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

n AUGUST 2014
Summer Sim Pairs, Clubs
Brighton Summer Meeting
World Youth Championships
Istanbul, Turkey
Junior Teach-in
Loughborough University
Telford Midweek Congress
Telford Hotel & Golf Resort,
Shropshire

28 Jul-1 Aug British

8-17
13-23
22-24
26-28

n SEPTEMBER 2014
1-5
5-7
6-7
8-12
8-13
12-21
13-14
20-21
21
27-28
27-28
27-28
27-28
27-28

EBU Blue Point Bridge Holiday
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancashire
Isle of Man Congress
The Palace Hotel, Douglas
Crockfords Cup Finals
Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
(new venue)
EBU Autumn Sim Pairs, Clubs
Commonwealth Games
Radisson Blu, Glasgow
The Confiance Guernsey
Congress, St. Martins, Guernsey
Bedfordshire Congress
Milton Keynes
Premier League 1st weekend
Div. 1 Richmond,
Div. 2 Wimbledon
Cornwall GP Teams, Liskeard
Premier League 2nd weekend
Manchester Bridge Club
Surrey GP Weekend, Guildford
Derbyshire GP Weekend,
Spondon
Essex/Herts GP Weekend,
Wodson Park
Cumbria/Westmorland GP
Weekend, Kendal

n OCTOBER 2014
3-5

West of England Congress
Weston-super-Mare
4-5
Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Leeds
4-5
Felixstowe Congress
6-10
British Autumn Sim Pairs, Clubs
8-14
Overseas Congress
Becici, Budva, Montenegro
10-25
World Bridge Series,
Sanya, China
17-19
Autumn Congress
Peterborough West
24-26
Wroxton Really Easy Weekend
Wroxton House, nr Banbury
25-26
Lancashire Congress
Bolton/Blackburn
25-26
Malvern Congress, Worcester
29
Board meeting
31-2 Nov Seniors Congress
Holiday Inn, Birmingham
Airport (new venue)

EBU News
UNWANTED
DIARIES
SOME members will have received a diary with this magazine, despite opting out of receiving one. This may well seem
odd, so here is the reason why.
Due to how we are charged
for dispatching the magazines,
we needed a certain number of
members to opt out of the
diaries before it was cheaper to
send a magazine without a
diary (see page 3). As we did not
reach that number, it was more
cost-effective to send a diary
with every magazine, whether
one was requested or not.
We hope that we will have
more people opt out in the
coming year and we will reach
the critical figure, which means
that omitting the diaries for
those members who do not
want one will be viable in 2015.

Please help us
to help you
by ensuring your
contact details,
including your
email address, are
up to date. Visit
the Members’ area
at www.ebu.co.uk
and use the
‘My Details’ tab,
or contact us on
( 01296 317200.

BRIGHTON
HUB
FOR everything to do with the
Brighton Congress (results,
photos, useful info re parking,
accommodation etc.) visit the
‘Brighton Congress Hub’ at
www.ebu.co.uk/brighton

The EBU and BRIDGE OVERSEAS

MONTENEGRO CONGRESS
8 – 14 October 2014
Hotel Bellevue, Becici, Budva, Monenegro

n NOVEMBER 2014
3-7
5
7
7-9
7-9
10-13
22-23
26
29-30

30

EBU Blue Point Bridge Holiday
Hellidon, Northants
Lords v Commons
House of Lords
Children in Need Sim Pairs
(provisional), Clubs
Premier League 3rd weekend
Solihull
North East BA Congress
Gateshead Metrocentre
Children in Need Sim Pairs
(provisional), Clubs
Tollemache Cup Qualifier
Birmingham Airport
AGM Shareholders Meeting
Imperial Hotel, London
Middlesex Congress, Barnet
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Bridge details: EBU Competitions Dept ( 01296 317203/19

Bridge fees: £128 per player
For travel and accommodation:
BRIDGE OVERSEAS
FREEPHONE 0800 0346 246
A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme

MEMBER
CENSURED
AND FINED
A DISCIPLINARY Committee
of the English Bridge Union
recently considered a charge
brought under Rule 3.2(v) of
the EBU Disciplinary Rules
against Mr Richard Cross. Mr
Cross had walked out of the
EBU Autumn Congress in
October without notice after
receiving a Tournament Director’s ruling with which he disagreed. This caused inconvenience to other congress participants. Mr Cross did not deny
the charge. The Disciplinary
Committee fined Mr Cross
£50 and asked for a letter of
censure to be issued.

UNIVERSAL
MEMBERSHIP
REBATES
IF you have played more than
150 club UM sessions in the
2013-14 financial year (1st
April – 31st March), you have
received a rebate.
Rebates are held on your
EBU membership account. To
find out how much of a rebate
you have received, please log in
to www.ebu.co.uk/members/
by using your username and
password. Rebates will be kept
on your EBU records as credits.
If you wish you can use your
credits against competition
entries or to purchase items
from our bridge shop.
Alternatively, rebates over £5
can be claimed by monies
being transferred directly to
your bank account if you
provide us with your bank
details (i.e. account number
and sort code).
If this is your preferred
option, please contact Karen
Durrell either by phone on
01296 317201 or email her at
r
karend@ebu.co.uk.

www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons to be learned from them. Bid them
with your partner and then see how your
efforts compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons to be learned from them. Bid them
with your partner and then see how your
efforts compare with the experts’ bidding.

August 2014
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EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All
Dealer West
(Maksymetz)

´
™
t
®

A4
AQ4
AKJ962
82

1. Love All
Dealer West
(Rogoff)

´ 10 5
™ A
tJ7
(Levin)
® A Q 10 9 8 7 6 2
* If possible, South bids 1´,
North 2´, South 3´.

(Nunes)
4. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Eide)
5. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Forrester)

7
10 8 7 6
873
AKQJ4

´ 3
™ Q J 10 3
t A K 10 9 8 4
(Weinstein)
®43
* If possible, South bids 1´,
North 2´, South 3´.

2. N/S Game
Dealer North

3. Love All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

2. N/S Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

852
A 10 4
AK7
A K 10 9

3. Love All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

AKQ
63
A
A K Q J 10 4 2

4. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

9
AQ32
AKQJ2
Q 10 2

5. N/S Game
Dealer East

(Fantoni)

(Ellingsen)

(Gold)

´ Q6
™ 54
tQ54
(Chernev)
® AKJ863
* South bids 2t (Multi), North 3™,
South 3´ if possible.

´
™
t
®

A K Q J 10 7 3
9653
Q3
Void

´
™
t
®

5
K J 10 8 2
K J 10 9 6 3
7

´
™
t
®

AKQ8753
J94
8
AJ

´ K9
™ K 10 8 7 6 3 2
t K 10 9 3
(Karakolev)
® Void
* South bids 2t (Multi), North 3™,
South 3´ if possible.

6. Love All
Dealer South

6. Love All
Dealer South

click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 42-43

link

$

click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 42-43

link

EBU SHOP

EBU SHOP

EBU 0011
Personal Score-cards

EBU 0001A
Travellers

Personal Score-cards 49 boards,
numbered, folding
£19.99 per 1000

Travellers, 18 pairs, no numbers
£10.00 per 1000

Bridge Partner
Compact Bidding Set

Duplimated Cards –
Barcoded

NOW £18 per set of 4
(including cards) Limited stock
in Black and Light Grey only

Save 20%, now only £1.25 per
deck (red and blue)

( 01296 397851 / 317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

Offers end 31st August 2014.

$

( 01296 397851 / 317200

Offers end 31st August 2014.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Medals
CONGRATULATIONS to our
three teams – Seniors, Women
and Open – who all won medals
in the European Championships in Croatia. With the sad
demise of our football and
cricket teams, what a joy it is to
have a team sport that brings
home medals again and again.
Two years ago I was able to
travel to Dublin to watch the
bridge at first hand. This year I
had to experience the thrills,
the anguish and the ultimate
triumphs via Bridge Base
Online, the excellent, and free,
online service. We were able to
watch both tables of five
matches each session, together
with the analysis and humour
of expert commentators, particularly the double act of
David Bird and Roland Wald. It
was fascinating to switch from
one table to the other seeing
the same board, one match to
another, checking on running
scores and the real-time changes
on the leader boards.
It’s just a pity the success will
hardly be reported outside
bridge circles. To my mind, the
players all deserve celebrity
status – it would be great to see
Tony Forrester appearing on A
Question of Sport, or perhaps
Nevena Senior on Strictly Come
Dancing!
Chris Bickerdike, Helston

Appeal
I’M researching bridge on TV
in the period 1935 – 1950, and
bridge on the radio, specifically
the series ‘Bridge on the Air’. If
any readers have information
regarding either of these I
would be very grateful if they
contact me.
Shireen Mohandes,
Shireen@hartsdale.co.uk
www.ebu.co.uk

Discrimination
HOW things are being done by
our national body seems muddled, strange and grossly unfair
to both men and women –
actually degrading for them
both for different reasons.
I can understand there being
an Open team (men and women
able to be selected) but fail to
understand why there should be
a separate Women’s team if there
is no equivalent Men’s team
(what about sexism, fairness and
equal opportunities for all!).
Do the women really want to be
considered to be so inferior to
the men (at the highest level)
they have to play in their own
competitions? In all other forms
of competition run under the
auspices of the EBU, from club
to congress level, there is no
discrimination.
Strangely, though, under the
current policy the rules for
selecting EBU junior or under
twenty-one teams seem to be
very different – they are just
teams, consisting of both sexes!
I cannot believe I am the first
to question the situation so why
does terrible inequity exist in a
modern world? Is it a case of the
‘elephant in the room’ that no
one wants to admit exists, let
alone speak about it? One dare
not suggest that the EBU are
saying that to ensure women can
play at the highest echelon of the
game, i.e. European or World
Championship level, we have to
invent a special event!
An interesting follow-up
question is: over the last twentyfive years, what is the percentage
for men/women representing
England – an EBU Open team –
in the European or World
Championships?
It would seem that the EBU is
not alone in this Open and
Women thing. Seemingly there

is the same team make-up
(policy?) with the European
Bridge League, the World Bridge
Federation, the Mind Sports
Games not to mention
individual countries such as the
USA! Are all these organisations
actually saying: ‘An Open team
will, on the whole, mainly
consist of men because, but for a
few exceptions, the women are
not good enough to achieve
Open team status. So, to give
them a chance to represent their
country we will devise for them
their own competition.’
To ensure equal opportunity
and fairness to both genders
why not just have teams, A
(Open), B (Women) and C
(Men) or allow two Open teams,
abandoning the Women’s team
idea?
Terry Jacobs, Sheffield
Jeremy Dhondy, EBU Chairman,
replies: We enter competitions run
by the EBL/WBF/BGB. They determine the categories, not us.
We may enter an Open Team
containing women. Several women
have, for example, represented
Great Britain or more recently
England in the Camrose Trophy.
Rose Meltzer won an open World
Championship playing for the USA
in 2001.
In Junior competition there is at
U25 level a Junior Women's
category. Again a woman can play in
the Open Junior competition and
this has happened for England in
recent times.
To answer the question about
women representing England at
Open level, then there are none
since we became England in 1999
and three since the 1930s when we
were Great Britain. Detail is
available in the archive a www.
ebu.co.uk/internationals/history/
england-open-players

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

Dissent
I READ with interest Jeremy
Dhondy’s leader about VAT on
bridge tournaments.
My own view is that bridge is
not a sport and I write as someone who is still incensed at
being forced to pay a weekly
P2P fee to an organisation of
which I have no interest in
being a member.
However, the reason I am
contacting you is to say that
Jeremy should be careful when
using examples of other, non
active, ‘sports’ in his attempt to
avoid paying a legitimate tax.
He compares bridge to gliding.
Surely a man of his, presumed,
intellect must realise that there
will be EBU members who
have experience of both bridge
and gliding and can therefore
comment with some authority
on the ‘sportiness’ of both.
On many occasions have I
left the gliding field at the end
of a long active day exhausted
both mentally and physically.
The least active part of the day
is, I agree, when actually flying
but even then, when wrestling
with a turbulent thermal, the
physical activity can be taxing
(no pun intended). I sometimes
leave the weekly bridge club
mentally tired, but never
physically.
This simile cannot possibly
help the EBU’s case with the
taxman; they are not fools.
Keith Maywhort, by email
Jeremy Dhondy, EBU Chairman,
replies: Sorry you would rather not
be a member. Whether bridge is
regarded as a sport or not is largely
down to various authorities. For the
International Olympic Committee
and the EU it is. For the UK
government it is not (yet!). This
impacts on funding, grants and
taxation.
We are not seeking to avoid
paying tax. We are seeking to have
HMRC recognise what others
already do. I think the key point is
the arbitrary nature of the government's list rather than the merits
of other activities.
r
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ON each of the following problems,
you are West. What should you bid
with each hand on the given auction
at pairs, Love All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his
answers on page 54.
link

Hand 1
´4
™ QJ853
tK653
®A75

W
N
E
Pass Pass 1´
?

S
1NT

Teach Your Grandchild Bridge
by Liz Dale

Starter Whist
IN the last issue I presented a game
suitable for children aged 4+. I hope you
tried playing it with your grandchildren
and that you all enjoyed it. This time, let’s
try something appropriate for slightly older
children.

Equipment: One pack of playing cards.
One table. A chair for each player.
Pen (or pencil) and paper for recording the score.

Once the cards have been shuffled, four
cards are dealt to each player, face down,
one at a time and in a clockwise rotation.
All the other cards are set aside – they will
not be needed again for this game. All
players pick up their four cards and
arrange them in suit order but alternating
colours (i.e. black, red, black, red) in their
hands. The player on the dealer’s left pulls
out his/her highest card from hand (it
doesn’t matter which suit) and puts it in
the centre of the table, face upwards.
The next player (clockwise rotation) now
looks at his/her hand and at the card that is
on the table. If there are only two players,
the second player will win the ‘trick’ if
he/she has a higher card in the same suit as
the one led. The card can only win if it is in
the same suit as the card led. If the second
player has two cards in this suit, he/she
should play only one of the two cards – the
higher one if that is higher than the one on
the table. If the second player cannot follow
suit, he/she discards the lowest card he/she
has in any suit.
If there are more than two players, the
‘trick’ is won by the player who has played
the highest card in the original suit led.
The winner of the trick chooses whichever
card he/she wants to start off the next
trick, following the same pattern as before.
When everyone has played all their cards,
whoever has the most tricks is the winner.
Three games to be played and scores
recorded.

Aim of the Game: Each player is trying to
win the trick by playing the highest
card in the suit led.

Variation: The four cards can be replaced
by five, six, or seven cards to increase
card-playing skills.
r

Game No. 2
Suggested age: 6+ years.

Hand 2
´ AQ
™J9753
t874
®876

Hand 3
´ K62
™ KQ
t AK654
® Q 10 8

Hand 4
´K9432
™ K 10
t AK5
® 10 9 5

Hand 5
´ Q J 10 7 6 2
™A8
tQ542
®A

W

N

E
S
1® 2´

?

Name of Game: Starter Whist.
Time: 8 – 10 minutes for one game.
No. of players: Minimum of two.

W

N
E
S
2´1 Pass Pass

?
1

Weak

W
1´
?

W
1´
?

N

E
S
Pass Pass
Pass 2™ Pass

N
E
S
Pass 1NT Pass

i

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

Requirements: Your little ones should
now be able to sort into suits (clubs,
diamonds, hearts and spades) and
hold comfortably up to seven cards.
But for this, their very first intro duction to Starter Whist, we are
starting off with no more than four
cards being held by each player, as we
introduce them to a game based on
winning tricks. Please note this game
is being used as a practice game and
therefore it is being played in notrumps.

BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS DIRECT LTD
Hand 6
´ K7643
™Q8542
tQ
®AQ
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The Junior Page

by Kyle Lam

click
link

From Amsterdam to Stratford
THE Juniors have been kept very busy
recently; here’s a quick snapshot of all the
havoc they’ve been wreaking.
In late March, the team of Simon
Spencer, Kyle Lam, Toby Nonnenmacher
and Alex Roberts with NPC Mike Bell
travelled to Amsterdam to play in the
White House Junior Internationals, an
event with some of the strongest U25
teams from all over the world including
from Poland, China, Japan, Sweden to
name but only a few. The event kicked off
with a warm-up “Patton” scored event (a
mixture between IMPs and Point-a-Board
scoring). It was probably a combination of
the fact that most of the teams didn’t
know what was going on and our
excellence in the format (more the former
I’d assume) that we ended up as the
eventual top Junior team. The main event
began the following day and we hoped to
continue our success. Seventeen ten-board
matches over the next three days would
decide the top four that would qualify for
the semi finals. Despite strong performances against the more experienced
sides, beating three of the top four teams
and the eventual winners, Norway, we
struggled against the weaker sides and this
eventually cost us as we finished 11th,
despite beating all but three of the sides
above us. The following board against
Germany A was selected as one of the best
bid boards of the competition:

´
™
t
®

North
South
Kyle
Simon
2t1
1´
2NT
3™
4™
4NT2
3
5´
6™
Pass
1 Natural, game-forcing
2 Roman Keycard Blackwood
3 Two key cards with the trump queen

Despite the known Moysian fit, Simon
Spencer and I elected to play in 6™ over an
inferior 6NT. Simon had no problem at all
in the play. On the ®4 lead, he won in
hand and cashed two rounds of diamonds
ending in hand. A diamond was ruffed, a
club played back to hand and the fourth
diamond ruffed. Simon could now draw
trumps and give up a spade in the end –
twelve tricks and +1430.
In the closed room, the Germans played
in 6NT which was one down for 17 IMPs
to the good guys. Note that 6™ may well
have play even if trumps break 5-1!
Up and down the country, the Portland
Bowl, the National Universities Knockout
reached its conclusion. Cambridge University A and Imperial College A both saw
off their semi final opponents comfortably

and would meet for forty-eight boards in
the final, a rematch of last year’s semi final
when Imperial beat Cambridge by 4 IMPs.
Despite conceding 1480 on a board (one
of the rarer scores in the game), Cambridge would have their revenge and won
by 25 IMPs in a match which went into the
final eight boards with nothing in it. Cambridge was represented by Tommy Brass,
Adam Bowden, Kyle Lam, Stefan David,
Toby Nonnenmacher and Alex Birchall.
They qualify to play in the World University Championships held in November in
Croatia.
Jonathan Clark and Dylan Dissanayake
won the U20 Pairs, an impressive 5% clear
of second place, at the Easter Festival in
London and last but not least, there was a
large representation of Juniors at the
Schapiro Spring Fours in Stratford-uponAvon. It is a fantastic experience, being
able to play against the world’s finest
players and four juniors were even lucky
enough to draw the Sinclair team, the
eventual winners.
What next? Some Juniors head off to Finland (see page 5!) to play in the Midsummer
Bridge Festival and various pairs will go to
Berghausen, Germany, to play in the Junior
European Pairs. Watch this space!
r

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ A7654
™ KQ5
t K8
® 532
K J 10 9 8
´ 2
N
73
™ 8642
W
E
74
t Q J 10 6
S
J764
® Q 10 9 8
´ Q3
™ A J 10 9
t A9532
® AK

Junior players socialising at Stratford-upon-Avon
www.ebu.co.uk
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Top Table Bernard Teltscher
BERNARD TELTSCHER came to the UK in 1938, and gained degrees from
University College, London and Trinity College, Cambridge, where in
1946 he was instrumental in restarting the Cambridge Bridge Club that
had been dormant during the war. He became its President and played in
the first post-war Oxford match. Bernard has played bridge for more than
eighty years and has won most major national competitions. He is
President of the London Metropolitan Bridge Association and has
sponsored, as well as won, the prestigious Lederer and Teltscher trophies.
When did you start playing bridge?
At the age of 8, I had a recurrent hip
problem, was put in plaster for three months
and was sent to a children’s sanatorium in
Switzerland. My mother went with me and
there I started playing bridge, now 83 years
ago. I was then moved to another sanatorium for twenty months, without bridge.
When I returned home, I had very limited
physical activities but my aunt, my two older
cousins and my grandmother all played
bridge, and I joined them. I also remember
playing at a bridge club in Austria and they
were surprised by a prepubescent’s ability
to play.
It must be running in my family, as a
cousin of my mother’s played in the same
team as Rixi Markus, when the Austrian
ladies became world bridge champions in
1937.
How often / where do you play?
These days, unless I am playing in a
duplicate, I play rubber bridge every
Monday at the Portland Club, £10 per 100 in
the afternoon, £30 per 100 after dinner; as
we play goulashes at £30, it is quite a tough
game.
Do you always play with the same partners
/ team-mates?
In serious duplicate, I mostly play with
Victor Silverstone (addressed by me as ‘Sir
Victor’), occasionally with Willie Coyle (‘Sir
William’) and my former wife, Kitty, with
whom I am on my best behaviour, without a
single word of criticism!
The highlight of the year is of course when
Tony Priday (‘His Serene Highness, Richard
Anthony, Prince of Quedgeley’, where the
Priday family originates from) comes from
Marbella to play with me in the two events I
have sponsored, the Lederer and the Senior
Camrose, now renamed the Teltscher
Trophy.
All these partners are excellent players and
for my bridge system I am vastly indebted to
Sir William – it’s a system originally based
36
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on the one I used to play in the 1970s with
many improvements.
His Serene Highness is always magnificent.
As far as I am concerned, he never, and I
mean never, makes a mistake. His concentration is flawless and occasionally a look
of surprise comes to his face but, like Sir
Victor, he always tries to take the blame if
any mistakes occur.
What do you do for a living?
I have been in business for almost 68 years. I
joined my father and uncles’ wine business
in 1946, by 1967 became sole proprietor and
sold the trading company in 1991 to Martini
& Rossi, stayed for another five years as nonexecutive, non-useful chairman of Teltscher
Brothers but kept the buildings in the Isle of
Dogs and used them as a business centre.
There we had some unusual tenants, like the
warlike Paintball Centre and a multi-sports
centre, but our offices were just used as
business centres.
I sold the buildings in 2006 but kept the
two property companies which own a few
factories which we let, and all I do now is
look after those, so I do not work too hard.
I still go to my Marble Arch office four
times a week. Years ago we had 120 employees; now we have one.
What are your favourite bridge books?
In 1942, I bought a thin book which gave
card combinations and how to play, and
which I read every day on the tube when I
travelled from East Putney to Belsize Park
during university holidays.
Like everyone else, I am very impressed by
Terence Reese’s books; they are fantastic. I
actually played with Terence in one long
duplicate in Abu Dhabi and that was the
only time when any partner of mine fell
asleep while I was playing a hand!
What are your hobbies?
At 91, one doesn’t seem to have many
hobbies left. I used to love playing table
tennis and backgammon. Now at table

tennis I am just as likely to put the ball under
as over the table! And backgammon is fading
fast. I watch TV and go out and entertain at
dinner quite a lot.
What do you like and what would you
change in bridge?
I am saddened that rubber bridge is fast
disappearing. I think it is caused by the fact
that young people don’t seem to be playing
cards when there are too many alternatives.
My main complaint, though, is a complaint all bridge players make when they
have been playing for a long time. There
seems to be absolutely no limit to conventions which are not even published and
have to be explained on the spot. I have no
quarrel with transfers over one club and over
opponents’ doubles but when various bids
have no obvious meanings and therefore no
recognised defence, it requires discussions
before every match.
When it comes to pairs, time prevents any
long discussions and I think there should be
quite strict limitations on the systems used
in pairs.
In any case, I fear that making bidding at
bridge so convoluted means that it is
becoming much less popular than it could
have been. This also means that it is less
comprehensible when non-experts watch
bidding in the Vu-graph and on the
internet.
What is the bridge success closest to your
heart (so far)?
My most pleasing result was playing with
Terence Reese in Abu Dhabi (see above); in
the teams we beat Garozzo and Belladonna,
Flint and Sheehan to come third. I cannot
quite remember but we were about fifth in
the pairs. The pairs event was won as
expected by Garozzo and Belladonna. That
was before it was customary to pay bridge
partners and all I did was to send Terence
two cases of wine.
One of my worst ‘achievements’ was when,
years ago, I played in successive Camrose
trials, once with Irving Rose and once with
Jeremy Flint, and failed to qualify in both.
My first major win was in 1971 in
Brighton with Irving Rose (named by me
‘the Great Rose’), but beating Garozzo and
Belladonna must rank amongst my big
bridge joys.
I also enjoyed the creation of the Senior
Camrose Trophy. While there was a Ladies
equivalent, the Lady Milne, and two similar
events for youngsters, the Junior Camrose
and the Peggy Bayer, it amazingly took some
eight years to finally come up with the
Seniors equivalent, which I sponsored for six
years, won twice and was second in twice as
well. It is now a permanent feature in the UK
r
bridge calendar.
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Stage 2 Conventions

by Neil Rosen

click
link

The Grand Slam Force
HAVING covered Exclusion Key-card
Blackwood (April issue, pages 22- click
23) I thought I should really
tackle the ‘Josephine’ 5NT link
convention, more normally known
in modern times as the Grand Slam Force
(GSF).
It was initially published in the 1930s by
Josephine Culbertson, the wife of a top
bridge player of the time, Ely Culbertson,
to whom it is probably more correct to
attribute the real origination of the
method.
Quite simply, when a trump suit has
been agreed and a possible grand slam is
in the offing, then a bid of 5NT (when not
preceded by 4NT – Blackwood, of course)
asks partner to jump to a grand slam if
two of the top three trump honours are
held (ace, king or queen).
While there are many different variations, a fairly standard treatment is as
follows. After the 5NT bid:
6®

No top trump honour (A or K)
6 of the trump suit One top trump
honour (A or K)
7 of the trump suit Two of top three
trump honours (A,
K or Q)

A slight variation/amendment that I am
quite keen on is to play that with two of
the top three honours you should always
jump to 7® – irrespective of the agreed
trump suit. This actually allows the GSF
bidder to take control and sometimes
agree a suit with the GSF simply to
expedite finding out if a couple of critical
cards are held, whilst planning to actually
play in a different trump suit all the time.
The key to understanding GSF is to

ONLINE MAGAZINE HELP AND FAQ
at

www.ebu.co.uk/node/1624
www.ebu.co.uk

appreciate when it does (or does not) apply:
1. If a trump suit is clearly established
and agreed upon. The GSF is often
but not exclusively used as a jump
bid; it can also occur in the middle of
cue-bidding, but not – remember –
once Blackwood has been used.
2. Never in no-trump auctions. 5NT
should be used in a classical manner
to ask partner to bid 7NT if maximum for his no-trump bid or 6NT if
minimum. Thus with a balanced 23
high-card points you could raise
partner’s opening 1NT to 5NT asking
him to bid 7NT if maximum.
3. Not to be confused with the modern
‘pick-a-slam’ convention which is only
used when a trump suit has not been
expressly agreed.
Let’s see the convention in action –
remember that the reason behind using it
is that you are contemplating bidding a
grand slam, but want to check up on
trump solidity first.
A nice, simple one to
start. If partner opens
1™ (unlikely, I know,
but possible!) then
respond 5NT directly.
If partner has both
the ace and king of
trumps, he will now jump to the solid
grand slam. (Or jump to 7® by arrangement). With one of the ace or king he will
bid 6™ which you can happily pass. With
neither the ace nor king he will bid 6® and
you can faint with the shock . . .
Those of you who read my article on
Exclusion RKCB will know that you could
follow a different route by agreeing hearts
and then using a 5® Exclusion bid. But
this is only possible if using the Jacoby
Convention to agree hearts immediately,
since a direct response of 5® is better
played as natural (in my opinion).
Another example hand:
´
™
t
®

AK
Q J 10 8 3
AKQ762
Void

´
™
t
®

K8
AQJ76
52
AQ94

West
1™
4®
4™
7®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Void
K2
AKQ84
K J 10 8 7 3

East
2®
4t
5NT
Pass

After an exchange of cue-bids, East knows
that a grand slam will be easy providing
the trump suit is OK. Jumping to 5NT is
GSF asking partner to bid 7® with two of
the top three trump honours – which on
this occasion he does.
The cold grand slam is easily reached
without the spade ace, so 7NT would not
be such a good idea!
As a parting note, I want to mention
again that there is a lot of room for individual partnerships to work on these
methods. Some people vary which bid is
GSF (not always using 5NT), others
include different steps to incorporate
showing the queen specifically or showing
extra trump length etc. I wish you all well
in discussing various options – there
simply isn’t room to include them all here.
What I have tried to do is present a basic
summary of a fantastic convention used
for making sure that grand slams are
actually bid with an odds-on chance of
making!

The odds
Just a quick reminder (those playing
RKCB probably already know these stats):

•
•

With nine combined total trumps, do
not bid a grand slam missing the
queen.
With ten or more combined total
trumps do bid a grand slam missing
the queen.
r
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The Magic of Bridge

by Andrew Kambites
click
link

Perfect Timing
THE deal in Layout A was played by the
flamboyant Adam ‘Plum’ Meredith who
sat South:

Layout A
Love All. Dealer North.

´
™
t
®

´ 2
™ KJ
t A6
® AJ875432
876543
´ Void
N
Q 10 6
W
E ™ 8754
S
Void
t K J 10 9 8 7 5 4 2
K Q 10 9
® Void
´ A K Q J 10 9
™ A932
t Q3
® 6

West
Pass
Dbl

North
1®
6®
All Pass

East
5t
Pass

South
5´
6´

The play exploded into life when West led
the king of clubs, dummy played the ace of
clubs and East discarded the two of diamonds. East’s failure to ruff marked him
with thirteen red cards. Presumably West
would have led a diamond (his partner’s
suit) if he had one, so East had precisely a
0-4-9-0 shape. Meredith realised he
needed four heart tricks: West’s tripleton
would have to include the ten and queen
of hearts. However, with West having as
many trumps as South, how could he get
back to hand to make the nine of hearts?
No problem! He would use the queen of
diamonds to return to hand and enlist the
help of an unwilling East. He drew six
rounds of trumps, discarding four clubs
and the diamond ace! Now he finessed
dummy’s jack of hearts, and cashed the
heart king. With just the ™Q-10 left West
did his best by dropping the queen of
hearts, the card he was known to hold.
Meredith continued with the six of
38
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diamonds. East took his king of diamonds
and hopefully tried a heart. Of course,
Meredith was not fooled. West was known
to have exactly one heart left, so why
would he have dropped the queen of
hearts unless he also held the ten? Equally,
if East still had the ™10-x why didn’t he
exit with a diamond, giving declarer no
chance? Meredith rose with the ace of
hearts, dropping the ten and cashed the
nine of hearts and the queen of diamonds
to make his contract.
Now if Philip Grosvenor and his brother
had been sitting East and West the story
might have had a different ending!

preserve the option of a third-round
trump entry to dummy. When declarer
cashed the ace of diamonds at trick two
and both defenders followed suit, the
contract was unbeatable whatever the distribution of the missing cards. He crossed
to dummy’s king of diamonds, still preserving his diamond three, ruffed a club high
and cashed the ´A-K, ending in dummy.
Now came the coup de grâce: dummy’s jack
of clubs was led and declarer discarded a
spade! Whoever won the club trick and
whatever he did next, the defenders were
powerless.
It is worth looking at some of the
possibilities:

HHHHH
In Layout B, North-South bid to 5t with
no opposition bidding. West led the king of
clubs. There are ten obvious tricks and
many chances for an eleventh, but the cards
were not lying well and declarer needed a
very precise sequence of plays to succeed:

´
™
t
®

Layout B
Game All. Dealer South.
´ KJ53
™ J63
t K42
® J 10 9
64
´ Q 10 9 8
N
Q874
™ K92
W
E
S
85
t J
KQ542
® A8763
´ A72
™ A 10 5
t A Q 10 9 7 6 3
® Void

(i) East takes the ace of clubs and
switches to a spade. South discards a
heart, aiming to discard his other
heart on dummy’s jack of spades – a
loser-on-loser play. Note the importance of South’s carefully preserved
three of diamonds: overtaking it with
dummy’s four is the vital entry to
dummy to get to the jack of spades.
(ii) East takes the ace of clubs and
switches to a heart. South plays low
and West wins. West switches to a
spade (if he has one). Declarer plays
dummy’s jack of spades. Either this
wins the trick, allowing a heart discard or East covers with the queen of
spades which declarer ruffs; he next
enters dummy by overtaking the carefully preserved diamond three with
the four, and discards the ten of
hearts on the thirteenth spade.
HHHHH

At trick one declarer made the far-sighted
play of ruffing the king of clubs with the
six of diamonds, preserving his three of
diamonds. This sort of play would not
occur to most players but it costs nothing
and even if you cannot see exactly how the
play will develop it cannot do any harm to

I end this article with yet another dreadful
slam! South was lucky and his card play
was exceptional but it needed to be after
his wild overbidding. When North could
only raise 1´ to 2´, what on earth made
South believe that a balanced 16-points
made slam a possibility? This was another
www.ebu.co.uk

classic example of the days when the thrill
and romance of slam bidding overcame
the pragmatic approach of playing percentage bridge.

´
™
t
®

Layout C
N/S Game. Dealer
´ K843
™ A3
t A654
® K84
10 5
´
N
642
™
W
E
9832
t
S
Q 10 5 2
®
´ A762
™ K5
t KQ7
® A763

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
1t
2´
4´
5™

East
1™
Pass
Pass
Pass

cashed the ace of hearts, the ace and king
of clubs, and the ace and king of diamonds
before throwing East in with the queen of
spades. The position, with East on lead, is
shown in Layout D:

North.

QJ9
Q J 10 9 8 7
J 10
J9

South
1´
3®
4NT
6´

West led a heart. Declarer won with the
king of hearts and cashed the ´A-K. So far,
so good: all the fine play in the world
wouldn’t have helped if spades were 4-1.
Now declarer spotted a slim chance. He
needed East to have the third spade and at
most two cards in each minor suit. He

´
™
t
®

Layout D
´ 8
™ —
t 65
® 8
—
´
N
—
™
W
E
98
t
S
Q 10
®
´ 7
™ —
t Q
® 76

—
J 10 9 8
—
—

East now has the dubious pleasure of
leading a heart, which gives declarer a ruffand-discard and at the same time catches
his partner in a trump squeeze.
South ruffs the jack of hearts, intending
to discard the losing club in dummy.
If West discards a diamond, declarer
unblocks the queen of diamonds, ruffs a
club and makes trick thirteen with the six
of diamonds.
Alternatively, if West discards a club,
declarer ruffs a club, re-enters his hand
with the queen of diamonds and takes
trick thirteen with the seven of clubs. r

WORCESTERSHIRE WINS NATIONAL
INTER-COUNTY LEAGUES FINALS
THE National Finals of the Inter-County Leagues took place at the West Midlands
Bridge Club on Sunday 6th July.
Congratulations to
Worcestershire who
won the 'A' final,
Lancashire for winning the 'B' final, and
to Sussex who won
the 'C' final. Pictured
are the Worcestershire team (left to
right: Steve Allerston,
John Sansom, Richard
Jephcott [Captain],
Stewart Fishburne,
Nick Forward, Mike Willoughby, Ian Thompson and Simon Harrison).

www.ebu.co.uk

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Do you think that’s his bidding box?
THE winner of our June competition,
with the caption above, is Elaine
Newman of Arnsite, Carnforth, who
will receive a charming bridge mug
from our sponsors, Bridge and Golf
Gifts Direct (see page 34). Other
excellent captions were: I can't wait
for the Autumn Sim Pairs to come
around! (Bob Bates, Walsall); I would
not mind a game with him! (Lydia
Stanford, Hove); Did he come with a
member? (Adrian Gossage, Pembury);
So that’s what a Roman Key Card looks
like! (Graham Tennison, Ashwell); and
We must call in here again when we
come up for the Autumn Congress (Len
Macauley, Staining).
The cartoon for our new competition is below. Please send your
bridgy captions (multiple entries
accepted) to Caption Competition,
English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th
August 2014. Don’t forget to include
your full postal address!

Sponsored by Bridge
& Golf Gifts Direct
August 2014 English Bridge 39

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 2014
Partner Teacher Training Courses –
courses for prospective teachers
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 10–12
Courses: £206 for the full course includes
how to teach bridge, what to teach,
short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain
and how to turn your students into a partner club.

For further details, see http://www.ebedcio.org.uk

Club Teacher Training Courses
NEW courses for affiliated clubs
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
nominate one club member in any two-year period to be trained FREE
OF CHARGE as a Club Teacher. Second and subsequent bookings from
the same club can be made at £106 each.
The course content will include how to teach bridge, what to teach
and a short teaching practice. The entries may only be booked by the
registered secretary of the affiliated club. Courses are restricted to 12
people per course and may well fill before the magazine goes to press.

Harrow, North London, Sept 20–21
For further details, see http://www.ebedcio.org.uk
To register for a course call 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk
Any club with permanent premises which would be prepared to host
one of the new courses is asked to contact Simon Barb at EBED – ª
( 01296 317218 or email simon@ebedcio.org.uk
There are additional concessions available for clubs hosting the
courses.

JUNIOR TEACH-IN WEEKEND
22 – 24 August 2014
Loughborough University
All levels catered for – absolute beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge coaching, play
and social activities for all young people under the age of 21.

CLUB & COUNTY DIRECTOR
TRAINING COURSES 2014-15
ESSENTIALS £39 from 1st August
Brighton
Monday 11 August ALMOST FULL
Swindon
Saturday 16 August
Burnley
Sunday 7 September
Welwyn
Saturday 18 October
Winchester
Sunday 26 October
Aylesbury
Wednesday 29 October
West Midlands
Wednesday 14 January 2015
BOOK RULINGS £44 from 1st August
Brighton
Tuesday 12 August ALMOST FULL
Hereford
Saturday 6 September
Swindon
Saturday 27 September
Burnley
Sunday 12 October
Welwyn
Saturday 22 November
Aylesbury
Wednesday 26 November
Winchester
Sunday 30 November
West Midlands
Wednesday 11 February 2015
JUDGEMENT RULINGS £44 from 1st August
Brighton
Wednesday 13 August ALMOST FULL
Camberley
Sunday 14 September
Hereford
Saturday 27 September
Swindon
Saturday 25 October
Burnley
Sunday 2 November
Winchester
Sunday 11 January 2015
Aylesbury
Wednesday 21 January 2015
Welwyn
Saturday 24 January 2015 (TBC)
West Midlands
Wednesday 11 March 2015
ASSESSMENT £51 from 1st August
Brighton
Thursday 14 August ALMOST FULL
Durham
Saturday 20 September
Hereford
Saturday 1 November
Camberley
Sunday 16 November
Swindon
Saturday 22 November
Burnley
Sunday 30 November
Winchester
Sunday 8 February 2015
Welwyn
Saturday 21 February 2015
Aylesbury
Wednesday 25 February 2015
West Midlands
Wednesday 8 April 2015

For further information see http://www.ebedcio.org.uk

CONCESSIONS FOR AFFILIATED CLUBS
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
send a second club member to a TD course FREE OF CHARGE where the
club sends a full paying member to any of the club TD courses. The offer
is on a ‘like for like’ basis – so when a club books a place (from one to
four courses) it receives the equivalent free for another member of the
same club. To take advantage of the scheme both the paying member
and the free member must be booked at the same time and the booking
must be made by the registered secretary of the club.
(Note: this scheme does not include the County Director or County
Refresher courses held annually, nor the County Preparation day course.)

To register for a course call
Only £140 per student
Inclusive of all meals, two nights accommodation
and all the bridge tuition and play.
Accompanying adults welcome (£155 each)

For details or bookings call Lisa on ( 01296 317217
or email lisa@ebu.co.uk
Info at http://www.ebedcio.org.uk
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( 01296 317203 or email peter@ebu.co.uk
COUNTY TD & COUNTY REFRESHER COURSE
13-14 September 2014 REVISED DATES!
Hilton Hotel, Coventry. £175 for one night full board + all course
fees. This is for county nominees or anyone who has passed the
club TD course with distinction.
The Refresher Course is for anyone who has previously been on the
County Course.

www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge in Literature

by Dave Simmons

The Cardturner
ace of spades is the only entry to your long
diamonds, and it looks like the spade lead
has scuppered you. Can you crack the
problem? Don’t worry if you can’t, I’ll give
you the solution later.
So what’s this got to do with The
Cardturner? Well, Louis Sachar was already
a best-selling author specialising in the
youth market. His book Holes had sold
millions of copies, won literary prizes and
was even given the full Hollywood treatment in a film starring Sigourney Weaver
and Jon Voight. Just one problem – he was
also a keen bridge player and wanted to
write a book to help popularise
bridge with young people (see his click
interview in English Bridge, Feblink
ruary 2009, page 5).

(photo ® Perry Hagopian)

TWO things got me interested in bridge as
a teenager. One was the bridge scene
in Ian Fleming’s Moonraker (see click
English Bridge, June 2014, page
35) and the other was the link
mechanics of declarer play as
described in various bridge books and
newspaper columns of the time.
For me, the knack of seeing how to make
a contract with a cross-ruff, a throw in or a
dummy reversal had much the same appeal
as solving any puzzle, such as the chess
problems that competed for space with
bridge on the games pages of most quality
newspapers. The challenge was similar, an
exercise in pure brain-power and problemsolving. And the tiresome complication of
bidding in bridge was conveniently ignored,
as it is now in minibridge.
A third influence could well have been
reading The Cardturner*, if only it had
been published in 1965 rather than 2010.
But before I describe the book by Louis
Sachar, you might like to spend a few
minutes on this fascinating bridge problem
that I came across a little while ago:

Louis Sachar
Contract: 3NT by South.
Lead: ´6.
´ 54
™ A
t AK
® Q J 10 9 8 7 3 2
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A 10 8
KQ2
Q J 10 8 4 3
5

At first glance, there’s no problem, ten
tricks off the top. Then you realise that the
* © Louis Sachar, 2010, The Cardturner, by permission of Bloomsbury Publishing Plc.

www.ebu.co.uk

His publisher, editor and agent were all
aghast. But Sachar was not to be put off.
He came up with a clever plot designed to
grab the attention of his target audience –
near-obligatory teenage angst and romance,
a dash of conspiracy theory, all spiced up
with some supernatural hokum. And in
the process he explained what bridge was
all about, hoping to plant that crucial first
seed of interest that might take root and −
who knows − even blossom into a world
champion of the future.
The teenage hero Alton Richards is
volunteered by his parents to act as
‘cardturner’ to his elderly and wealthy uncle
Lester Trapp, a top duplicate bridge player
who has recently lost his sight. Alton’s job is
to recite Trapp’s hand to him away from the
table, and then simply do as he’s told – lay
down the bids and play the cards as

instructed. Despite himself, Alton becomes
impressed with his uncle’s feat of memory
and more to the point, starts getting
interested in the game of bridge itself.
For me, the book is a genuinely good
read – it’s not only called The Cardturner,
it’s also a real page-turner. But perhaps as
interesting as the plot itself is the hidden
message of the book to the teenage reader.
Bridge is exciting, bridge is fun. Forget
video games, play a real game instead, one
where you play the game, not one where
‘the game plays you’, as Trapp scathingly
comments. Like it or not, the future of the
game is down to this message getting
across to a significant number of the
younger generation.
Do ‘cardturners’ exist, and is Lester’s feat
of memory a realistic possibility? I should
think so. After all, the world chess grandmaster Miguel Najdorf once played fortyfive simultaneous blindfold games against
strong opposition, and won pretty much
the lot. But to be honest, who cares. The
Cardturner is a work of fiction. All I can
say to Louis Sachar is, to paraphrase
Trapp’s own hard-earned words of praise
at the bridge table, ‘nicely done’!
What I especially like about the book is
that it doesn’t talk down to the audience.
In a book aimed at teenagers who have
never played bridge, it covers squeezes,
endplays, transfer bids, unblocking . . . you
name it. And all this in a book that’s likely
to be read from cover to cover in a few
days by complete newcomers to the game.
Oh yes, I nearly forgot . . . the solution to
that puzzle. The answer is buy the book,
and you’ll find it there. Even better, buy
several copies and give them away as
presents to your teenage relatives and their
friends. We can each play a small part in
ensuring the game’s future.
And finally, without looking back, see if
you can reconstruct the two hands at the
beginning of the article. You’ll probably
realise that you have memorised those
hands without consciously trying − the
r
human brain is an amazing thing.
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Bidding Quiz

by David Bird

click
link

Beat Today’s Experts
Answers to Problems on Page 31
1. Love All. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

A4
AQ4
AKJ962
82

´
™
t
®

N
E

W
S

West
Maksymetz
2NT
3t
4NT
6t

7
10 8 7 6
873
AKQJ4

East
Rogoff
3®
4®
5NT

2. N/S Game. Dealer North.
´
™
t
®

10 5
N
A
W
J7
S
A Q 10 9 8 7 6 2

West
Levin

North
S’minde
Pass
2´

2®
4®

E

´
™
t
®

3
Q J 10 3
A K 10 9 8 4
43

East
Weinstein
1t
3t

South
Brogeland
1´
3´

Nickell faces Shwartz in the Vanderbilt. What
should Weinstein do over 2´? He was worth
his 1t opening, yes, but 3t seems a bit much

3. Love All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

852
A 10 4
AK7
A K 10 9
West
Nunes
2®
4®
5®
7´

42

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A K Q J 10 7 3
9653
Q3
Void

East
Fantoni
1´
3´
4´
5t
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AS always, a splendid field assembled to contest the 2014 Vanderbilt in Dallas. Nickell faced
Maksymetz on this deal. What would you open
on the West cards?
1t may look right, but if partner responds
1™ or 1´, a rebid of 3t will not do justice to a
hand of such playing strength. Bryan Maksymetz preferred to open 2NT, as did Eric
Rodwell at the other table.
Bruce Rogoff used Stayman to look for a
heart fit. On the next round he bid a natural
4®, showing a suit of five cards or more. What
should West bid now?
4t might seem a good idea, but this would

now. Some players use a Good-Bad 2NT to
differentiate between a hand that would have
been worth 3t if North had passed and one
that has extra shape but a lower point-count.
Boye Brogeland bid 3´ and Bobby Levin
went to 4®. What should Steve Weinstein do
then? Levin regarded 4® as forcing, as did all
the BBO commentators. Opinion differed on
whether Weinstein was entitled to ‘take a view’
and pass, since he had overstated his hand previously. Peter Crouch and I had no strong feelings on the matter, regarding it as acceptable
to pass a forcing bid if you thought it was likely to improve your side’s score. Roland Wald
argued strongly that it was a breach of partnership trust and he would never do it.
Regardless of that, East’s hand is quite good

We have reached the final of the Vanderbilt,
with Monaco facing Nickell. Fulvio Fantoni
opens 1´, which generally shows 14+ points
and is forcing (in the remarkable Fantunes
bidding system). The 2® response is gameforcing and the hand may be (a) clubs, (b) balanced or (c) contain spade support. When
Fantoni jump-rebid the spades, 4® was a cuebid with spades agreed. Fantoni’s 4´ denied
any control in the red suits. Claudio Nunes
persisted with 5® and what do think 5t
meant?
Since Fantoni had already denied both the
tA and tK, he was cue-bidding a queen.

click
link

be a cue-bid agreeing clubs. Maksymetz duly
signed off in 4NT, since he had no club support. Rogoff judged that his hand justified a
slam contract opposite a 2NT opening. He bid
5NT, asking partner to pick a slam.
Maksymetz was not taxed by this request. He
bid 6t, ending the auction. The trump suit
had been mentioned naturally for the first time
at the six level! Rodwell played in the same
contract and thirteen tricks were made when
the diamonds split 2-2.
n Awards: 6t (10), 6NT (7), 7NT/7t (5),
games (4).

for a club contract! With two spades and only
one club, his Pass would have been more
understandable.
Erik Saelensminde led the ´A and switched to
a trump from ®J-5. Twelve tricks were made.
West
Schwartz
2®
5®

North
Nickell
Pass
2´

East
Graves
1t
Pass

South
Katz
1´
3´

At the other table Allan Graves did not stretch
to 3t and Richie Shwartz bid a simple 5®.
Sensible bidding all round.
n Awards: 5® (10), 6® (7), part-scores (4).

Brilliant! Nunes could now count six side-suit
winners and leapt to 7´.
At the other table Weinstein and Levin followed a less illuminating path: 4´ – 4NT – 5´
– 5NT – 6´. In response to RKCB, East showed
the ´A-K-Q and then denied a side-suit king.
With no certainty of a thirteenth trick, Levin
passed out 6´.
n Awards: 7´/7NT (10), 6´/6NT (6), games
(2).

www.ebu.co.uk

4. N/S Game.Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

AKQ
N
63
W
A
S
A K Q J 10 4 2

West
H. Eide
2®
4NT
6®
7NT

North

E

´
™
t
®

5
K J 10 8 2
K J 10 9 6 3
7

East
Ellingsen
2™
5®
7™

Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

5. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

9
AQ32
AKQJ2
Q 10 2

N
E

W
S

West
Forrester
4®
4NT
5t
7NT

´
™
t
®

AKQ8753
J94
8
AJ

East
Gold
3NT
4™
5®
6´

6. Love All. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

A32
QJ9
AJ7
9742
Q6
´ K9
N
54
™ K 10 8 7 6 3 2
W E
Q54
t K 10 9 3
S
AKJ863
® Void
´ J 10 8 7 5 4
™ A
t 862
® Q 10 5

West
Chernev

North
Nanev

3®
5®
6®

3™
Pass
Dble

East
South
Karakolev Gunev
2t
4™
Pass
5™
Pass

We end with an instructive deal from the final
of the 2014 Bulgarian Trials. Bulgaria is a very
strong bridge nation, so don’t dismiss the deal
as a hopeless effort by weak players.
South opens with a Multi 2t (usually a
weak-two in one of the majors) and West
overcalls 3®. North’s 3™ means that he is willing to play in three of partner’s major. So far

www.ebu.co.uk

This deal comes from a semi-final of the 2014
White House Juniors event, with Norway facing Denmark.
Harald Eide, one of three bridge-playing
brothers from Norway, heard a positive
response in hearts and devised the ‘perfect
continuation’. He would bid 4NT, asking how
many key cards East held (with hearts agreed
as trumps). If East showed one, then 6®
would be the final contract; if he showed two,
7NT would be cold.
Kristian Ellingsen showed one key-card
(using 1430 responses) and Eide closed the
auction in 6®. That was his intention, anyway,
but his partner promptly bid 7™! What had
gone wrong?

A little known part of Blackwood is that you
can bid a side suit at the six-level, asking partner to bid a grand slam if he holds third-round
control. Recalling this (how he wishes he
hadn’t!), Ellingsen duly bid 7™. 7NT doubled
went one down and Norway lost 14 IMPs
against 6® made at the other table.
A trump was led against 6®, preventing a
spade-ruff entry to discard a heart on the tK.
North held ™A-Q-4, however, so no heart
guess was required.
Norway held on to win by 2 IMPs and won
the final comfortably on the next day.

Are you happy with your results from the traditional Acol Gambling 3NT opening, showing a solid minor suit and little outside? It
works fairly well but when responder chooses
to pass 3NT the contract may be wrong-sided.
For example, the defenders may lead through
a king in responder’s hand.
Tony Forrester and David Gold prefer to use
3NT to show a good 4™ or 4´ bid. Forrester’s
4® asked partner to transfer into his long suit
(useful if responder has no high honour in the
majors and cannot tell which suit partner
has.) 4™ showed spades and 4NT was RKCB,
5® showing three key-cards. 5t asked for the

´Q and the 6´ response showed that card but
no side-suit king. 7NT depended on a 3-2
spade break, which duly materialized.
Phil Stephens and Alex Wilkinson produced
a near identical auction to flatten the board for
Scotland in the Camrose: 3NT – 4® – 4™ –
4NT – 5t – 5™ – 5NT – 7NT. East’s 5t
showed three key-cards, using 1430 responses.

so good.
East’s 4™ is poor, as I see it. He has a void in
partner’s suit and little playing strength. In
any case, he can pass and later bid 4™ over
South’s 3´ if that is how he judges it.
There was no reason for West to view 4™ as
anything but natural. If East’s hearts had
included the queen as well, 4™ might well have
been made. Sadly, he bid 5® and persisted
with 6® over 5™! This was doubled and three
down for 9 IMPs away.
West
Mihov

North
East
Marashev Stefanov

Pass
Pass

3™
Pass

Pass
4™

South
Tsonchev
2t
3´

At the other table 4™ went two down.
n Awards: 3´ by South (10), 4™ (7), 5®/5™
(4), slams (1).

´ ™t®
Our experts stumbled more than once and
scored a sub-par 36/60, leaving you with a
good chance of beating them. Let’s look for
some bidding tips.

n Awards: 6® (10), 6NT (7), games (6), 6t
(4), grands (1).

n Awards: 7´/7NT (10), 6´ (7), games (3).

Tips to remember
RKCB checks on the three top
• Since
trump honours, you can use 5NT to
carry the meaning ‘pick a slam’. And
very useful it is!
not against the law to pass a
• It’s
forcing bid when the situation looks
ominous. Discuss with your partner
if you should allow each other this
latitude.
partner has denied the ace or
• When
king of a side suit, a subsequent
cue-bid will show the queen.
wary of using RKCB when you
• Beintend
to play in a different suit
eventually. For example, you may
realise too late that your intended
sign-off is now asking for the queen
of trumps!
partner’s response to your overcall
• Ifcould
be natural, it is natural. Do
not assume that he is agreeing your
suit, unless you have discussed the
situation.
r
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Around & About
FIFTY YEARS YOUNG

CHRISTCHURCH SUCCESS

THE St. Albans Duplicate Bridge Club was founded at the Peahen
Hotel in May 1964 from the ashes of Hatfield Bridge Club (which
had folded in 1962) and remained there for the next twenty-three
years.
The club transferred to St. Michael’s Church Hall, and then
moved to the Jersey Farm Community Centre in May 1989.
Thus, in May 2014, the 25th anniversary of this move coincided
with the 50th of the Club’s foundation. To celebrate both these
anniversaries, an annual competition was inaugurated called the
Peahen Anniversary Pairs Competition (recognising the club’s
origins) and for which Tom Dennis, manager of the Peahen Hotel,
very kindly donated a trophy.
The first competition for this trophy was held on 5th May and
attracted seventy players from across the county. The first winners
were Tugrul Kaban and Tom Dessain (photo below).

Christchurch BC Bridge School students
proudly holding up their ‘graduation’ certificates

Tugrul Kaban and Tom Dessain with the Peahen Trophy
The club meets for duplicate bridge every Monday evening at
the Jersey Farm Community Centre in St Albans. There is ample
parking, and free coffee and biscuits. Visitors and new members
are always welcome.
Further information can be found on the club’s web site:
www.bridgewebs.com/stalbans/
(Roger Thornhill)

GOLD CUP
The premier British teams event
Closing date for this year’s competition:

22nd September 2014
Entry fee: £84 per team
(half-price pro-rata for players under 25)

The entry fee includes the fee for the
Silver Plate
Enquiries to Sandra Claridge claridge31@tiscali.co.uk

Entry form at www.bridgegreatbritain.org
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CHRISTCHURCH Bridge Club in Dorset has always had a strong
membership of over one hundred and fifty. However, it became
obvious to the committee that the membership was aging and we
were losing more members through natural causes than we were
gaining.
In September 2012, the committee decided to start bridge
lessons for beginners and improvers – the purpose being to
increase the membership by attracting new younger people.
The bridge school has now been running for two and half years
and we have increased the club membership to over two hundred.
The beginners and improvers classes attract about thirty-five
new students every year. We run the classes for two thirteen-week
terms, September until Christmas and January until March.
We also run a ‘no-fear’ duplicate every Thursday evening
throughout the year, which regularly attracts six or seven tables.
We find that this is the best way to encourage the students who
have finished the courses to play duplicate bridge, before taking
on the rigours of regular club sessions.
We also run a weekly Friday morning workshop that is
dedicated to ‘play and defence’.
The club is now starting to see the benefit of all the hard work
of the committee members and general members who either
teach or help to run and organise the weekly no-fear evenings and
the Friday morning sessions. Membership is up, the club has a
much wider appeal, and there is a new enthusiasm at Christchurch
Bridge Club.
Two of the recent graduates of the school, Christine Denning
and Titia Van Der Heijden-Folkers, won the Really Easy event at
this year’s Spring Bank Holiday Congress in Bournemouth.
I can highly recommend this path for any bridge club that is
looking to increase their membership and/or put a fresh feeling of
(David Berwitz)
vibrancy into their club and its activities.
www.ebu.co.uk

Around & About
SPREADING THE WORD
THE village of Uppermill, nestling in the southeastern corner of
Lancashire, is home to Oakfield Bridge Club. This is one of the
newest flagships of the EBU, helping promote a commitment to
developing all that is best about our favourite game.
Founded in 2010, Oakfield is a real example of what can
develop from the humblest of acorns. Thanks to the dedication
and determination of an initially small band of enthusiasts, the
club can now boast a regular playing membership of approaching
one hundred. One evening and two afternoon sessions can see up
to ten tables being accommodated on the busiest of occasions.
However, those involved with the management of Oakfield are
far from complacent. They are keen to see both the club and its
members progress. To this end, Rod Smith, a founder member
and licensed EBU teacher, runs a series of introductory lessons
each year for beginners and novices. These well-attended sessions
are furthered by a follow-up programme in which students can
practise and expand their skills. Rod’s purposeful but friendly
approach has encouraged many to graduate as full club members.
He then continues to assist their induction to the club with
helpful nuggets of advice along the way. Rod also fronts a halfhour session each week, before play begins on a Monday afternoon, when he delivers a mini-lesson as part of a series of tips on
plays, conventions and etiquette that are of interest to players of
all abilities. Even those of us who have played for years find it
useful to have certain points reinforced or even modified. One of
his recent subjects was about handling a suit contract that
involved disposing of losers. Rod’s cry of ‘Trump ’em or dump
’em!’ has become an Oakfield catchphrase.
I have played in a number of clubs over the years and am more
than happy that I discovered this little diamond in the lee of the
Pennines. It is even a joy to indulge in merry, if noisy, banter with
Rod and his acolytes about the merits of Gerber, weak jump
overcalls etc. Fancy a game or a lesson? Head east towards those
(Andrew J. Mitchell)
hills.

WELCOME TO OUR NEWLY
AFFILIATED CLUBS
t Chippenham Bridge Club, Wiltshire. They play a relaxed
duplicate on Friday evenings. Visitors welcome (though please
come as a pair). Info at www.bridgewebs.com/chippenham/ /
t Dip Your Toe In, Norfolk – a club for less experienced,
improving and intermediate players. Play is on Tuesday
evenings. Visitors and new players are always welcome either
with their own or an arranged partner. More info at
www.bridgewebs.com/anon/

Blue Point
Bridge Holidays
WE ARE pleased to be offering five EBU Blue Point Bridge
Holiday events in 2014. This is in response to the demand
from members for a more social and friendly play
environment with national ranking point awards. Bridge
Overseas has been successfully assisting the EBU with
venue selection and accommodation for some time, and
will be the booking agents for these holidays. You will be
able to use the Accommodation Booking Service (ABS)
already in place. A free phone number (0800 0346 246) is
available and you will be able to discuss your bookings with
advisers who will help you with your travel requirements.
The locations on offer also boast golf, spa and bowling, as
well as interesting local excursions. The bridge will be
directed by Tournament Directors approved by the EBU.
All bridge fees are included in the total price of the
holiday, but you must be a member of the EBU. You may
join the EBU in order to book one of these holidays, either
by joining an affiliated bridge club, or on payment of the
direct annual membership fee of £27.
These EBU Blue Point Bridge Holidays are the only
bridge holidays that will be able to issue Blue Points.

Bridge Programme and Venues
There will be seven sessions of duplicate bridge starting on
the first evening after your welcome drink and evening
meal. Bridge will be played each morning and evening
leaving the afternoon free to enjoy the hotel’s facilities or
the local area. Afternoon seminars will be offered and
details of these will be available nearer the time.
The venues (illustrated below) for holidays still available
in 2014 are:
(1) Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa, Clayton-le-Moors,
Lancashire, 1 September 2014.
(2) Hellidon Lakes Golf & Spa Hotel, Hellidon,
Northants, 3 November 2014.

∑

∂

SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT H SMALL ADVERT

WANTED
Please help. We seek 6+ bridge tables and accessories to
accommodate new bridge players. Collection no problem.
Kindly telephone 07802 156156.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bidding Systems

by Neil Rosen

click
link

Five-card Majors Continued
Opening One of a Major

Requirements

WELL, well, well – it has taken me four
articles to get on to this vital topic! This
month and in the next issue we will be
looking at some of the techniques
associated with the scheme.

Just a normal hand with at least five cards
in the major opened. Normal guidelines
should help you here (Rule of Twenty, or
whatever other judgement guide you
already use). One early point to mention is
that holding a five-card major but in the
range for a strong no-trump (15-17, remember), I think you are much better off
long term by opening 1NT and not the
major. This is against classical Acol thinking, I know – but it certainly is a winning
proposition. Consider these hands:

Advantages
By opening 1™/1´ with five cards, partner
can judge much better on several levels:
i) Partner can use the ‘Level of the Fit’
principle to be guided as to how far
to raise when responding (see later).
ii) Partner can judge better how far to
compete in contested auctions.
iii) Making simple raises immediately
is much easier than in Acol where
you have to bid another suit first.
Ambiguity often then arises as to
whether the responder actually
holds real support or is just grudgingly giving preference at his second
turn to bid.
iv) Playing a system which is used
globally allows you to play (or at
least understand more) with all
sorts of partners and opponents at
home, abroad, or even online!
Disadvantages
i) Lack of familiarity – trust me, it is
well worth the effort!
ii) The need to play ‘prepared minors’
or ‘short club’.

Hand 1
´ AQ976
™ 85
t K43
® Q65

Hand 2
´ AQ976
™ 85
t K43
® K53

Hand 3
´ AQ976
™ A7
t K43
® K52

Hand 1: I recommend passing (except in
third seat, where opening would be fairly
normal).
Hand 2 is a normal 1´ opening in any
seat.
Hand 3 is a choice of opening 1´ or
1NT. As mentioned, I definitely prefer 1NT.

Raising the Major to the Two Level
Before we go on, I wish to dispel one
widely held myth as totally false . . .
‘If I open 1®, I deny holding a five-card
major.’
No, you don’t! If you were to hold a
hand with six clubs and a five-card
major, you should still open your longest
suit first – rather than warping the hand
by opening your five-card major. (Rant
over . . .)
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This is usually done with three trumps (or
occasionally four with a poor/stodgy hand).
Care should be taken since rather than
requiring 6-9 high-card points, in practice
the raise to two is much more likely to
be based on 5-10 HCP.
Because the length of the suit opened
(five) is known, it makes life as responder
much easier when you have a fit. For

example, if partner opens 1™, you should
raise to 2™ with each of the following
hands:

Hand A
´ 762
™ K85
t Q8763
® J9

Hand B
´ AJ96
™ K85
t 943
® 653

Hand C
´ Q5
™ A76
t KJ43
® 7542

Hand A: normal and uncontroversial.
Hand B: no need to introduce spades as
you would do in Acol, since an eight-card
fit is known (usually only bother with five
spades). If partner makes a further bid, he
can always introduce a four-card spade
suit should he have one, so the spade fit
will come to light if game is possible.
Hand C: note that a balanced 10-count
with three trumps should normally only
raise to the two level. This is very important: holding a 10-count with either a fivecard side-suit or a singleton would make
the hand too good for a simple raise to the
two level.

Raising the Major to the Three Level
There are various approaches here. I favour
using the ‘Level of the Fit’ principle (you
bid to make as many tricks as you have
trumps between the two hands) to allow
you nearly always to bid to the three level
(= nine tricks) when the partnership has a
combined nine trumps, and often bid
straight to the four level (= ten tricks) when
ten trumps (or more!) are held.
For more information and lots click
of exercises, please carry on reading online.
r link
www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
Landmark
Promotions
March 2014 –
June 2014
LANDMARK
PROMOTIONS

• There are currently four

•

•

landmark promotions
(Master, 5,000 Master
Points; Regional Master,
10,000 MPs including at
least 25 Green Points;
Life Master, 60,000 MPs
including at least 150
Green Points; and Grand
Master, 120,000 MPs
including at least 600
Green Points). When you
are promoted to one of
these four levels, you
receive a good quality gift
and free entry into the
Ranked Masters pairs.
The winner of the most
black points in each affiliated club’s events enters
the Annual Prize Draw
for the Club Champions
with a first prize of £400.
The annual local and
national awards
continue.

Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
THE County KnockOut was won by the
Oliver team and the
Plate was won by
Stephens.
County League 1
was won comfortably by the Hartley
team with Birt in 2nd place. League 2
was won by the Smith team even more
comfortably with the Chant team in 2nd
place but, in contrast, League 3 was won
after a very exciting finish by the Lihou
team on a split tie from Duncan.
In the last match of the season in the
Western League against Somerset, the
Avon A team won 14-6 but the other two
teams had a bad day, losing heavily.
Shirley Brown – Keith McIndoe won
the ACBA Mixed Pairs and Ralph
Smith – Steve Tomlinson won the Championship Pairs.
Outside the county Andrew and
Cathy Smith won the Welsh Open Swiss
Pairs and David Jones came 2nd in the
National Pairs A Final. Trevor Ward,
David Jones and Rob Lawy reached the
quarter-finals of the Schapiro Spring
Fours and David also came 3rd in the
Spring Bank Holiday Congress ‘A’ Final.
In the Gold Cup, the team in which
David Jones and Trevor Ward are
playing has reached the last 16. The team
of Tim Brierley, Robert Covill, Mike
Davies, David Jones and Steve Tomlinson
reached the 6th round of the NICKO
before being knocked out.
Suzy Lawson – Aidan Schofield came
2nd in the Devon Congess Swiss Pairs and
Suzy was 2nd again in the York Northern
Easter Festival Mixed Pairs.
Congratulations to all our successful
players.

Bedfordshire

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Mr R Bryant, Warwickshire
Mr RR Davis, Bedfordshire
Mrs AE Rosen, Middlesex
Mr E Scerri, Berks & Bucks

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mrs JA Abley, Bedfordshire
Miss C Dyer, Surrey
Mr JD Gardner, Dorset
Mr FH Wharton, Middlesex

www.ebu.co.uk

www.bedsbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the Centenary Cup, Swiss Pairs
competition, were Ron
Davis – Alan Oddie.
Congratulations
to
Tudor Rose who won the
County Knockout competition; the team
consists of Ron Davis, Alan Oddie,
David Harris and Iain Roberts. They
went on to compete in the Pachabo Cup
and finished a very creditable 8th out of
32 teams. Ron Davis – Alan Oddie also
finished 12th overall in the Corwen
Trophy – well done to them, a great result.
The Charity Pairs held in aid of
Cancer UK Ltd was again a very good,
fun event. The lunch served was enjoyed
by all. £1,510 was raised for the charity.
Congratulations to Lorraine Curry –
Roger Gregory, who just pipped Ron
Davis – Lynne Emmett for 1st place followed by Julie and Steve Abley in 3rd.
Well done to Alan Shillitoe who as
NPC steered the England Juniors to 2nd
place in Finland recently. They won 6
out of 7 matches, but not by a high
enough margin to win.
Diary dates: Sept 13-14, Beds/
Northants Congress, see website for

details. Don’t forget it will soon be time
to enter your team for the forthcoming
season of league and knock-out
matches. Watch out for details of our
upcoming Half Century Celebration,
being held on Sunday Oct 12, 12pm,
Wilstead, which will be a multiple
revolving teams fun event over two
sessions, with food and wine.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
THE BBCBA AGM will be
held in Juy after this
magazine goes to press.
Chris Burley will be
leaving the committee after
many years of service. His
contribution has been outstanding – not
least will we miss his verbal announcements at our county events.
We have appointed a new Youth
Officer, Tony Aston, to be responsible for
bridge in schools and youths – welcome
to a challenging and exciting mission.
The leagues have finished and the Lo8
winners are Reading A, narrowly ahead of
New Amersham A, who were last year’s
winners. Chris Mooney’s team won the
Lo4 Brown Cup with team-mates Kevin
Elstow, Harvey Bengen, Callum McKail
and Bob Holder. The teams winning the
lower divisions were Parkinson, Green
and Pratt. Well done all! The County
Teams Championship was won by Peter
Hawkes, Mike Perkins, Tim Rees, John
Howard and Andrew Murphy.
Berks beat Bucks in two of the three
Lo16 matches to retain the Philip
Thornton Shield.
The Student and Graduate Leagues
have been run by the enthusiastic Nigel
Thompson. Winners were David
Gender’s team (Peter Simon, Helen
Jennison and Anna Duncan) and Nirmal
Dutta’s team (Joy Dutta, Marilyn Halton
and John O’Halloran) respectively. Good
to see new faces and names.
Outside the county borders Captain
Sally Brook, Barry Myers and two nonBBCBA members won the prestigious
Hubert Phillips Bowl. At the EBU London
Easter Festival David Patterson – Brian
Geary came 7th in the Pairs in a strong
field; Richard Bowdery and Tim Rees
with two non-BBCBA players were the
runners-up in the Swiss Teams.
BBCBA event winners: Melvyn and
Thelma Tuson, Bradshaw BC, Club Pairs
Final. Tony Heatly – Shirley Bull,
Friendly Pairs.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
THE Lambourne Jersey Festival was held
in April-May, the best CI results were:
Jackie Rumball – Robert Brouard in the
Pre Congress Pairs; Peter and Gill Pitcher,
David Hole – David Friswell in the Swiss
Pairs; Eric Todd-Rob Ingram (winning
the Douglas Romain Claret Jug) in the
Senior Pairs; Graham Boxall – Sue Rankin
and Howard Basden-Smith – Chris Hill
winning the Stanley Trophy in the Midweek Teams; Chris Hill – Jane Knight
winning the Mid-week Pairs; Peter and

Gill Pitcher (winning the Flitch) in the
Mixed Pairs; Don and Anne Babbe, Lynne
Williamson and Cherry McMillen in the
Swiss Teams.
The County Mixed Pairs was won by
Dan McIntosh – Alex Gauld from David
Hole – Marion Miles.
In Jersey four District events have
recently been completed: Ladies’ Pairs:
1. Sue Rankin – Marion Miles, 2. Pat
Panter – Jane Knight. Men’s Pairs:
1. Richard Christensen – David Waters,
2. Howard Basden-Smith – Chris Hill.
Open Pairs: 1. Stephen and Sharon
Halston, 2. Chris Hill – Jane Knight.
Unrestricted Pairs: 1. Chris Hill – Jane
Knight, 2. Brian Youd – Rob Ingram.
Highfield Bridge Club also held its
Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs. In the Men’s Pairs
the first two were identical to the District
event, Richard and David winning from
Howard and Chris. In the Ladies’ event
Pat Panter – Jane Knight won from
Margaret Treacy – Ann Burnett.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
BELATED congratulations
to Helston 2 (Val Clifford,
David Boxall, Sandra
Bickerdike, Linda Radford,
Stephen Crouch, Chris Bickerdike, Ray
Bliss, Colin King) who won the Teams of
Eight from Helston 1. And to Wendy
Brown who, three and a half weeks
before her death, won the County Swiss
Teams with Maureen Brinton, from
Colin Pote – Pat Meade.
Viv Mably – Celia Bishop won the John
Perks, from Jo Bryant – Bill Thomson,
tied with Brian and Elaine Relton. Jo, Bill,
Marijonas Rocius, Wendy Miller and
Geoff Warren won the County Knockout
and Double Entry (Jan and Ken Keast,
Mary and Mick Robson, Rob Jones) won
the Western League.
Obituaries: Margaret Warner played
bridge for 64 years, was a long-standing
member of the County Committee, and
represented Cornwall in the Pachabo
and the Corwen. Treasurer of Truro BC
for twenty years, she was its first Honorary Life Member. Highly competitive,
she loved her bridge – and the subsequent analysis of each hand. Aged over
90, she liked to improve.
Eileen Rimmer and Bridie MacDonald
belonged to Truro BC but had not played
recently. Eileen presented the Bunny
Rimmer Cup in honour of her husband.
George Norman fought bravely with
cancer for twelve years. He loved his
bridge, played at four clubs and was
always ready to help newcomers.
Michael Casley, a founder member of
Godolphin BC, had played both in the
league and in county competitions.
Kay Jones was a headmistress on
Bodmin Moor and an inspector of
parachute manufacture before joining
her brother in a Bodmin estate agency.
She was a well-travelled 89.
Also, Sallie Green has died. Tribute to
follow.
Diary dates: Sept 7, AGM and
Speedball Competition, Ladock. Sept 21,
Green-pointed Swiss Teams, Liskeard.
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Landmark
Promotions
Avon
Life Master
Mrs L Smith
Regional Master
Vanessa O’Callaghan
Mr J Richards
Mr B Wibberley
Master
Mr PA Gunning
Mr Keith Radmall
Mrs JA Reid
Dr Michael Whitfield

Bedfordshire
Premier Grand Master
Mr RR Davis
Grand Master
Mrs JA Abley
Master
Mr David Gilmore

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
THE friendly match between Westmorland and Cumbria has been revived after
decades. It was held at Kendal Club and
everyone had a very enjoyable day, made
even better by Cumbria winning the
trophy. A return match will be held in
Cumbria next year.
The team which won the Pivot Teams
was Babs Matthews, Ken Johnston, Tim
Matthews and Ian Reeves, with an outstanding score. Runners-up were Graeme
Walker, Colin Woods, Howard Brown
and Dorothy Pritchard. Congratulations.
Diary dates: Aug 10, AGM followed
by the AGM Pairs, St Herbert’s, Keswick.
Sept 7, IMP Pairs (Blue-point event),
same venue. Sept 21, Simple System
Pairs, Eden Club.

Berks & Bucks
Premier Grand Master
Mr E Scerri
Life Master
Mr J Howard
Regional Master
Mr T Brass
Mrs A Chamberlain
Mr JR Chamberlain
Mr P Dolphin
Mr CPD Johns
Mr SG Lynch
Mr RK Wilkinson
Master
Mr Sam Botfield
Barrie Chafer
Mr DD Chopping
Mrs MT Chopping
Gina Egby
Mr Nigel Fountain
Mrs J Galvin
Mrs G Goodwill
Pippa Harrison
Ms Nina Holding
Mr AJ Kerevan
Dr PR Maul
Mr Patrick Moore
Mr Dave Mullen
Mrs AE Rayner
Mrs Jean Schmidt
Mrs EJ Swain

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master
Mr Simon Barb
Mr M Bradley
Miss A Kueh
Mr JC Lambden
Dr PA Russell

Channel Islands
Regional Master
Mr Graham Boxall
Mrs S Corbet
Master
Ms A Gauld
John Hibbs
Mr R Ingram
Jan Walker

Cornwall
Regional Master
Mr J Harnett
Master
Mrs C Cheetham
Mrs M Hicks
Marijonas Rocius

Cumbria
Regional Master
Mrs J Mossop
Mr ID Smith
Master
Mr Derek Heyes

Derbyshire
Regional Master
Mr Janusz Adamowilz
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Derbyshire
http://www.dcba.org.uk/
RESULTS: Sue Goldman
– Peter Heatherington
won the Midlands Mixed
Pairs with Amanda and
John Sowter winning the
Flitch. Amanda and John
also won the DCBA Mixed Pairs.
Ongoing competition: in the Summer
Swiss Teams, currently at week 6 out of
12, the current leader is team Sowter.
Last year’s winners, team Griffin, are in
2nd place trailing by 22.78 VPs.
Playing in the county: details of
events scheduled by our county association can be found on our website,
which also contains links to the websites
for all affiliated clubs, so if you are
looking to play bridge in Derbyshire
please visit www.dcba.org.uk
Diary dates: Derbyshire Green Point
Weekend, Sat Sept 27 Swiss Pairs and
Sun Sept 28 Swiss Teams; email Amanda
Sowter as@sowterandbrown.co.uk for
further details.
Ringwood Bridge Club are running a
special weekend event on Sept 20-21
with Pairs Duplicate on Saturday and
Teams on Sunday at Grassmoor Community Centre, New Street, Grassmoor,
Chesterfield S42 5EE. The event includes
a hot lunch; timing: arrive 10am for
10.30am start, expected finish 4pm;
refreshments are available throughout
all sessions free of charge. All are
welcome; please contact their secretary,
Jeff Wragg, for further details: email
joanandjeff2010@hotmail.co.uk or telephone ( 01142353766.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
AT the AGM, Michael
Hamon was elected
Chairman and the other
officers re-elected.
Devon won both the A
and B divisions of the Western League
and will play in the national inter-league
finals in both sections. Congratulations
to Warner Solomon, Alex Maddocks,
Peter Bowles and Mike Orriel who beat
Stefan Lindfors, Jim Grant, Willie

Hamilton and Peter Woods in the final
of the Devon Teams (Western Morning
News Trophy). They went on to
represent Devon in the Pachabo.
Congratulations to Warner Solomon,
playing in a Bristol-based team, who
reached the quarter-final of the EBU
Spring Foursomes in an extremely highquality field. He finished 3rd in the Pairs
and won the Teams at the EBU Oxford
Midweek Congress. Ann Slee – Alison
Pollock won the B final of the Cheltenham Congress with a huge score; Richard
Lingham – Vivienne Mably were 2nd.
The four of them played together in the
Green Point Swiss Teams and came 3rd
equal.
Congratulations to Phil Palmer, Jenny
Flood, Dick Andrews and Gayner
Wiseman who won the Graphic Cup and
also the AGM Swiss Teams. Congratulations to Richard Lingham winning the
Kevin and Ann Slee Trophy. Southern Section League: A Section: 1. Tim Waltons, 2.
Warner Solomon; B Section: 1. Mike
Kelseys, 2. Roland Wilkinsons.
The total raised for the Devon Air
Ambulance this financial year was
£2,441.81 – over £800 more than our
previous best. We must thank Paul
Ainsworth for persuading clubs to participate and organising the competition.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
UDALL Trophy: 1. Janet
Smith, Lesley Lewis,
John Gardner and Margot Wilson-Gard ner;
2. Tim Dunsby, Helen Ackroyd, Keith
Bartlett, Barrie Cantello; 3. Hugh KevillDavies, Guy Lawrenson, Lynne and Ron
Heath. Western League: the A Team had
a good year finishing 2nd, narrowly
missing out by 1 VP. The B team finished
6th and the C Team 4th. Thanks to all
the players who have represented Dorset
this season.
Other results: Cheltenham Congress:
Robin Wright, David Berwitz, Eugene
Sheehan and David Gill won the Greenpointed Teams. Hampshire Green-pointed
Teams: Margot Wilson-Gardner, John
Gardner, Alan Wilson and Janet Smith
finished 6th. EBU Spring Bank Holiday
Congress: Championship Pairs: Mark
Hooper – Krzysztof Ginda, 7th; Really
Easy Pairs: Christine Denning – Titia
van der Heijden, 1st. East Wales Seniors
Congress, Open Pairs: Pat Savage – Brian
Browse, 7th.
Diary dates: Aug 21, Chope Salver,
Open Pairs, 7pm, Allendale BC, Wimborne. Sept 14, Boston Cup, Swiss
Teams, Shaftesbury BC.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
THE Essex League First
Division champions are:
South East Essex – Barleylands (Peter Oake, Rob
Elliott, Alan Green and
David Clark); West Essex
– Loughton Collier (Peter Scotting, Phil
Collier, Sandy Riach, Michael Watson and

Jacek Lapszys). Teams of Four: well done
to Alaric Cundy, Chris Megahey, Tony
Philpott, Nigel Bardsley and Margaret
Curtis who won the major Essex competition for teams. Essex Mixed Teams of
Four: well done to Margaret Curtis, David
Sherman, Ian Moss and Frank Morrison
who came 1st. Essex Championship Pairs:
congratulations to Gad Chadha – Theo
Todman who won, with David Sherman –
Margaret Curtis 2nd; equal 3rd were Alan
Greenstein – Yvonne Dias and Michael
Watson – Nigel Bardsley; Simon Moorman – Peter Oake won the Consolation
event.
Essex players who did well in other
events: at the London Easter Bridge
Festival Tony Verran – Geoff Wootton
won the Swiss Pairs B Flight and the B
Stratification of the Teams was won by
the team of Pat Johnson, Peter Scotting,
Geoff Wootton and Tony Verran who
were 5th overall. At the Oxford Midweek
Congress the B Stratification of the
Teams was won by the team of Pat
Johnson, Peter Scotting, Geoff Wootton
and Tony Verran, who were 7th overall.
In the Yorkshire Congress Sue and
Chris Taylor and team-mates won the
Championship Teams Consolation Final.
Diary dates: Thurs Sept 25, Day Time
Pairs League. Sat Sept 27, GP Swiss Pairs.
Sun Sept 28, GP Swiss Teams.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
GCBA held the AGM in
June. Afterwards we
played for the Champions’ Cup and the overall winners were Ted
Hill – Stewart Harrison. Eira Arkley –
Gill Grant Duff had the highest score in
the first half but couldn’t hold on to the
title.
The GCBA Individual event was won
by Jane Rowley. The Rank Xerox title was
won by Stroud BC and the team
members were Tom Jarman, Roger
Miles, John Whittenbury, Sian Brady,
Nigel Pitel, David Atthey, Alison
Pritchard and David Hauser.
Newent B.C. held their first Saturday
event and the club winners of the World
Wide Sim Pairs were Paul Ford – Guy
van der Gucht.
Cheltenham is twinned with the town
of Göttingen in Germany and a team of
sixteen players competed in a Pairs and a
Teams event in June. The winners of the
Pairs were Judy Sanis – Paul Ford and
they kept their winning form to win the
Teams with Allan Sanis – Tony Letts. The
purpose of the few days spent in Göttingen was largely social and German
hospitality was very much appreciated
by all who participated. This is an ongoing exchange and we hope to make
our German friends equally welcome at
a future event in Cheltenham.
By the time you read this we will be
shortly starting our Autumn programme. We are expecting to arrange
some 11am starts for weekend events.
Please do look on our website:
www.gcba.org.uk. We hope you will find
plenty to interest you and comments are
always welcome.

www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
Landmark
Promotions
Master
Mr I Blake
Mr SF Cave
Mr W Cockayne
Mr Lyndon Davies
Mr John Gould
Mrs V Suttie
Mrs I White

Devon
Life Master
Mrs G Rogers
Regional Master
Mrs PM Joseph
Mrs JM Northmore
Master
Mr Andy Carpenter
Mrs JR Clutterbuck
Mr John Corry
Mrs Bridie Cushion
Mr Edwin Derham
Mr KRC Evans
Mrs JE Goldsworthy
Ms A Hunt
Mr P Squire
Hon. Alderman AJ Wilkinson
Mrs B Wilson

Direct
Master
Mrs GD Johnson

Dorset
Grand Master
Mr JD Gardner
Life Master
Mr PC Bowen
Regional Master
Mr Kelly Courtney
Mr David Mitchell
Master
Mr Frank Taylor

Essex
Regional Master
Mr J Bernard
Mr DJ Brace
Mr BJ Pinto
Mr JD Ward
Mr G Wootton
Master
Mr Alan Bryant
Mr Peter Copsey
Mr Mike Fricker
Mrs T Genthe
Ms P Hardcastle
Mr P Hariram
Mr G Oldham
Mr MF Wright

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
HIOW now has charitable
status and is able to go
ahead with plans to open a
county bridge centre near
Southampton. Seminars run
by Dave Huggett have proved very
popular and the next one planned is a
master-class for improvers on Oct 5 at
Romsey.
Some good results in National events.
National Pairs: Miles Cowling won the
Bristol heat and came 2nd in the final.
Corwen Trophy: Owen Leigh – James
Clark representing HIOW were 7th out
of 112 pairs. Portland Pairs (Christchurch heat): Miles Cowling – Chris
Bradley won and came 27th overall.
The HIOW One-day GP Swiss Teams
at Andover was won by Nick Craic, Andy
Hughes, Miles Cowling, Dave Huggett;
John Moore – Pauline Serby were in the
team that came 2nd and Jeremy Baker –
Guy Lawrenson and Bob McRobert –
Chris Kinloch were in the two teams
that tied for 3rd place. The Swiss Pairs at
Petersfield was won by Andy Hughes –
Steve Preston.
County results: Pottage Cup: Mac
Nurmohamed – Phil Downham. IBM
Cup: Margaret Abbott – Jill Brereton.
Ladies’ Pairs: Lesley Lewis – Lilias
Lamont. Finale Pairs: Andy Hughes –
Sue Hands. No Fears Pairs: John Burnett
– Peter Marchant. Philip Graham Teams:
Bob McRobert, Chris Kinloch, John
Moore, Pauline Serby. Cahalan Cup:
Jeremy Baker, Andy Hughes, Jeremy
Dhondy, Dick Hyde. League Div. 1: Sonia
Zakrzewski, Gareth Birdsall, Adam
Dunn, Graham Allen. League Div. 2:
John Pearson, Margaret Stothard, Jenny
Ashton, Rick Assad, Gordon Clark.
Solent Cup: Basingstoke. Basingstoke
Cup: Basingstoke. Hicko: Petersfield.
Victor Ludorum: Bob McRobert.
Diary dates: Sept 21, Candover Swiss
Teams. Oct 5, Mixed Pairs. Oct 19,
Wessex Swiss Teams. All events at
Romsey, 2pm start. Entries via website
or Guy Lawrenson ( 01590 622917.

Gloucestershire
Regional Master
Mr B M Dorey
Mr A Kwatra
Ms S Watson
Master
Mrs PF Burrows
Mr G Carter
Mrs Dorothy Windeatt
Mr Michael Windeatt

Hants and IoW
Master
Mr Jim Batchelor
Mr Harry Cornforth
David Judd
Mr Brian Medhurst
Mr PA Trehern

Herefordshire
Regional Master
Mrs JL Berrington
Master
Mr DJ Furnival
Mrs E Warrington

Hertfordshire
Regional Master
Mr C Haywood

www.ebu.co.uk

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
IT is the end of the season, and the
multi-round competitions have now
been concluded. The In-house League
Div. 1 winners were Chris Chowney, Ben
Britton, George Richardson and Paul
Smith; Div. 2 was won by Sue and
Derrick Munday, Maggie and Mike
Appleton. The winners of the Knock-out
Cup were Sue and Derrick Munday,
Maggie and Mike Appleton; and of the
KO Plate Dave Weller, Nick Duberley,
Paul Ford and Guy Van der Gucht.
In other events, the Avocet Teams was
won by Peter Watts, John Griffiths,
Stephen Booth and Roman Klis, and in
the Next Step Pairs (Restricted), the
winners were Richard Manuel – Ralph
Rea. In the South-West Regional Final of
the Garden Cities Trophy, the Hereford
team came 3rd, one VP behind Bath

who qualified for the National Final
along with the winners Worcester.
This has been a bad year in the
Western League. The A Team finished the
season with two wins and five losses,
finishing 7th equal out of eight. The B
Team won two, drew two and lost three
and finished 5th. The C Team won one
and lost six, finishing 8th.
Full results of all county competitions
are on our website.
Diary dates: Sept 5, Annual General
Meeting, 7pm, Brooms Green Village
Hall. Oct 10, Inter-club Teams Round 1,
7pm, Ledbury. Oct 18, Ladies’ and Men’s
Pairs, 10.30am, Tarrington. Nov 8, No
Fear Teams (Restricted), 1.30pm, Wellington Heath. Nov 14, Inter-club Teams
Round 2, 7pm, Ledbury.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
THE Humble Cup final
was won by Stan and Tara
Harding, Andrew Doyle
and
Mike
Rawlins.
Malcolm Harris and Sally Bennet won
the Marjorie Lukyn final. Steve Southworth – Fiona Paterson won the Cadets
and Intermediates Championship and the
winners of the Cadet were Stephen
Coade – Joan Grundon.
Other successes by county players
were Celia and Derek Oram, 3rd in the
Swiss Pairs and winners of the Mixed
Pairs at the York Spring Congress. Francis
Eddeston – Rick Irwin were 2nd in the
Grand Masters Pairs and Simon Mostyn –
Jonothan Osgood were 2nd in the
National Masters Pairs.
The AGM was held in May and the
committee was unanimously re-elected;
Jeff Green and Ken Barnett were elected.
The Mixed Teams Championship which
followed was won by Sheila Evans, Maria
Budd, Mike Robinson and Mark
Westley.
Diary dates: Sat June 28, Blue
Pointed Swiss Pairs, 1pm, Hitchin B.C.
Sat July 19, Green-pointed Swiss Pairs,
12 noon, Wodson Park, Ware. Sun July
20, Green-pointed Swiss Teams, 12 noon,
Wodson Park, Ware.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org
THE Manx Bridge Union’s
2014 AGM has been held
– very much a status quo
event with a satisfactory
financial position, increased attendance at the Congress, no
changes to the committee and no
variation in the P2P levy. The
programme of events for 2014/15 is also
a near repeat of previous years:
Individual Championship: Aug 3.
Annual Green-pointed Congress:
Sept 5-7.
Pairs Championship: Oct 12.
Teams Championship: Nov 2.
Rawcliffe Mixed Pairs: Feb 22.
Mini-Congress: March 22.
A Manx team of eight competed in the
inter-county President’s Cup in Carlisle
in June. Four of the Island’s squad for

the Commonwealth Nations Championship in Glasgow in September were
available and played in the event, which
was a good workout at the teams format
played at a high level.
Liz Kelly, the Tournament Secretary,
is gearing up for this year’s Congress and
the usual rush of applications in the last
two months before the event. It will be
held again in the Palace Hotel, Douglas
and, with the new sponsorship deal in
place, prize money is being increased.
The format is slightly changed from the
usual as there is a near clash of dates
with the Commonwealth Championship
and the changes will enable members of
the Island team to play in the main
Congress events before heading north
on representative duty.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
THE Maidstone Greenpointed Swiss Teams was
won by Derek Patterson,
Jeremy Willans, Jonathan
Chapman and Ian Draper.
The Brook Shield, the
area leagues play-off trophy, was won by
Irvine Caplan, Jean Smallwood, John
Murrell and Gerald Soper.
Jeremy Willans, Ian Draper, Gerald
and Stuart Tredinnick, Leigh Chapman
and Michael Prior won the Arnold Cup,
beating team Amor. Gerald Soper, Terry
Goldsmith, Diana Avis and Colin Wilson
won the Arnold Plate. They beat team
Rafferty in the final.
The Yorkshire Congress Championship
Pairs was won by Bill Gardner with
Heather Dhondy. Bill’s team won the
Scarborough Trophy.
At the Lambourne Jersey Congress,
Tony Clark and Steve Burton won the
Swiss Teams; Jeremy Willans – Jill
Skinner won the Swiss Pairs; Bill Gardner
– George Pilcher won the Seniors’ Pairs,
Pre-congress Pairs and Open Pairs, for
the second year running. Brian Crack
and Shirley Goldwin won the Seniors’
Teams. The Jersey Tourism Cup Midweek Teams was won by Jeremy Willans,
Jill Skinner, Ian Draper and Gwyneth
Davies. Congratulations to all!
Orpington BC and Bridge @ Kippington BC (Sevenoaks) are now affiliated to
the EBU.
Diary dates: Sun Oct 12, Dyer-Smith
Cup (Kent Mixed Pairs Championship),
11am, Tunbridge Wells. Oct 25-26, 55th
Kent Congress (Blue pointed), Tunbridge
Wells.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
AT the LCBA AGM in May
John Brearley was elected
Chairman and Bill Alston
Vice-Chairman for the
coming year. Barry Brelsford remains as Secretary, Jacqueline
Wright as Tournament Secretary and
Clive Henderson as Treasurer.
Congratulations to the Lancs team of
Catherine Draper, Andrew Woodcock,
August 2014 English Bridge
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Landmark
Promotions
Mr I C Kemp
Mr C Mark
Master
Mr Howard Atkins
Margaret Bromwich
Mrs S Burnay
Mr Terry Butfield
Bob Cozens
Mrs Gwen Cozens
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Andrew Petrie, Dave Debbage, which
finished 3rd in the Pachabo.
Madeline Berney Swiss Pairs: 1. Sue
Woodcock – Sue Fjortoft. Blackburn
Swiss Pairs: 1. Paul and Hilda Williams.
Diary dates: Aug 2, Northern Bridge
League, Round 1. Aug 3, Preston Pairs,
Preston BC; Aug 30, Northern Bridge
League, Round 2. Sept 1, LCBA Council
Meeting, Bolton BC. Sept 5-7, Bolton
Congress, Bolton BC. Sept 13, Northern
Bridge League, Round 3. Sept 21, LCBA
Mixed Pairs, Bolton BC. Sept 27,
Cumbria and Westmorland Swiss Teams,
Kendal. Sept 28, Cumbria and Westmorland Swiss Pairs, Kendal.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
THE 2014 AGM was
held in June. The committee reports were
adopted, and officers
were elected as follows:
Chairman David Pollard, Treasurer
Henry Cooklin, General and Membership Secretary Pat Beasley, League
Secretary Richard Smith, Tournament
Secretary Neil Beasley, Fixtures Secretary
Dick Pathan, Webmaster John Thompson, Education Liaison Officer Simon
Stokes. Robert Northage, retiring as
General Secretary after twenty years, was
thanked for his significant contributions
to bridge in Leicestershire.
The guest of honour was Cliff Ault of
the Leicester University Club who presented trophies to the competition
winners. These included: Gimson Trophy
(Pairs Championship) won by Paul and
Susan Bowyer; Joseph’s Bowl (Championship Teams of Four) won by Tony
Odams, Paul Bowyer, Duncan Happer,
Jim Mason, Dick Pathan and Nick
Stevens; Butterworth Trophy (first round
losers in the Joseph’s Bowl) won by
Simon Stokes, Yasser Haider, Tim Glover
and Peter Neville; Stanley Trophy (Butler
Pairs Championship) won by Dick and
Lucy Pathan; Leicestershire Cup (KO
Teams of Four – Aggregate) won by Paul
and Susan Bowyer, Duncan and Kerri
Happer, Jim Mason and Simon Stokes;
Leicestershire Cup Plate won by John
Myles, Len Clayton, Denis Davis and
Jackie Wilkes; Bucky Cup (Men’s Pairs)
won by Duncan Happer – Jim Mason;
Olga Cup (Ladies’ Pairs) won by Angela
Abbott – Joan Gibson; Joyce Cup (Mixed
Pivot Teams) won by Paul and Susan
Bowyer, Duncan and Kerri Happer.
Diary dates: Aug 28, League Forum.
Sept 14, Midland League v Lincs (away).
Sept 24, League – Round 1 matches. Sept
27-28, Green Point Swiss Pairs/Teams,
Spondon. Oct 1, Stanley Trophy Round 1.
Oct 15, Otto & Edith Cups, Mixed Pairs.
Oct 16, Pairs League Round 1.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
AFTER our 2014 AGM our new County
Chairman will be Guy Grainger. He will
be taking over from Glynn Elwick who
has come to the end of his term in office.

Congratulations to the City of
Lincoln Bridge Club who qualified for
the final of the Garden Cities event by
pipping Coventry BC to the runners-up
spot at the Peterborough qualifier.
The 2014-2015 calendar of events will
be out in due course. May I take this
chance to ask members to support our
efforts and events during the next year.
Attendances have fallen to an all time
low. We need to ‘use it or lose it’ if we are
to continue with more than the bare
bones of a calendar. Do your best to play
in as many events as you can get to.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
all who have done well in
recent events: at the London Easter Festival the
Championship Pairs was
won by David Gold – Susanna Gross, with
Andy Bowles – Shireen Mohandes 3rd;
the Swiss Teams was won by Paul
Huggins, Liz Clery and Ryan Stephenson;
and Tom Townsend – Mark Teltscher
were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs. At the
Schapiro Spring Foursomes Anita Sinclair
and Zia Mahmood were victorious, with
Andrew Robson and David Gold members of the runners-up team; and Tom
Townsend was a quarter-finalist. At the
Spring Bank Holiday Congress David Gold
was second in the Swiss Pairs. Gunnar
Hallberg and Robert Sheehan were
members of the winning team in the
Hubert Phillips Bowl; Alex Gauld won the
CICBA Mixed Pairs; and Heather Dhondy
won the Yorkshire Championship Pairs.
County results: Fox Shammon Seniors
Pairs: 1. Bernard Teltscher – Victor Silverstone, 2. Steve Eginton – Gill Hutchinson,
3. Malcolm Morris – Susi Berhmann.
London Trophy Pairs: 1. Peter Brook –
Roy Westwater, 2. Tim Pelling – Bill
Linton, 3. Chris Wright – Philip Watson.
Café Bridge Tonsleys: 1. Simon Prager –
Dick Jordan, 2. Dominic Flint – Pamela
Reiss, 3. Susi Berhmann – Malcolm
Morris. Home Counties League: 1. Middlesex Blue, 2. Surrey Purple
Diary dates: Sept 11, LMBA AGM,
7pm, venue TBA; come along and have
your say in the running of the
Association. Sept 18, Café Bridge Abbeville Rd, SW4, 11am; pre-entry essential;
contact chris.duckworth@lineone.net or
enquire on ( 0207385 3534. Sept 28,
Mixed Pairs Championship, 1pm, Wimbledon BC; entries/enquiries to Susi
Berhmann susanbehrmann@hotmail.com
or ( 020 7585 1911.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
FIVE Manchester players
were selected for the
European Championships
in Croatia this summer.
Catherine Draper played in the Women’s
team, Jason and Justin Hackett in the
Open team, and Paul Hackett and John
Holland in the Seniors team. Alan Mould
also went, as coach to the Scottish Ladies.
Team Mayhem (Peter Foster, Neil

Thomas, Jean and David Keen) won this
year’s Higson Cup; Tricksters (David
Matthews, Ann Thornton, Kevin Higgins,
Richard Sinton) won the Plate. Curry
Eaters (Justin, Barbara and Paul Hackett,
Martin Taylor and Darren Evetts) won
their first League title for ten years
finishing just ahead of St Titus.
At the County AGM held in May all
the current officers were re-elected.
Selectors for 2014-15 are Barbara Lewis,
Michael Newman, Peter Jones, Ken
Hassell and Ben Beever.
At the EBU Oxford Mid-week Congress, Justin Hackett – Martin Taylor
won the Pairs. At the Yorkshire Congress
Michael Byrne – Fiona Brown won the
Mixed Pairs, and Michael also finished
second in the Championship Pairs with
Hugh McGann; in the Teams final David
Pennington, Rod Franks, Steve Mattinson and Pauline Lang finished 2nd.
The Merville Goldstone Trophy was
won by Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, John Holland, Rodney Lighton
and Alan Mould. The same team with
Gary Hyett replacing Alan Mould then
represented Manchester in the Pachabo
and finished runners-up. This was Manchester’s best-ever performance in this
competition.
Manchester Bridge Club finished 2nd
in the Garden Cities final. Manchester
were the only team to beat the winners,
Coventry.
The Manchester League starts again
in September but entries need to be
sorted before mid-August. Contact Kath
Nelson at manchesterleague@gmail.com
or ( 01619291849.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS
to Paddy Murphy, Barry
Jones, David Stevenson
and Liz Commins who
won the final of the Cambria Cup, the
WBU National Mixed Teams event.
The annual match v Dublin for the
Cantor-Dowling Shield resulted in a win
for us. Our team was Dave and Jean
Keen, Alan Stephenson, Stuart Matthews
(Open); Pam Edwards, Shirley Webster,
Joan Marray, Beth Wennell (Ladies);
Geoff Cowie, Cameron Boyd, Wyn
Williams, Sheila Shea, Dave Edwards,
Peter Richmond (Club); Ted Reveley,
Mike Swanson, Paul Roberts, Julian
Merrill (Officials).
In the Killarney Congress Ted Reveley
had an outstanding week, winning the
Pairs, Men’s Teams and Mixed Pairs. He
was also 2nd in the Congress Teams and
3rd in the Mixed Teams – all with
different partners. Well done also to Jean
Keen who was in the winning foursome
in the Ladies’ Teams.
The Merseyside League end-of-season
Pairs event was won by Peter Hall –
Danny Miller. The County Mixed Pairs
for the Andrew Rosebowl resulted in a tie
for 1st place between Ann Davies– Roger
Arnold and David Stevenson – Liz
Commins. The County Green-pointed
Pairs event for the John Armstrong Trophy
was won by John and Pauline Rudolf.

www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
Landmark
Promotions
Regional Master
Mr AJ Coley
Master
Mr R Deane
Mrs Anne Derrick
Mr Michael Kisil
Mrs CA Maman
Mr DR Mitchell
Mr Howard Reade
Mrs Patricia Reade
Mr C Worthington

The Liverpool BC Open Teams was
won by Bernard Krasner, Dave Shaw,
Stuart Scholes, Richard Davies. The
Open Pairs was won by Liz Commins –
David Stevenson.
The popular Jim Davies Swiss event
(an excellent turnout of 20 teams) was
won by Mark Weeks, Barry Jones, Alan
Stephenson, Stuart Matthews; in 2nd
place were Ted Reveley, Elaine Caine,
Colin Humphrey and Chris Raymond.
Diary dates: Aug 2, NBL Round 1.
Aug 30, NBL Round 2. Sept 4 and 11,
MBL Swiss Teams, MBC.

Merseyside & Cheshire
Life Master
Dr SP Downes
Master
Mr I Gilmour
Mrs N Miles
Mr S O’Brien
Mr Mike Pinnington
Mr Duncan Rennie
Mr David Sadler
Alan Sharples

Middlesex
Premier Grand Master
Mrs AE Rosen
Grand Master
Mr FH Wharton
Life Master
Dr I Budden
Mrs V Clarke
Mr AM Conway
Regional Master
Mrs S Chapman
Master
Dhun Bativala
Mr A Dhanani
Mr SL Mehta
Ms C Morison
Mr DL Perridge
Mr Dinesh Depar Shah
Mr Kamal Keshavlal Shah

Norfolk
Regional Master
Mr PC Cotes
Mr PJ Rowlett
Master
Dr Bhadri Bhadrinath
Mrs M Carter
Diana Downes
Mr R Grundy
Mr Rob Richardson
Mr Peter Walters

North East
Regional Master
Mr JN Dobson
Master
Mrs D Barham-Hall
Mr Allan Blackett
Miss I Foggett
Mrs J Garside
Mr David Savage
Mrs SL Tindale
Mr A Ulyatt
Mr K Wharrier

Northamptonshire
Life Master
Mr R Stacey
Regional Master
Mrs G Webb
Master
Mr Max Ellis
Mrs J King
Mr ARJ Leach
Mr Ken Morris
Mr Johnnie Powell
Mr Graham Tenneson

Nottinghamshire
Regional Master
Mr DG Crook
Master
Mr M Bleaney
Mrs M Buller
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Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Andrew McIntosh who has
won the prestigious Schapiro Spring Foursomes. Alex
Allfrey came 2nd.
In county news, congratulations to Waseem Naqvi,
Jerry Harouni, Yaniv Vax,
Lee Rosenthal, Dror Padon and Thor
Erik Hoftaniska who defeated Neil
Rosen, Anne Rose, Jeremy Dhondy,
Martin Jones, Simon Cope and Nevena
Senior in the Middlesex Cup. The Rosen
team represented Middlesex in the
Pachabo and finished 4th. The Middlesex
Plate final is going to be contested by the
Jeff Lewis and Vic Martin teams. The
Championship Pairs Final was won by
Gill Stock – Steve Root, with Lyn Fry –
Ian Pagan coming 2nd. The Mixed Pairs
Final was won by Gill and Lynton Stock,
with Catherine Seale – Ian Pagan 2nd.
The Committee Cup was won by Peter
Hasenson, Harold Schogger, John Vos
and Stefan Skorchev. Well done to Neil
Rosen for winning the Victor Ludorum
Trophy, awarded to the player who
accrues the most points from Middlesex
events throughout the season.
The winners and runners-up of the
Middlesex Leagues were as follows: Div.
1: (Peter Edelman Trophy): 1. Uday Hegde,
Jerry Harouni, Steve Root, Richard
Bowdery, Gary Jones and Ray Robinson;
2. Jill Feldman, Neil and Anne Rosen,
Simon Cope, Richard Hillman and Keith
Bennett. Div. 2: Catherine Seale, Ian
Pagan, Nick Simms, Andrew Sobell,
John Vos and Tom Paske; 2. Jonathan
FeBland, Gary Cove, Stuart Leigh,
Frances Liew, Philip Town and Simon
Mostyn. Div. 3: Stuart Haring, Jonathan
Clark, Kripa Panchagnula and Dylan
Dissanayake; 2. Rosella and Lester
Emanuel, Linda Quigley, Sylvie Grant
and Sue Obrart.
Please consult the county website for
the Autumn schedule.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
MICHAEL Whiting is a
man on a mission. He is
diligently working his way
through visits to Norfolk’s
20 affiliated and 15 nonaffiliated clubs. ‘I have
often thought about going round the
Norfolk clubs to see how the other half

lives,’ he said. ‘Now I am County
President I have the perfect excuse and
I’m thoroughly enjoying it.’
Friendly Crome BC, now based in
Thorpe End, Norwich, has been going
since 1976 but cannot afford to affiliate
because it is currently reduced to four
and a half or five tables each Wednesday,
despite a recruitment campaign. ‘Sadly
some members are no longer with us,’
said Crome President Lorna Kinsey. ‘If
one dies you invariably lose their partner too.’ She believes there is a place for
gentle bridge clubs where less confident
players can find their feet. Michael
hopes encouragement and publicity
may help to get even more people
learning and playing bridge at all levels.
Then more clubs can join the EBU.
Tributes have been paid to veteran
Norfolk player Kitty Cozens, who was
still playing bridge until shortly before
her death at the age of 94. NCBA Competitions Secretary, Peter PenningtonSmith, said: ‘Kitty was a stalwart of
Norfolk bridge and the N&N BC for 50
years, who played over one hundred
times for the county and won at least
one hundred trophies. The Houston
Trophy event for Swiss Teams was
named after her first husband Tommy,
whom she partnered for many years.’
And finally . . . apologies to Paul
Archer, who was inadvertently renamed
‘Peter’ in the last column. The winning
team in the Neville Hill Cup was Paul
Archer, Martin Oates, Jeff Smith and
Sarah Watson.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
NATIONAL success for
NEBA Teams: congratulations go to Julian
Gibson, John Atthey, Val
Gibson, Bill March, this
year’s winners of the
prestigious Pachabo Cup – and also to
the Hurworth Team of John Atthey,
Dave Broadhead, Julian and Val Gibson,
Damian Hassan, Martin Kane, Bill
March and Clive Owen who won the
Regional Garden Cities Trophy at Bradford and finished joint 2nd in the
national final. Excellent results by both
teams and well done also to both pairs in
the Corwen Trophy: Martin Kane – Dave
Broadhead finished 5th and John
Eglington – Bo Hynda were 18th.
Locally the NEBA Club Championship
Teams this year was won by Brunton
Bridge Club represented by Liz Muir,
Don Reid, Peter Avery and Guy Herzmark and the Kempson Cup Final at
Wearside was won by Martin Kane, Dave
Broadhead, Damian Hassan and Bill
March. Brunton Bridge Club won the
John Clark Salver for Club of the Year
and the Player of the Year Trophy was
awarded to John Atthey. Well done.
Congratulations to Mike Stanbury,
Ian Rankin, Janet and Frank Springett
who won the Qualifying Heat of the
Multiple Teams at the Yorkshire Congress
and to A. Cornish, P. Tuff, A. Shivdasani,
D. Morrison, who won the Scarborough
Trophy – White. At the SBU Congress in

Italy congratulations go to Clive and
Margaret Owen, Julian and Val Gibson
on winning the Open Teams 2 event,
section B, and Norman and Rosemary
Gray, Frank and Janet Springett
achieving 2nd place in the A Section.
Both teams enjoyed several other
successes throughout the event.
Diary dates: Nov 7-9, NEBA Annual
Green-pointed Congress, the Marriott
MetroCentre Hotel, Gateshead. Details/
application form at www.neba.co.uk

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
THE Northants Swiss Pairs in June was a
tight finish between two Northants pairs
with Maggie Jones – Eifion Jones
winning by 2 VPs from Mark Tilley –
Ufuk Cotuk; Jane Aylett – Peter Ison
were 3rd. At the same venue there was a
Mentored Pivot Teams for the less experienced players; the winners were Mel
Viljoen, Chel Dawe, Karen Knight and
Hilary Stacey; 2nd were Christine Cooper,
Daphne Rourke, Janet Stuchbury and
Laura Von Tucher.
The Winter League will start in September; the Saturday event will be held at
Stamford starting at 7pm. Entries to
Trevor Thrower. The Wednesday event
will be held at Northampton starting at
7pm. Entries to Jim Bainbridge.
The Broke Cup is a teams of four
knockout event with the winners representing the county in the Pachabo. Firstround losers compete in the Betts Bowl
so everyone is guaranteed at least two
matches. Entries are required by the end
of August to Susan Deacon.
The joint Bedford and Northants
Congress will be held on Sat 13 and Sun
14 September with Pairs on the Saturday
and Green-pointed Teams on the Sunday.
The event will be held at Heron’s Lodge
Guide Centre, opposite the National
Badminton Centre, Bradwell Road,
Loughton, Milton Keynes, MK8 9LG. I
would ask Northants members to
support this event. Entries can be made
online on the Bedfordshire Bridge Association’s website or to Rita Keable, 170
Bideford Green, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
LU7 2TS, congress@bedsbridge.co.uk
Diary dates: Sat Aug 23, Charity
Salver, Kettering. Sat Sept 6, Winter
League N/E, Stamford. Sat Sept 13,
Bedford Congress Pairs. Sun Sept 14,
Bedford Congress Teams. Wed Sept 17,
Winter League S/W, Northampton.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
THE new county season started against
Gloucestershire with a 10-10 draw for the
first team and two 0-20 losses for the
second and third teams. The county
Teams of 8 League for 2013-14 was won by
Nottingham Gambit, while the Teams of 4
League was won by Woodborough BC.
Notts representatives in the Pachabo
were William Crook, Sandy Fulton, Rob
Sharpe, Mark Goddard and David
Hodge, who in the final qualifying match
beat John and Irene Auld, Keith Rodgers
and Lloyd Eagling.
August 2014 English Bridge
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William Crook and Sandy Fulton also
won the County Pairs (Journal Cup).
Among their other good results, Kyle
Lam – Simon Spencer were in the 2ndplaced team at a Junior International
event in Finland in June. The Retford
Open Swiss Teams was won by John
Rolph, Gerry Franklin, Sandy Fulton
and Rob Atkinson.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
AT the AGM, players were
congratulated on their
success over the past year.
President’s Cup winners
were Sandra Claridge,
Stephen Brown, John
Williams and Chris Wilson, who represented the county in the Pachabo.
Congratulations to Esme Alden and Roy
East who were presented with OBA
Distinguished Service awards by County
President, Evan Harris.
Kathy and Denis Talbot, Robert
Procter and Nick Smith won the Chester
Cup. Wallingford A won the Wessex
League in Div. 1; Banbury, Div. 2;
Aylesbury C, Div. 3; Blewbury, Div. 4;
Wantage B, Div. 5.
Other prize-winners not previously
featured were Helen Lawton-Smith –
John Slater (Mixed Pairs); Alan Wilson
(Pairs Ladder); Dinah and Andrew Lintott and John Williams (Teams Ladder);
Sadler Seniors’ Salver: Keith Goswell –
Dale Thomas retained their title and
Aleksandar Lishkov won the Premiership Award.
Henley Café Bridge winners were Jeff
Millard – Jean Ingham-Johnson (N/S)
and Beryl McGreery – Prue Porter (E/W).
There have been some excellent
results for Oxfordshire players in EBU
competitions. At the London Easter
Festival, Chris Wilson – Aleksandar
Lishkov won the Swiss Pairs A Flight and
Freddie Illingworth was 3rd. Pete McAllister – Rob Dixon came 2nd in the B
Flight. Lorna Swadling – Alastair Gidman
won the Spring Bank Holiday Congress
Swiss Pairs and Alastair came 2nd in the
Swiss Pairs at the Shropshire Congress.
Stuart McPhee came 3rd in the Jersey
Festival Swiss Pairs, and Kathy and Denis
Talbot won the Seniors’ Teams.
The Oxfordshire Congress was a great
success: Swiss Pairs winners were Janusz
Adamowicz – Roman Gembicki; Swiss
Teams winners were Paula Leslie, Laura
Porro, Richard Bowdery and Steve Root.
Pat Lewis – Miriam Seaver retained the
Sandra Landy Trophy.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
At the AGM held in June
changes to the Committee
were announced. Mike Whittaker, who has been Chairman for six years, stepped
down as did Bob Warrender
(who has served for twenty years), Colin
Simcox, David Porter and Daphne
Patrick. They will all be sorely missed.

The new members are Eric Cummings
and Caroline Macpherson. Gina Howard
is the new Chairperson; we wish her
every success.
The Swiss Teams held after the AGM
was won by Ken and Ann Bawdon,
David Howard and Wendy Miller.
The Percentage Pairs was won by
Mike Powell – Eric Cummings.
Diary dates: Sept 7, Paul Jones Woolavington. Oct 3-5, West of England
Congress, Weston-Super-Mare. Oct 10,
County League (1). Oct 12, County
Mixed Teams of Four. Oct 17, Paul
Bowyer Seminars. Oct 24, County
League (2).

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
JUDY Mitchell organized
another successful Congress at a new venue, the
Park Inn, in Telford. Pairs:
1. Stuart Mathews – Mark
Weeks, 2. Alistair Gidman – Martin
Jones, 3. Tracy Capal – Mike Pownall.
Teams: 1. Dan Crofts, Barbara Hackett,
Edward Levy and Mike Goldsmith; 2.
Darren Evetts, Martin Taylor, Justin and
Paul Hackett; 3. Dave Weller, Ben
Briton, George Barrett and Mike Ralph.
Another successful No Fear tournament, this time Teams, was organized at
Wolverhampton BC: 1. John Withers,
Val Lupton, Paul Keightley and Barrie
Tykiff; 2. Geoff Thomas, Stan Jarvis,
Sally and Gerald Griffin; 3. Pauline
Campbell, Audrey Clarke, Rose Jessop
and our webmaster, Anne Sleightholme.
The Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs were held
on the same night at the same venue.
Roma Smith – Annette Lucas and Ron
Stevenson – Trevor Freeman were respective winners with Judi Stevenson –
Alma Richards and Brian McLaughlin –
Mike Cornes 2nd, and Gillian Allsop
with our County Secretary, Pat Poxon,
and Norman Jones – Roger Turner 3rd.
Monica Scott – James Vickers won
the County Mixed Pairs ahead of Mike
Cornes – Annette Lucas and Sue
Yardley – John Pugh; the Flitch winners
were Peter and Helen Lees.
In the tightest of finishes, Paul Hackett,
Dan Crofts, Edward Levy, Graham Weir,
Barbara and Justin Hackett won the
League by 1 IMP and the Cup by 9 IMPs.
Geoff Davies’s team was the unlucky
2nd on both occasions; Geoff ’s team
were Robin Adey, John Day and Geoff
Feltblower.
Join Newcastle BC on Fri Sept 26 for
a bridge coffee morning in aid of
Macmillan Cancer Support.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
THE 2014-15 Eastern
Counties League season
opened with a home match
against neighbours Essex.
The ‘A’ team were the only winners (146 VPs) with ‘B’ losing 2-18 VPs and ‘C’
losing 0-20 VPs.
At the AGM Trish Littell stepped

down from the committee and Paul
Rickard was nominated from the floor
and elected. Otherwise standing officers
and members were re-elected and the
committee remains at full strength.
Malcolm Carey and Rick Hanley were
elected as EBU shareholders. Nick Farr
continues as Accounts Examiner. The
new season of Suffolk Bridge then
started with the AGM Pairs which was
won by Bim Wilson – Sam Wilson; 2nd
were Norman Less – Helen Mason and
Roger and Jill Tattersfield were 3rd.
Bogdan Talaga, Simon Riley, Dave
Walker and David Willson scored 58
VPs to retain the Suffolk Pivot Teams
beating Hanley, who were also last year’s
finalists.
Rounds one and two of the Suffolk
Championship Teams were played back
in December and four teams qualified
to the knock-out stage. In the final Eric
Newman, Mike Sherer, David Morran
and Julian Lang were behind at the half
but won both the third and fourth
quarters to take the final of the 2013
Championship Teams by 34 IMPs from
Rick Hanley, Peter Sutcliffe, Debby
Sutcliffe, Maria Allnutt, Peter Gemmell
and Chris Chambers.
Diary dates: Wed Sept 17, Ladies’ &
Men’s Pairs, 7pm, Clare. Sat Oct 4,
Felixstowe Congress GP Pairs, 1pm,
Felixstowe Leisure Centre Sun. Sun Oct
5, Felixstowe Congress GP Teams, 11am,
Felixstowe Leisure Centre.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
INCLUDED in this issue is
next year’s calendar. Please
do not throw it away!
Congratulations to
Maxine Julius who with
an out-of-county player won the Championship Pairs B Flight at Bournemouth.
Two near misses to report this
month: Frances Hinden – Graham
Osborne were runners up in the A flight
of the Bournemouth Championship Pairs
by 0.16% behind the winners. Peter
Lee – Bob Rowlands continued their
recent great run of form as runners-up
in the Corwen by only 0.18%.
The Mary Edwards Cup for Club
Champions was won by Jill Cook –
Colin Bailey from Yateley and Hawley.
The AGM Swiss Pairs was won by Surrey
President Graham Osborne playing
with Jeffrey Allerton. The winners of the
Leagues were: Novices: Mick Edwards,
Ali Kocar, Liz Friend, and Ann Pressey;
Div. 1, Frances Hinden’s team; Div. 2,
Jane and Tim Green, Tim Rees, Graham
Davison and Keith Wilson; Div. 3, Jenny
Breeden, Barbara Beaumont, Joan
Clancy, Gesa Coleman; Div. 4, Rosemary
Vase, Mary Webster, Carol Clisby,
Pauline Finn.
Diary dates: Sept 27-28, Green Point
Weekend, Guildford – entries via the
website only. Aug 25, Bank Holiday
Monday Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs, 1pm,
Banstead. Enter via the Surrey website
or contact Frances Trebble ( 01252
679883 or f.trebble@ntlworld.com
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Mrs Flocky Sanders
Ms E Scarisbrick
Dr J Seddon

Worcestershire
Life Master
Mr Chris Davies

Yorkshire
Life Master
Mr RJB Hilton
Mrs C Quigley
Miss GM Woodcock
Regional Master
Mr PT Belsten
Master
Mr T Childs
Mrs H Cooper
Mr R Cornfield
Mr Ian Foote
Mr DJ Ford
Carl Haigh
Mr P Jordan
Mrs A Knox
Ms J Murray
Mrs V Newsome
Mrs J Prescott
Mrs M Riley
Mrs R Roope
Mr Toni Sales
Mr JH Scott
Ms Fiona Sutherland
Mrs E Waring
Mr PA Woodford
Ms Christine Young
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Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
THERE are six divisions in
the Sussex league; congratulations to all the winners
especially the winners of
Div. 1: Dave Franklin, Gerry
Stanford, Jeremy Willans
and Ian Draper.
Andy Ryder was elected as the new
Chairman of Sussex Band; we wish him
all the best during his period of office.
Congratulations to Graham Sadie
who came 2nd in the Easter London
Championship Pairs with Patrick Shields.
In the Jersey Festival Jeremy Willans – Jill
Skinner won the Swiss Pairs the first
weekend; they also won the Midweek
Teams Jersey Tourism Trophy with Ian
Draper and G. Davies – a successful
week in the sun, well done.
An excellent result for Sussex
Eastbourne Club at the regional final of
the Garden Cities held at Richmond:
they won! Team members were Alan
Hobden, James Hobden Matthew Read,
Michael Keeping, Tom Brogan, Mark
Denny, David Benjamin and David
Howard- Houston. In the National final
they were a very credible 6th.
In the Kent Green-pointed Swiss
Teams Jeremy Willans was in the team
that came 1st; Geoffrey and Ros Wolfarth were in the team that came 2nd.
Basic Bridge Pairs at Hastings: 1. Avril
Strong – Elizabeth Hornsey, 2. Brian
Cook – June Sangster. Henfield Candles:
1. Yves LeBrec, Peter Brown, Philip Hunt
and Neil Watts; 2. Dave Franklin, Gerry
Stanford, David Gritt, Andrew Southwell.
Diary dates: Sept 12-14, Autumn
Congress, Old Barn Way. Sept 19, Golf
/Bridge day, Haywards Heath. Oct 22,
Mid Week Pairs, Henfield.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
AN amazing result from
C&NW BC saw them
retain the EBU’s Garden
Cities Trophy for teams of
eight. This is the 5th time
in 10 years that the club
has won the competition.
Congratulations to George Cuthbertson,
Ian Handley, Steve Green, Martin Jones,
David Jones, Gary Watson, David
Kenward and Roger Bryant.
The final of the County’s Mixed Pairs
was won by Caroline Coombs – John
Hind from Sutton BC. The International
Replay has been completed with the
winners being Steve Green – Martin
Jones. In the Inter-counties League all
three teams head their respective divisions after two matches – keep up the
good work!
The Goodman Qualifier for 2014-15
will be a K.O. event. Entries must reach
the Competitions Secretary no later
than Sept 30.
The WPL and BPL have just completed the current series. Congratulations to Leslie Reece – Chris Lewis for
winning BPL Div. 1 and to Terry Parkes –

Peter Heatherington for winning Div. 2.
WPL winners: Div. 1, Ian Handley –
George Cuthbertson; Div. 2, Caroline
and Harvey Brown.
September sees the start of a new
series of WPL and BPL: anyone interested in joining please contact the Competitions Secretary. The CPL series 2
starts in September; any pairs wishing to
join should contact John Pyner on
( 02476 693785 for more details.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
AFTER another very
successful season in
Wiltshire
that
saw
entries to county events rise for the
third year running, it was also gratifying
to have for the first time in the county’s
history a team (Pat Davies, Chris Dixon,
Roger Karn, Norman Botton, James
Dunlop, Hugh Gross, Valerie Austwick
and Taf Anthias) qualify for the Garden
Cities national final where they came
7th out of eight having faced some very
stiff competition. Our Pachabo team
(Pat Davies, Chris Dixon, Valerie Austwick, Taf Anthias, Katharine Hodgson
and Keith Williamson) also did very well
coming 10th out of 32.
Once again there is a full programme
of events for the upcoming 2014-15
season. Wiltshire is a small county
compared to some, only 500 members,
but we provide a full and varied series of
competitions for those who wish to play
county bridge. These include events for
experts and non-experts alike, as well as
three teams-of-four leagues that run
through the whole season, a teams-offour knockout competition, and a green
point weekend!

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
THE 2013-2014 season
has drawn to a close and
the remaining competitions have been completed. Eddy and Jette
Blackburn, and Dick and Jane Rutter
won the final of the Closed Teams and
went on to represent the County in the
Pachabo Trophy. In the Charity Rubber
Bridge Competition, Brenda Anderson –
Linda Wheater narrowly defeated
Martin Gill – Paul Slater in an enjoyable
and closely-fought final.
The new season has started with
David Thomas – Simon Harrison winning the Seniors Trophy and Heather
Westcott – Jennifer Romer winning the
Veterans Trophy.
There have been a number of
adjustments to the county competitions
which are aimed at making them more
accessible to, and enjoyable for, newcomers to county bridge. The Pairs
Ladder offers players the opportunity to
be matched against those of similar
abilities and the next heat is on Aug 18 –
pairs do not have to pre-enter, simply
turn up on the night. The Grand Prix
Teams is also designed to exclude the
County First Team players from the

standings, and has enjoyed great popularity over the years. The next heat is on
Sept 1 and, again, teams can simply turn
up on the night with no need to pre-enter.
The Malvern Congress is now fast
approaching. As usual the format is
Green-pointed Swiss Pairs on Sat Oct 25
and Green-pointed Swiss Teams on Sun
Oct 26. To try to avoid a waiting list for
the Congress, as has occurred in previous years, we have been able to book a
slightly larger venue than hitherto.
However, we would still advise booking
early to avoid a last-minute panic.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
THE Sheffield team of Tom
Gisborne, Sandy Davies,
Dave Robinson and Mike
Pomfrey reached the final of
the EBU’s Hubert Phillips
Bowl in which they lost narrowly to Sally
Brock’s team. Congratulations to them
on this achievement, and to the following on their fine results in recent
events: Janet and Ted Latham (Jersey
Congress Mixed Pairs winners); Gill
Copeland – Steve Blackburn (Yorkshire
Mixed Pairs winners); Sandy Davies –
Tom Gisborne (Leeds Swiss Pairs winners); Yorkshire Individual: 1. Graham
Read, 2. Julia Staniforth, 3. Graham
Jepson; Jack Stocken – Phil Godfrey
(Stratified Pairs winners)
Yorkshire Congress: Improvers Pairs:
Mike Dunne – Mary Norman. Ladies’
Pairs: Shelagh Flett – Agnes Baxter.
Men’s Pairs: Richard Winter – Stuart
Davies. Mixed Pairs: Michael Byrne –
Fiona Brown. Moortown Cup: Heather
Dhondy – Bill Gardner. York Mount
Group Trophy: Carole Kelly – Geoff
Kenyon. Chairman’s Plate: Nick Woolven
– Martin Edge. Fell-Vincent Cup: Simon
Cope, Basil Letts, Shivam Shah, John
Atthey and Nick Sutcliffe. John Colley
Trophy: Don and Richard Hilton, Mike
Tomlinson and Nick Sutcliffe. Scarborough Trophy: Heather Dhondy, Bill
Gardner, Sue and Chris Taylor.
Affiliated Clubs Teams: Sheffield
(David Norcross, Terry Jacobs, Graham
Jepson, Mick Lindley). Waddington
Shield: Heather Hobson, Roy Garthwaite,
Pearl, Denis Murphy. Yorkshire Trophy:
Robin Jepson, Alan Brosgill, Dominic
Pinto and Adam Dickinson. Midweek
Teams Knockout: David Musson, Graham
Jepson, Sandy Davies, Tom Gisborne,
Frank Littlewood. Golf Clubs: Moor
Allerton A (Terry Homburg, Melvyn
Cohen, Brian Ziff and Martin Edge).
Diary dates: Sept 7, Huddersfield
Rose Bowl. Sept 21, Garforth Swiss
Teams, Collingham. Oct 4-5, Great
Northern Swiss Pairs, Hilton Hotel,
Leeds.
r

AUGUST 20th is the closing
date for the submission
of county reports for the
next issue of English Bridge.
Please e-mail:
elena@ebu.co.uk
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CLUB STRATIFIED
PAIRS NATIONAL HEAT
WINNERS

Club Bidding Quiz
click
link

by Julian Pottage
click

Answers to Problems on Page 34

Wed, March129th: John Wooton –
Phyllis Hands (Wearside BC)

Hand 1
´4
™ QJ853
tK653
®A75

W
N
E
Pass Pass 1´
?

Double. With 10 HCP
you expect your side to
hold the balance of
power. A double of 1NT
is for penalties. 2™ from you would be a
weak action, denying the strength to
double 1NT.
W
Hand 2
´ AQ
™J9753
t874
®876

Thurs, March 13th: Juliet Scott –
Ruth Masri (Wimbledon BC)

S
1NT

N

E
S
1® 2´

?

Pass. Had South passed
you
would
have
responded 1™; you do
not want to let the
opponents make you bid two levels higher
than you feel appropriate. With 7 HCP and
a lot of losers, it would be too much of a
stretch even to double (take-out). Remember, partner is still there.

W
Hand 4
´K9432
™ K 10
t AK5
® 10 9 5

1´
?

Fri, March 14th: Brian and Joyce Saker
(Thanet BC)
Photos of the Monday and Tuesday winners,
Edward Leatham – Roger Andrews
(Shaftesbury BC), and Paul Morris –
Dawn Mertens (Aylesbury Aces BC)
were not available.

Hand 3
´ K62
™ KQ
t AK654
® Q 10 8

N
E
S
2´1 Pass Pass

?
1

Weak

2NT. After the opponents open a weak two, a
2NT overcall is natural
either in second seat or in fourth. The
range is about the same as for a 1NT
overcall of a one-level opening, say 15-18
points. With a balanced hand and spades
stopped, this is much better than 3t.

N

E
S
Pass Pass
Pass 2™ Pass

Pass. Since partner could
not open as dealer, you
do not have to keep the
bidding alive. Game is unlikely facing a
passed hand, while you have no guarantee
of a better fit in spades.

Hand 5
´ Q J 10 7 6 2
™A8
tQ542
®A

W
1´
?

N
E
S
Pass 1NT Pass

2´. With six chunky
spades and four poor
diamonds, you do not
need to offer partner a
choice of suits. Even a 6-1 spade fit should
be playable. If 2´ is making for 110, you
would need to make one extra trick
playing in diamonds just to break even.
W

W

link

Hand 6
´ K7643
™Q8542
tQ
®AQ

N

E
1t

S
1´

?

2™. The feeble spade
pips suggest that a
worthwhile penalty defending 1´ doubled is
unlikely. Passing (assuming you do not
have a penalty double available) would
also risk missing game if partner has the
wrong hand to reopen. You should just go
after your own best contract, which may
well be in hearts.
r

2014 PACHABO CUP
THE team of John Atthey, Julian Gibson, Val Gibson and Bill March, representing the North East CBA, has won the Pachabo
Cup. The competition is for holders of the teams-of-four championship of each county association of the EBU. This is the
second time a North East team has won, the previous time being in 2011.
They finished on 213.5 ‘Pachabo points’, well clear of the Manchester representatives (Michael Byrne, Michael Newman,
John Holland, Gary Hyett and Rodney Lighton) on 200.5. The Lancashire team (Catherine Draper, Andrew Petrie, Andrew
Woodcock, David Debbage) narrowly claimed the third step on the podium on 186.5.
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ONLINE EXTRA
Rules & Maxims

Report

The Rule of Seven

Dastardly Splits

by Michael Byrne

by Barrie Partridge

Rating HHHHH
What is it?
The ‘Rule of Seven’ is a much overused rule that helps declarer
work out how many times to duck an ace in a no-trump contract.
Add together the number of cards you hold in the suit with the
number your dummy holds and deduct the total from seven; this
is the number of times you (as declarer) should hold up. So with
A-4-3 facing 5-2 simply do: 3 + 2 = 5, 7 - 5 = 2 so hold up
twice. With A-4-3 facing 7-6-5, the calculation is 3 + 3 = 6,
7 - 6 = 1, so duck just once.
When does it apply?
It applies when the opponents have led a suit in no-trumps where
you hold only one stopper, and it only works when they have led
from a five-card suit.
It wouldn’t apply if you had a second stopper such as J-9-3 in
dummy and A-4-2 in your hand, with the nine forcing an honour
from the defender on your right after a low card has been led.
How does it work?
If you have five cards between your hand and dummy’s, the
opponents have eight between them. If they are split 5-3, you can cut
communication by holding up twice. Effectively for every card fewer
than seven that you have between your hand and dummy’s, you have
to hold up a round to prevent the leader’s partner from returning
the suit at a later stage in the play of the hand. He won’t be able to
return the suit if he no longer holds any cards in it!
What are the problems?
Sadly the rule does not work when the lead is from a three- or
four-card suit. A simple example is A-4-3 facing 6-5-2. If the king
is led from K-Q-J-10, you want to duck twice to avoid losing three
tricks, but the rule of seven says to win on the second round! It is
best to use the rule of seven when there has been an overcall at the
one level (which is usually based on a five-card suit), as that gets
the most out of it.
Again, note: you can only use the Rule of Seven when you are
declarer – it doesn’t apply when you are a defender.
What more do I need to know?
This may seem overly obvious, but remember that the purpose of
ducking is to cut communications between the defenders’ hands,
and to exhaust one opponent of his holding in a suit.
The Rule of Seven is blind to the fact that a player might show
out of a suit. If you hold A-3-2 facing 6-5-4 and one opponent
leads the king and the other shows out (perhaps an opponent has
pre-empted), then you don’t need to hold up, but the Rule of
r
Seven won’t take this into account.
Online Extra

BRIDGE CLUB LIVE (www.bridgeclublive.com) is an online bridge
club based in the UK but while most members are British, there
are enough members across the world to guarantee you a game
any time of day or night. While match-pointed pairs is the most
popular format, there are 18-board IMP pairs tournaments held
most UK evenings and these take just under two hours – much
faster than at face-to-face bridge.
Few made a slam on the board below from a recent IMPs
tournament. I was North and partner showed a balanced 24-25
HCP; I bid 3® as Puppet Stayman, which was doubled by East
before partner denied four cards in either major. With a known
combined HCP count of 32-33 and with missing honours surely
in the club suit, I bid what I considered the safer slam of 6´. It
wasn’t, and on the ®K lead I went off, and I still can’t see a way of
making it, despite having twelve tricks off the top!
6NT is where we should have been. Let’s say you are South and
get the lead of a club to East’s queen. How would you play to make
on the actual layout while also allowing for West’s hand to have
longer hearts and shorter diamonds, say a 5-4-2-2 shape?
Because this was IMP scoring, making the contract is the allimportant thing. At match-points, you want the overtrick and you
will go one off in 6NT, shrug your shoulders and move on to the
next board. But not at IMPs!
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

96543
9
J 10 8 3
865

AKJ82
8752
642
2
´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

7
J 10 6 4 3
75
K Q 10 9 3

Q 10
AKQ
AKQ9
AJ74

The splits are, of course, dastardly – without them there would be no
problem. As you don’t know how the red suits will be divided, a
practical squeeze solution is to rectify the count immediately by
ducking the first club trick and winning the switch – say, a heart.
Now you cash your remaining hearts in hand and the ®A, throwing
a diamond from dummy, and also cash the ´Q just to check that
they are no worse than 5-1. On the actual layout, you have now
squeezed West, who has had to throw a spade solving your blockage
problem, or a diamond to set up your t9. If West had started with
five spades and four hearts, you can squeeze him in those suits by
playing out diamonds as he has to discard before dummy.
If all six outstanding spades were in the West hand, it seems that
a red-suit squeeze against East would be the best line at this point.
Either red suit can be 3-3 and we are still there.
r
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ONLINE EXTRA
The Five-card Major System

Five-card Majors Part IV
by Neil Rosen
I AM delighted at the interest (panic?!)
this series has engendered. I think that this
month we will slow down slightly and
review some of the material already
covered.
Before doing that, however, an area of
competitive bidding which ties in
wonderfully well when playing five-card
majors and a strong no-trump is click
to play support doubles (see
Jeremy Dhondy’s article, February link
2014, page 57) and redoubles.
These apply when partner, as responder,
has shown a suit at the one level, with the
length of the suit unknown (at least four
cards), and enable you to show your level
of support precisely so that partner can
judge the continuations, whether the
opponents continue to bid or not.

suppose) – something like Hand A
below:

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
2t
?

Hand A
´
™
t
®

Q7
AJ83
A5
K Q 10 7 6

3™ shows a stretched hand with fourcard support and a bit of shape (not
a weak no-trump hand – that would
always just bid 2™ in this
situation), something like Hand B
below:

Hand B

Support Doubles:
Partner Has Responded and
RHO Overcalls

Opener Opp 1
You
Pass
1®
Dble
3t

´
™
t
®

7
AJ83
A52
K Q 10 7 6

Hand C
´
™
t
®

743
KJ863
52
A98

If opener had simply passed over 2t, you
would expect him to have at most two
hearts (or a very bad hand) so competing
to 3™ would be much less attractive.
If on the last auction opener had bid 2™
over 2t, showing four-card support, it
should be very easy to bid to 3™ (a
guaranteed nine-card fit nearly always
suggests competing to the three level in
competition).
So these are the principles:

Consider the following auction:
1.
Opener Opp 1
You
1®
Pass
Dble

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
2t

The double here is a support double,
showing exactly three-card heart support
Compare this to the following alternative
calls you could make:
2™ would guarantee four-card support,
most usually in a weak no-trump
type hand (these auctions are high
frequency).
3t is an unassuming cue-bid
(see my article in the June click
2012 issue, pages 24-25),
link
showing a good hand with
four-card support, 16+ HCP being
usual (or even a very good 15, I
58
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When do Support Doubles Apply?
They apply when partner has responded at
the one level to your opening bid and the
partnership is still able to play at the two
level in the suit bid. Thus in the following
auction:
Opener Opp 1
You
1®
Pass
Dble

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
2´

Your double is not a support double. It is
simply a take-out double – the reason
being that there is no security at the three
level. However, holding Hand C as responder in the next auction, it would not
be ridiculous to compete to 3™ (I know the
‘Law of Total Tricks’ says not to, but at
least you are guaranteed an eight-card fit).

2.

3.

Support doubles are mandatory at
the one level, but optional at the
two level: that is, look at your hand
– if very poor, do not make a
support double at the two level.
They apply after partner has responded at the one level and the
length of his suit is still unknown
(at least four cards).
They do not apply when the opponents overcall 1NT, when a double
should be reserved for penalties.
For example:

Opener Opp 1
You
1®
Pass
Dble

4.

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
1NT

The double is not a support double
it is for penalties.
They do apply after a 1® – 1t start
Online Extra

ONLINE EXTRA
5.
6.

to the auction.
They do apply after a 1™ – 1´ start
to the auction.
They do not apply if responder has
already shown five cards. For
example:

Opener Opp 1
You
1t
1™
Dble

7.

8.

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1´
2™

The double here is not a support
double since 1´ promised at least
five cards, as responder would have
used a negative double with only
four cards in spades in this sort of
auction.
Support doubles and redoubles,
while most commonly used with
quite weak hands, are not in fact
limited in any way; with a strong
hand just start with a double then
bid again.
Negative inferences apply, so in this
auction:

Opener Opp 1
You
1®
Pass
?

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
1´

A 2® bid from opener would now
deny three–card heart support –
and should probably be alerted as
such. Similarly a jump to 3® would
also deny three-card support. This
added definition is quite an amazing side-feature of playing these
methods.

Support Redoubles
Support redoubles work in exactly the
same way as seen with support doubles,
but obviously apply when the opponents
have doubled responder’s bid rather than
overcalled it. After the following start to
the auction:
Opener Opp 1
You
1®
Pass
?

Responder Opp 2
Partner
1™
Dble

Redouble from opener would show threecard support, whereas a 2™ rebid would
promise four-card support.
Here are two problems for you:
Online Extra

Problem 1
´
™
t
®

J52
43
AJ873
AQ7

Holding the hand above, what would you
call in each of the following auctions:
A. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1´
2™
1t
Pass
?
B. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1t
1™
1´
2™
?
C. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1t
Pass
1´
1NT
?
D. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1t
Pass
1´
Dble
?

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

A73
AQ84
3
AQ752

Holding the hand above, what would you
call in each of the following auctions:
A. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1®
Pass
1™
1´
?
B. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1®
Pass
1™
2t
?
C. Opener Opp 1 Responder Opp 2
You
Partner
1®
Pass
1™
1NT
?

Have you worked out the answers? If so,

check below to see whether you’ve got
them right.
1A: Double – a classic support double,
showing three-card support for spades.
You should not be ashamed of this 12count: two aces, a five-card suit and no
wastage in hearts all being positive
features. I stress this point since the
support double was not mandatory here –
pass would be acceptable but a little timid.
(This brings me to one last point when
playing support doubles: how does the
responder bid opposite one? The answer
is: as naturally as possible, but sometimes
the situation will arise where responder
has to repeat his major suit with only four
cards, despite knowing that opener only
has three-card support. The idea is that
this should not be too stressful since the
partnership is always still at the two level
so no disaster should ensue!)
1B: 2´ – this is not a support double
position since 1´ over 1™ showed at least
five cards in spades.
1C: Pass would be my choice. 2´ for the
gamblers amongst you is possible but very
risky here. I would reserve that bid for a
hand with four-card support or maybe
three-card support and a singleton somewhere. Hearing the opponents bid notrumps should always induce a note of
caution in any competitive auction – I am
sure you are all aware of this already.
1D: Redouble – a support redouble,
showing three-card support.
2A: 2´ – an unassuming cue-bid showing
a good four-card raise in partner’s suit,
usually with 16+ HCP. Perfect!
2B: You have a choice here: 3t (unassuming cue-bid) or even 4t (splinter).
Very often making a splinter in a suit bid
by the opponents proves to be the key to
bidding a light but successful slam – where
otherwise partner’s poor holding in the
opponents’ suit may have proved sufficiently off-putting to miss out on a slam. I
agree 4t is light, but am sure it would be
my choice at the table.
2C: Matters are quite different after a 1NT
overcall, when you should be more
cautious. I do not believe a penalty double
to be the winning option here, since fourcard support is so important a feature to
get across. I would recommend 3™ (or
maybe 2NT as an unassuming cue-bid for
keen partnerships).
August 2013 English Bridge
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ONLINE EXTRA
Revision
Let’s now review some of the concepts
covered over the last few months. A quiz
may help lighten the work!

Revision Quiz 1
What do you respond to a 1® opening
with the following hands?

Hand 1
´ J762
™ 85
t KQ64
® 973

Hand 3
´ J85
™ AJ7
t Q94
® Q762

Hand 5
´ AQJ873
™ 32
t 872
® 54

Hand 2
´ J872
™ 43
t KQ983
® 86

Hand 4
´ AKQJ64
™ AK8
t 86
® 93

Hand 6
´ A8
™ K74
t Q86
® AQJ84

HCP. A jump to 2NT would show 11-12
HCP here.
4: 1´. Remember you cannot make a
classical ‘jump-shift’ within this system as
this would in fact be a ‘weak jump shift’
i.e. a decent six-card suit with 4-9
HCP approximately (see pages click
60-61 in the April Online Extra). link
5: 2´. Here is a perfect example of
a weak jump shift response to a 1®
opening – simultaneously describing your
hand beautifully and putting pressure on
your next opponent.
6: 2®. Virtually unbiddable in Acol where
you have to either invent a 1t bid or jump
to a heavy 3NT. Here we can first bid an
inverted (forcing) 2® – then 3NT next. No
problem at all!

Revision Quiz 2
With each of the hands below, what would
you call at your turn in the featured
auctions?

60
60
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´
™
t
®

85
A3
43
K Q J 10 9 8 4

Problem 6
´
™
t
®

853
K76
KQ8
AQ95

Problem 1
´
™
t
®

852
AQJ873
K2
73

Partner You
1®
1™
1´
?

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

852
AQJ873
K2
A3

Problem 3
´
™
t
®

85
AKQJ873
K2
A3

Problem 4
´
™
t
®

AJ85
A3
KQ643
63

Partner You
1®
1™
1´
?

Partner You
1®
1™
1´
?

Partner
1t

You
?

Partner
1t

You
?

You
1®
2NT
?

Partner
2®
3®

Problem 7
´
™
t
®

83
K76
AQ763
Q95

Opener Opp 1
Partner
1t
1™

Answers to Revision Quiz 1
1: 1´. A routine 1´ in our style. While
Acol advocates responding the lower of
two four-card suits, this does not apply
here. Partner may well have a four-card
major – in which case it is imperative to
find it directly since if we respond 1t
opener may have to rebid 1NT not one of
his major – and the beauty of the system
will evaporate as the 4-4 major suit fit,
which was ‘begging’ to be located, will in
fact be lost!
2: Still 1´! We extend the principle from
(1) above to include bypassing five or
even six-card minor suits in favour of our
major. Only with enough points for game
(usually 12+ approx.) do I recommend
introducing diamonds ahead of your four
card-major.
3: 1NT. In Acol you would be too strong
(6-9 points), but here you are safe knowing that if partner is balanced then he will
have either 12-14 or 18-19 HCP so there is
no problem responding 1NT with up to 10

Problem 5

Responder Opp 2
You
?

Answers to Revision Quiz 2
1: 2™. This hand falls betwixt and between
in standard methods: do you slightly
underbid with 2™ or slightly overbid with
3™?
With the methods proposed in this
series, 2™ shows about 9-11 HCP and at
least six hearts, i.e. a fully invitational
hand – whilst keeping the bidding low!
The reason you can do this, of course, is
because you have 1® – 2™ available as a
weak jump shift so your hand is known to
be better than that.
2: 2t. You have an opening hand with six
hearts. There are two possible options in
this situation: a) to jump to 3™ or b) to
bid fourth suit forcing and then 3™.
When both these options are available
(when your side has already bid three suits,
not just two), then I favour bidding the
fourth suit followed by 3™ to show an
opening hand with six cards in length.
3: 3™. Whereas, following on from the
previous example, you can show a classical
‘jump-shift’ by jumping in your own suit.
Typically this shows 16+ HCP with lovely
hearts (or whatever suit you responded in;
it works the same way with spades and
diamonds too!).
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4: 2t. This is a game-going hand and you
can easily show it by bidding 2t (inverted
minor raise) first before introducing your
next longest suit (spades) to describe the
shape of the hand more accurately than by
responding 1´ – as I suspect most of you
do at the moment.
5: 3®. Remember 1t – 2® is forcing to
game, so you would need an opening hand
to do so. I recommend using 1t – 3® not
as weak but as invitational (at least six
clubs, approx. 10-12 HCP) for exactly this
reason.
6: 3NT. Partner has shown invitational
values facing a weak no-trump. Having
already shown a weak no-trump with at
least four clubs via your 2NT bid, you can
now accept the game invitation with your
maximum 14 HCP and bid on to 3NT.
7: 2™. An unassuming cue-bid, showing at
least four diamonds and at least 10 HCP.

Opening One of a Major
Well, well, well – it has taken me till halfway through my fourth article to get on to
this vital topic! This month and in the next
issue we will be looking at some of the
techniques associated with the scheme.
Advantages
By opening 1™/1´ with five cards, partner
can judge much better on several levels:
i) Partner can use the ‘Level of the Fit’
principle to be guided as to how far
to raise when responding (see later,
bottom of the page).
ii) Partner can judge better how far to
compete in contested auctions.
iii) Making simple raises immediately
is much easier than in Acol where
you have to bid another suit first.
Ambiguity often then arises as to
whether the responder actually
holds real support or is just grudgingly giving preference at his second
turn to bid.
iv) Playing a system which is used
globally allows you to play with (or
at least understand more) all sorts
of partners and opponents at home,
abroad, or even online!
Disadvantages
i) Lack of familiarity – trust me, it is
Online Extra

well worth the effort!
ii) The need to play ‘prepared minors’
or ‘short club’.
Before we go on, I wish to dispel one
widely held myth as totally false . . .
‘If I open 1®, I deny holding a five-card
major.’
No, you don’t! If you were to hold a
hand with six clubs and a five-card major,
you should still open your longest suit first
– rather than warping the hand by opening your five-card major. (Rant over . . .)
Requirements
Just a normal hand with at least five cards
in the major opened. Normal guidelines
should help you here (Rule of Twenty, or
whatever other judgement guide you
already use). One early point to mention is
that holding a five-card major but in the
range for a strong no-trump (15-17, remember), I think you are much better off
long term by opening 1NT and not the
major. This is against classical Acol thinking, I know – but it certainly is a winning
proposition. Consider these hands:

Hand 1
´ AQ976
™ 85
t K43
® Q65

Hand 2
´ AQ976
™ 85
t K43
® K53

Hand 3
´ AQ976
™ A7
t K43
® K52

Hand 1: I recommend passing (except in
third seat, where opening would be fairly
normal).
Hand 2 is a normal 1´ opening in any
seat.
Hand 3 is a choice of opening 1´ or
1NT. As mentioned, I definitely prefer 1NT.

Raising the Major to the Two Level
This is usually done with three trumps (or
occasionally four with a poor/stodgy hand).
Care should be taken since rather than
requiring 6-9 HCP, in practice the raise to

two is much more likely to be based on
5-10 HCP.
Because the length of the suit opened
(five) is known, it makes life as responder
much easier when you have a fit. For
example, if partner opens 1™, you should
raise to 2™ with each of the following
hands:

Hand A
´ 762
™ K85
t Q8763
® J9

Hand B
´ AJ96
™ K85
t 943
® 653

Hand C
´ Q5
™ A76
t KJ43
® 7542

Hand A: normal and uncontroversial.
Hand B: no need to introduce spades as
you would do in Acol, since an eight-card
fit is known (usually only bother with five
spades). If partner makes a further bid, he
can always introduce a four-card spade
suit should he have one, so the spade fit
will come to light if game is possible.
Hand C: note that a balanced 10-count
with three trumps should normally only
raise to the two level. This is very important: holding a 10-count with either a fivecard side-suit or a singleton would make
the hand too good for a simple raise to the
two level.

Raising the Major to the Three Level
There are various approaches here. I favour
using the ‘Level of the Fit’ principle (you
bid to make as many tricks as you have
trumps between the two hands) to allow
you nearly always to bid to the three level
(= nine tricks) when the partnership has a
combined nine trumps, and often bid
straight to the four level (= ten tricks) when
ten trumps (or more!) are held.
Standard methods would involve using
limit bids as per Acol with either three- or
four-card support.
For example:

(turn to the next page)
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1™ – 3™:
Hand D
´
™
t
®

43
A63
K942
A985

Hand D would raise 1™ to 3™.
However, the problem is that partner
never knows if you have three- or fourcard support. This leads us to . . .

1™ – 4™:

The system works in a similar fashion after
a 1´ opening:
1´ – 2NT:
1´ – 3®:

Bergen Raises
1´ – 3t:
A leading American theorist, Marty
Bergen, came up with the so-called
‘Bergen Raises’ (see my article in click
the October 2013 issue, pages 2425), a version of which I will link
detail for you here:
1™ – 2´:

‘Mixed raise’. This shows
four-card support and 7-9
HCP with a bit of shape.
Nothing whatsoever to do
with spades! For example,
you might hold Hand E:

Hand E
´
™
t
®

1™ – 2NT:

1™ – 3®:

43
AJ63
Q8752
85

Jacoby convention (game
forcing with at least fourcard support).
Three-card heart support,
10-12 HCP, invitational.
Nothing whatsoever to do
with clubs! You might hold
Hand F:

Pre-emptive: at least fourcard support and 4-6 HCP.
Also pre-emptive – usually
at least five hearts (the Level
of the Fit!). Fewer than 10
HCP are recommended
here.

1´ – 3™:

1´ – 3´:
!´ – 4´:

Jacoby.
Three-card support, 10-12
HCP, invitational.
Four-card support, 10-12
HCP, invitational.
‘Mixed raise’, four-card
support, 7-9 HCP. (NB:
some people play this
differently – it can be used
as: a) natural and strong;
b) natural and invitational;
c) natural and weak. Your
choice!)
Pre-emptive (four-card support, 4-6 HCP).
Pre-emptive (at least fivecard support, fewer than 10
HCP).

One final note for those keen ones
amongst you who are going to try to take
some or all of these methods on board.
Remembering which way round 3® and
3t are can sometimes prove troublesome
on the brain. Here are two brilliant aidesmemoire:
1. They operate exactly the same after
1™ and 1´ (so this is less of a stress
on the memory).
2. 3® shows three-card support (a club
has three ‘leaves’ in its shape); 3t
shows four-card support (a diamond
has four corners).

Responding to One-of-a-Major Quiz
What do you respond to 1™ with the
following hands? (Note that responding to
an opening of 1´ works in exactly the
same way.)

Hand 1
´ 75
™ J84
t A8742
® 983

Hand 2
´ K7
™ A84
t Q983
® J632

Hand 3
´ 652
™ KJ8
t 73
® AQ874

Hand 4
´ J743
™ AQ63
t A5
® 754

Hand 5
´ A8
™ AK74
t K865
® 852

Hand 6
´ 83
™ A872
t 94
® K 10 7 5 4

Hand 7
´ Q8
™ K743
t 87632
® 65

Hand 8
´ 863
™ AJ872
t 8743
® 6

Hand 9
´ 72
™ AJ8632
t 7542
® 4

Answers: next page.

Hand F
´
™
t
®

1™ – 3t:

62
62

432
KQ7
AJ873
J5

Four-card heart support
and 10-12 HCP, invitational. Nothing whatsoever to
do with diamonds!
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Answers
1: 2™. Yes, minimum, but with 5 HCP
including an ace it is essential to bid. You
might be making game, or certainly you
want to make life difficult for your opponents. It is much safer to bid on minimum
values when you do have a fit rather than
when you do not!
2: 2™. Maximum this time but still in
range. Remember that hands up to 10
HCP should routinely raise only to the
two level when balanced.
3: 3®. Too good for a quiet 2™ raise this
time. A good five-card suit and 10 HCP
allows you to make a three-card invitational raise via the Bergen 3® bid.
4: 3t. A limit raise, promising 10-12 HCP
with four-card support
5: 2NT. Jacoby game-forcing raise. What?
You don’t play it? Well, you click
should! (For an introduction to
the convention, see page 38, link
October 2012.)
6: 2´. Bergen mixed raise, showing fourcard support and 7-9 HCP. These bids are
designed to put maximum pressure on the
opponents while having the safety net of a
nine-card trump fit.
7: 3™, weak. These bids are designed to be
weak but not totally dreadful! I recommend about 4-6 points rather than 0+ as
some people try to play – that just seems
to generate bad scores, in my experience.
8: 4™. With five-card support and a bit of
shape (I hate 5-3-3-2 hands doing this), I
feel that using the Level of the Fit to jump
to the four-level is easily a winning tactic
long-term. Either you can make your contract or, if not, you make life fiendishly
difficult for your opponents in the
auction.
9: 4™. Yes, 4™ here too. It is rare to jump to
5™ since you may well pre-empt your side
rather than the opponents if it is your
partner who has a good hand.
See you all next time for some more developments with the 1™/1´ openings.
r
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